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I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On 3 March 2022 the Moscow Mechanism of the human dimension of the Organization for
Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) was invoked by Ukraine supported by 45
participating States. Consequently, a Mission of three experts was appointed on 14 March 2022,
which according to the rules of the Moscow Mechanism was to complete its work within three
weeks and therefore delivered its report to Ukraine as the inviting state on 5 April 2022.
The mandate was defined as to
•
•

Establish the facts and circumstances surrounding possible contraventions of OSCE
commitments, and violations and abuses of international human rights law and
international humanitarian law;
Establish the facts and circumstances of possible cases of war crimes and crimes
against humanity, including due to deliberate and indiscriminate attacks against
civilians and civilian infrastructure; and to collect, consolidate, and analyze this
information with a view to presenting it to relevant accountability mechanisms, as well
as national, regional, or international courts or tribunals that have, or may in future
have, jurisdiction.

Given the wide mandate, the Mission invited all potential sources to contribute evidence and
did receive support from many sides, in particular from NGOs on the ground and from those
with particular investigative capacities. Unfortunately, the Permanent Representation of the
Russian Federation informed the Mission upon request that it considered the Moscow
Mechanism largely outdated and redundant. The Permanent Representation also declined to
nominate a liaison person but referred the Mission to the official statements and briefings of
the Government of the Russian Federation, which made it impossible for the Mission to take
account of the Russian position on all pertinent incidents, except based on official open sources
and websites.
A detailed assessment of most allegations of International Humanitarian Law (IHL) violations
and the identification of war crimes concerning particular incidents has not been possible.
Nevertheless, the mission found clear patterns of IHL violations by the Russian forces in their
conduct of hostilities. If they had respected their IHL obligations in terms of distinction,
proportionality and precautions in attack and concerning specially protected objects such as
hospitals, the number of civilians killed or injured would have remained much lower. Similarly,
considerably fewer houses, hospitals, cultural properties, schools, multi-story residential
buildings, water stations and electricity systems would have been damaged or destroyed.
Furthermore, much of the conduct of Russian forces displayed in the parts of Ukraine it
occupied before and after 24 February 2022, including through its proxies, the self-proclaimed
“republics” of Donetsk and Luhansk, violates IHL of military occupation.
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Some violations and problems were also identified regarding practices attributable to Ukraine.
The Mission is in particular concerned about the treatment of prisoners of war, who originally
were considered criminals, and treated in ways that are incompatible with Geneva Convention
III. Generally, allegations made by the Russian Federation could not be confirmed that Ukraine
and not Russian forces had caused some of the death, injury or destructions attributed to Russia
by the media, Ukrainian authorities and NGOs.
The Mission has also considered the impact of the current conflict on human rights. While it
has not been able to verify all the reported incidents that involve violations of International
Human Rights Law (IHRL), it has found credible evidence suggesting that such violations
concerning even the most fundamental human rights (right to life, prohibition of torture and
other inhuman and degrading treatment and punishment) have been committed, mostly in the
areas under the effective control of Russia or entities under overall control of Russia. The
Mission has also concluded that the impact of the conflict on the enjoyment of human rights
has gone beyond the direct violations of these rights. By causing a high level of destruction and
by interfering with the provision of vital services (education, healthcare), the conflict started by
the unlawful attack by Russia has made it very difficult for Ukraine to effectively respect,
protect and fulfil the human rights of its inhabitants. Furthermore, the Mission has found that
while the conflict has affected all the inhabitants of Ukraine, it has exerted and continues to
exert particularly negative effects on individuals belonging to vulnerable groups, such as
women, children, older persons or persons with disabilities.
The Mission is not able to conclude whether the Russian attack on Ukraine per se may qualify
as a widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population. It however holds
that some patterns of violent acts violating IHRL, which have been repeatedly documented in
the course of the conflict, such as targeted killing, enforced disappearance or abductions of
civilians, including journalists and local officials, are likely to meet this qualification. Any
single violent act of this type, committed as part of such an attack and with the knowledge of
it, would then constitute a crime against humanity.
While some findings of this report are necessarily preliminary due to the short period of
investigation in the context of an ongoing international armed conflict with a large number of
events occurring every day that could constitute violations of international law or even
international crimes, the report can inform other bodies’ more in-depth investigations into legal
accountability. The findings may also contribute to establishing political accountability. With
regard to violations of IHL and IHRL the responsibility lies with both the Russian Federation
and Ukraine to observe their respective obligations. As this report shows, violations occurred
on the Ukrainian as well as on the Russian side. The violations committed by the Russian
Federation, however, are by far larger in nature and scale.
Finally, the report highlights the various relevant accountability mechanisms at the different
levels including the pertinent courts, some of which are already at work. A variety of
mechanisms do exist and new ones could be created to prevent impunity for the violations and
crimes identified.
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II.

INTRODUCTION AND MANDATE

On 24 February 2022 the Russian Federation invaded Ukraine. Already before, on 21 February
2022, President Vladimir Putin had recognized the Eastern Ukrainian provinces of Donetsk and
Luhansk as independent states 1 The recognition is understood to refer to these regions’
administrative borders and not to the areas under effective control of the so-called republics of
Donetsk and Luhansk at that time. On 24 February 2022, in a televised speech, President Putin
justified the armed attack against Ukraine as a special military operation carried out in selfdefence.2 The UN General Assembly, in its resolution of 2 March 2022, qualified the Russian
attack on Ukraine as an act of aggression in violation of Article 2(4) of the UN Charter.3 In a
resolution of 24 March 2022, the General Assembly, again meeting in a special emergency
session, requested an “immediate cessation of hostilities by the Russian Federation against
Ukraine, in particular of any attacks against civilians and civilian objects”,4 the protection of
which is discussed in some detail.
On 3 March 2022, Ukraine supported by 45 participating States resorted to Para 8 of the
Moscow Mechanism of the human dimension of the OSCE. Within this framework, one or
more participating States may request the OSCE to inquire of another participating State
whether it would agree to invite a Mission of Experts to address a particular, clearly defined
question on its territory relating to the human dimension of the OSCE, which Ukraine has
consented to. The procedure is outlined in Paras 4–7 of the Moscow Mechanism. Para 4 foresees
that a Mission consisting of up to three experts from the rostrum of the Moscow Mechanism
must be established by the inviting state which has to inform the OSCE, which will provide
appropriate support to such Mission. The report of the Mission is to be submitted to the inviting
state. Accordingly, Ukraine on 14 March 2022 informed the OSCE Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR), being in charge on behalf of the OSCE in the matter
that it had appointed Veronika Bílková, Marco Sassòli and Wolfgang Benedek,5 the latter being
elected as the chair of the Mission by his colleagues.6
The mandate of the Mission reads as follows:
•
•

Establish the facts and circumstances surrounding possible contraventions of OSCE
commitments, and violations and abuses of international human rights law and
international humanitarian law;
Establish the facts and circumstances of possible cases of war crimes and crimes
against humanity, including due to deliberate and indiscriminate attacks against
civilians and civilian infrastructure; and to collect, consolidate, and analyze this

1
Address of the President of the Russian Federation, 21 February 2022, Обращение Президента Российской
Федерации, 21 февраля 2022, at: https://glasnarod.ru/oficzialno/ obrashhenie-prezidenta-rossijskoj-federaciipolnyj-tekst/
2
Address of the President of the Russian Federation, 24 February 2022, Обращение Президента Российской
Федерации, 24 февраля 2022, at: https://ria.ru/20220224/obraschenie-1774658619.html
3
UN Doc. A/ES-11/L.1, Aggression against Ukraine, 1 March 2022. The Resolution was adopted in a GA
Emergency Session called for by the UN Security Council by Resolution 2623(2022) under the Uniting for Peace
resolution as the Security Council was prevented to exercise its primary responsibility for peace and security.
4
UN Doc. A/ES-11/L.2, Humanitarian consequences of the aggression against Ukraine, 21 March 2022. United
Nations General Assembly Adopts Text Recognizing Scale of Humanitarian Woes Arising from Russian
Federation’s Ukraine Offensive as Unseen in Many Decades, UN, 24 March 2022, at:
https://www.un.org/press/en/2022/ga12411.doc.htm.
5
Professor ret. Dr. Wolfgang Benedek, Institute of International Law and International Relations and European
Training and Research Centre for Human Rights and Democracy, University of Graz; Associate Professor Dr.
Veronika Bílková, Faculty of Law, Charles University of Prague, and Institute of International Relations, Prague;
Professor Marco Sassòli, University of Geneva.
6
The experts would like to thank their team, in particular Svitlana Andreichenko, Federica Cristiani, Eugénie
Duss, Gregor Fischer-Lessiak, Alba Grembi, Nela Laryšová and Inga Zelena for their valuable support.
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information with a view to presenting it to relevant accountability mechanisms, as well
as national, regional, or international courts or tribunals that have, or may in future
have, jurisdiction.
The Mission started its work the following day. As foreseen in para 6 of the Moscow
Mechanism the report was to be completed within three weeks, i.e., by 5 April 2022. The
temporal mandate of the Mission covers the initial five weeks of the conflict. Territorially, the
Mission has investigated potential contraventions of international standards that have occurred
in the whole territory of Ukraine, within its internationally recognized borders (including the
Autonomous region of Crimea, the City of Sevastopol as well as the Donetsk and Luhansk
regions). Regarding the personal scope, the Mission has investigated potential contraventions
of international standards committed by or attributable to any party to the conflict or any other
public or private actor operating within the territory of Ukraine.

III. METHODOLOGY
A. TIME FRAME AND LIMITATIONS
The events investigated by the Mission of Experts cover the period from 24 February until 1
April 2022, when the report had to be finalized. This is the period since the beginning of the
war against Ukraine which, at the moment of the completion of this report, is unfortunately still
ongoing and new developments unfold as dynamically as the flow of information. In particular,
the Mission notes allegations received after the formal end of its investigations of summary
executions of a large number of civilians during the Russian occupation of villages in the
proximity of Kyiv, in particular Bucha and at the occasion of the withdrawal of Russian forces.
There are photos and videos of civilians killed in the streets partly with their hands tied and
reports about one or more mass graves.7 This evidence points to a major war crime and a crime
against humanity committed by the Russian forces. Such an event deserves and requires a
serious international enquiry, on the spot, with forensic experts. Even if the time period at the
disposal of the Mission had been prolonged, it could not have conducted such an enquiry.
According to the rules of the Moscow Mechanism, the time for the elaboration of the report
was limited to three weeks, which in the case of this Mission meant from 15 March to 4 April.
During this time span, new reports of relevant incidents were published daily, and active
hostilities occurred within the whole territory of Ukraine. The OSCE/ODIHR advised the
experts not to visit Ukraine as safe access to the places of potential violations could not be
provided. The Mission benefited from logistical and administrative support from the
OSCE/ODIHR which was much appreciated. However, the OSCE was not in a position to
provide substantive information or expertise on the topic of the report. In some cases, the
described time constraints prevented a more in-depth inquiry as certain information and
analysis only becomes available over time. Accordingly, it was not possible to research all
relevant incidents thoroughly enough to reach undisputable findings. In such cases, this report
clearly points out such limitations.

B. MAIN SOURCES
In spite of these limitations, the Mission has been able to get access to a large variety of sources
allowing to gain a good oversight of the situation in general and of particular issues under
review. This has been in some respects possible due to the cooperation of Ukraine as the
7

“They were all shot”: Russia accused of war crimes as Bucha reveals horror of invasion, The Guardian, 3 April
2022, at: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/apr/03/they-were-all-shot-russia-accused-of-war-crimes-asbucha-reveals-horror-of-invasion; Ukraine: Apparent War Crimes in Russia-Controlled Areas, HRW, 3 April
2022, at: https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/04/03/ukraine-apparent-war-crimes-russia-controlled-areas
2

requesting state, which, however, because of the ongoing war, was, of course, limited. The
Mission regrets, in particular, that it did not succeed in having any contact with the Ukrainian
military, which would have been crucial to evaluate certain violations of International
Humanitarian Law (IHL) on the conduct of hostilities.
ODIHR opened a channel through which relevant information could be shared. In addition,
with regard to the Ukrainian authorities, the Mission followed the information on the websites
of governmental institutions like the Office of the General Prosecutor and also received
information from the Ukrainian Parliament’s Commissioner for Human Rights. The Mission
also actively followed relevant media reports and reached out to a large number of contacts
within international organizations with knowledge about the situation like, in particular, the
United Nations Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine (HRMMU), UNESCO, WHO,
FAO, IOM, UNHCR, UNICEF and the Council of Europe. It also received information from
specialized non-governmental organizations (NGOs) like the Platform for the Investigation of
War Crimes in Ukraine (Ukraine 5 AM Coalition), consisting of more than 20 NGOS8, some
of which also provided specific reports, other Ukrainian NGOs like Opora or the Kharkiv
Human Rights Protection Group as well as specialized international investigative NGOs like
Truth Hounds, Bellingcat, Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, OMCT, Human
Rights House, Insecurity Insight and DIGNITY – Danish Institute against Torture. Military
experts from third states were also consulted as were available Russian public sources. Valuable
information and analysis were also provided by the Humanitarian Research Lab at Yale School
of Public Health, by experienced individuals like Stephen Douglas, formerly of the OSCE
Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine and by journalists and interviews with individuals on
the ground. Obviously, not all sources can be disclosed for security reasons. In addition, a
number of interviews were undertaken with persons possessing particular knowledge on the
matter.
Right after its start the Mission contacted the Russian Permanent Representation to the OSCE
requesting support to the Mission by providing relevant information. However, the
Representation responded that Russia considered the Moscow Mechanism to be outdated and
obsolete and therefore also refused to nominate a liaison person. It referred the Mission to the
website of the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation (see exchange of letters in annex).
In spite of this lack of cooperation, the Mission of Experts did its best to also take Russian
positions into account.
Obviously, as typically happens in situations of war, disinformation and propaganda on the
situation in Ukraine were also disseminated within the period under investigation. The Mission
of Experts has been very much aware of this fact. However, by gathering, analysing and
comparing the great variety of sources available and carefully evaluating the quality of sources,
an accurate overall assessment and an evaluation of a few specific events has been possible.

C. OSCE COMMITMENTS AND OTHER SOURCES OF OBLIGATIONS USED
There are numerous relevant OSCE commitments in the field of human rights, which are
enshrined in particular in the Copenhagen Document of 1990 and in subsequent Ministerial
Council Decisions. In several press releases OSCE bodies have reminded the parties to the
8

Human Rights Centre ZMINA, Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, Ukrainian Legal Advisory Group,
Regional Centre for Human Rights, Media Initiative for Human Rights, The Institute for Peace and Common
Ground (IPCG), Centre of Civil Education “Almenda”, Crimea SOS, Crimean Human Rights Group, Vostok SOS,
Social Action Centre, Advocacy Advisory Panel, Kharkiv Institute for Social Research, DEJURE Foundation,
Truth Hounds, Educational Human Rights House Chernihiv, Human Rights Center “Diya”, Association of
Ukrainian Monitors of Adherence to, Human Rights in the Activities of Law Enforcement Agencies, Ukraine
Without Torture , Human Rights Platform, Association for the Development of Judicial Self-Government,
Ukrainian Healthcare Center (UHC), Public Association Progressive Group of Frankivtsy.
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present conflict of their relevant commitments, such as the safety of the media must also be
ensured in conflict situations9, that the rights of minorities need to be protected also in conflict
situations 10 based on the thematic recommendations and guidelines 11 or that there is an
obligation to respect the right to peaceful assemblies and demonstrations (Copenhagen 1990),
regarding protests against the attack on Ukraine or the occupation of certain parts .12 Respect
for IHL and personal accountability for its violations are standards adopted in Helsinki 1992
and were recently reminded about at a special Supplementary Human Dimension Meeting in
Vienna,13
In the situation of an ongoing war the main obligations of relevance are to be found in IHL.
However, also standards of International Human Rights Law (IHRL) do apply. The applicable
law including OSCE commitments is introduced in chapters IV and V of the report dealing with
alleged violations of IHL and of IHRL respectively. In addition to IHL and IHRL, the legal
framework on war crimes and crimes against humanity applies to situations of international
armed conflict. The legal norms on these crimes provide for individual criminal accountability
of persons who commit atrocities during armed conflict.
The most comprehensive catalogue of crimes against humanity and war crimes is provided by
the 1998 Rome Statute (RS) of the International Criminal Court (ICC). Although Ukraine and
Russia are not state parties to the RS, it applies to the present armed conflict, as Ukraine has
recognized the jurisdiction of the ICC over war crimes and crimes against humanity committed
on its territory. The categories of crimes against humanity and war crimes are not fully
disjunctive. An individual may thus commit crimes of both categories by one single act.
In the analysis of alleged violations of IHL and IHRL in chapters IV and V, there might be
some overlap or duplication regarding the facts presented, which, however, has been accepted
for reasons of standalone readability of the single sections of this report.

IV. ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN
LAW
A. JUS

IN BELLO IS INDEPENDENT OF JUS AD BELLUM (AGGRESSION) AND
THE SAME FOR BOTH PARTIES

Both Russia and Ukraine have to comply with the same rules of IHL. This total separation
between jus contra bellum (the law prohibiting to wage war traditionally referred to as jus ad
bellum) and jus in bello (the law applicable in war) has several consequences, often difficult for
public opinion to understand and for those fighting to defend their country to accept. First, the
separation results in the equality of belligerents under IHL.14 Second, determining when IHL
applies requires an assessment of the factual situation on the ground, such as, for instance,
9

OSCE, ‘Safety of journalists must be ensured in conflict situations, says OSCE Media Freedom Representative’,
27 February 2022 at: https://www.osce.org/representative-on-freedom-of-media/513067.
10
OSCE, ‘High Commissioner on National Minorities calls for end to violence in Ukraine, warns of long-term
and widespread effects on national minorities’, 30 March 2022, at: https://www.osce.org/hcnm/514859
11
OSCE, High Commissioner on National Minorities, Thematic Recommendations and Guidelines, at:
https://www.osce.org/hcnm/thematic-recommendations-and-guidelines
12
OSCE, ‘Peaceful demonstrations to protest attack on Ukraine must be allowed unhindered, OSCE human rights
office says’, 1 March 2022, at: https://www.osce.org/odihr/513187; and the Copenhagen Document, at:
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/9/c/14304.pdf.
13
See at: https://www.osce.org/odihr/514789
14
1949 Geneva Conventions [GC(s)], Art. 1, reading that “[t]he High Contracting Parties undertake to respect
and to ensure respect for the present Convention in all circumstances” (emphasis added). This article offers textual
grounding to the principle of equality of belligerents, see J. S. Pictet (ed.), Commentary on the Geneva Conventions
of 12 August 1949, Vol I, ICRC, 1952, p. 27.
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whether there is armed violence between the armed forces of two or more States, which triggers
an international armed conflict (IAC). 15 Justifications underlying the resort to violence are
wholly irrelevant. Third, arguments concerning jus ad bellum cannot be used to interpret IHL.
Thus, for example, the proportionality analysis required before launching an attack is the same
for a military commander attempting to occupy a town on the territory of the adverse party as
for the commander defending a town. This equal application of IHL to both belligerents is
particularly difficult to accept in the current situation, where Russia is the aggressor and
therefore responsible for all human suffering in Ukraine, whether or not it results from
violations of IHL and even when it is directly caused by Ukraine, because even that would not
have occurred if Ukraine had not to defend itself from the Russian invasion.

B. CLASSIFICATION

OF THE SITUATION
INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT

AND

APPLICABLE

LAW:

As both Russia and Ukraine are States, the armed conflict between them16 is governed by IHL
of international armed conflicts (IACs), foreseen in particular in the four Geneva Conventions
and Additional Protocol I to which they are both parties, as well as the large body of customary
international law rules applicable to such conflicts.
Although Belarus allows its territory to be used to launch Russian attacks on Ukraine, the
Mission considers that as of 1 April it is not a party to the IAC, as long as it does not itself
commit acts of violence or other acts that would constitute direct participation in the hostilities
by persons attributable to Belarus.17 Similarly, NATO member States are not parties to the IAC
by the mere fact that they supply weapons or share general intelligence information.
Nevertheless, both Belarus and NATO member States have a heightened responsibility to
“ensure respect” of IHL by the parties they support.18
The “republics” of Luhansk and Donetsk are under overall control of Russia.19 The latter is
therefore responsible for their conduct and IHL of international armed conflict (IAC) applies to
their conduct. This would anyway also be the case if those “republics” were actually
independent States, as Russia claims, and simply co-belligerents of Russia. This concept of
overall control over entities, which leads to the applicability of IHL of IACs and in view of the
Mission to state responsibility of Russia, has to be distinguished from the concept of effective
control over territory (including through proxies attributable to Russia), which matters for the
applicability of IHL of military occupation and jurisdiction relevant for human rights
obligations, which will be discussed later in this report.

C. APPLICABLE LAW
1.

INSTRUMENTS APPLICABLE TO THE CONFLICT

Both Russia and Ukraine are parties to of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949, of its 1977
Additional Protocol I, of 1907 Hague Convention IV with its annexed Regulations concerning
the Laws and Customs of War on Land (Hague Regulations). The fact that Russia is not a party
15

ICRC, Commentary to GC III relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, 2020, Article 2 common, paras
243-245.
16
GCs, Art. 2(1).
17
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common, para 278.
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common, paras 186-206.
19
For the arguments supporting the use of the overall control test for the purpose of the classification of conflicts
and its elements, see ICTY, Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, IT-94-1-A, Appeals Chamber, Judgment, 15 July 1999,
paras 116-144; ICRC, Commentary to Geneva Convention III relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, 2020,
Article 3 common, para 443.
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to the 2005 Additional Protocol III to the Geneva Conventions has no humanitarian relevance
in this conflict, as this Protocol only introduces an additional protective emblem. Concerning
cultural heritage, both Russia and Ukraine are parties to the 1954 Hague Convention on Cultural
Property and its 1954 Protocol I to the Hague Convention on Cultural Property (which in
particular deals with cultural property in case of occupation and cultural property deposited in
case of armed conflict with another State). The 1999 Protocol II to the Hague Conventions on
Cultural Property (which foresees enhanced rules of protection in the conduct of hostilities and
individual criminal responsibility for violations) does not apply, as only Ukraine is a party and
it applies only between parties.
Concerning certain weapons, international law outlaws the use of certain weapons altogether
(in which case the relevant treaties are situated on a sliding scale between IHL and disarmament
law) or at least subjects their use to certain specific limitations that go beyond the general rules
of IHL, most often in order to avoid incidental effects on civilians. Many of those rules
correspond to customary law20 but some do not. In the latter case, one must determine the
treaties to which the State using the weapon is a party. The Protocols to the 1980 Convention
on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW) contain many of the rules on weapons. The CCW
itself is a mere framework convention that does not foresee specific prohibitions or limitations
but rather simply offers a legal framework for its Protocols that do so. The specific treaties21 on
weapons binding both parties to the IAC in Ukraine are:
1. Treaties regulating the use of certain weapons beyond the general rules of IHL:
a. CCW Protocol II on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices, 1980,
which limits the use of landmines and prohibits certain booby-traps.
b. CCW Protocol III on Incendiary Weapons, 1980
c. CCW Protocol V on Explosive Remnants of War, 2003
2. Treaties prohibiting the use of certain weapons:
a. CCW Protocol I on Non-Detectable Fragments, 1980
b. CCW Protocol IV on Blinding Laser Weapons, 1995
3. Treaties prohibiting the production, possession, transfer and use of certain weapons:
a. Convention on the Prohibition of Biological Weapons, 1972
b. Convention on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, 1993
The 1997 Ottawa Convention on Anti-Personnel Landmines binds only Ukraine, which has to
comply with it even when fighting against Russia, which is not a party.
The 2008 Oslo Convention on Cluster Munitions and the 2017 Treaty on the Prohibition of
Nuclear Weapons have been accepted by neither Russia nor Ukraine, but both must comply
with the general treaty and customary rules applicable to the use of any weapon when using
them (see below: rules on distinction, proportionality and precautions).22
International criminal law (ICL) not only contributes to the enforcement of IHL but also to its
the clarification and, arguably, to its development. The provisions of the Statute of the
International Criminal Court (ICC) on war crimes may be considered as a treaty-based source
of IHL – and confirming rules of customary IHL – because war crimes necessarily presuppose
that criminalized conduct also constitutes a violation of IHL. Neither Russia nor Ukraine are
parties to the ICC Statute. However, on 8 September 2015, Ukraine made a declaration under
20
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Art. 12(3) of the Statute, which allows the ICC to have jurisdiction over war crimes and crimes
against humanity committed on its territory.23 Furthermore, in the IAC between Russia and
Ukraine, the provisions of the Geneva Conventions and Protocol I require the prosecution of
certain IHL violations listed in those instruments as grave breaches,24 including by third States
based upon the principle of universal jurisdiction.25
Finally, the mentioned applicable treaty rules are supplemented by those of customary IHL of
IACs. In a study, which was published in 200526 based upon a wide survey of practice and
expert consultations and which is now constantly updated as a database,27 the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) identified 161 rules of customary IHL, 158 of which it
considers to apply (also) in IACs.

2.

LAW OF OCCUPATION

IHL of military occupation is codified in particular in Articles 47-78 of 1949 Geneva
Convention IV and Articles 42-56 of the 1907 Hague Regulations. This law already applied
before 24 February to Russian occupied Crimea and Sevastopol and to Ukrainian territory
controlled by the “republics” of Luhansk and Donetsk, to the extent that Russia has overall
control over those entities and they effectively controlled Ukrainian territory. 28 Such
classification as occupied territory has become even less doubtful for territories controlled by
those “republics” since 24 February, since Russian troops are present on the ground and
contribute directly to the exercise of control.
The applicability of IHL of military occupation during the invasion phase, to parts of Ukrainian
territory over which Russia gained control since 24 February is more controversial. 29 The
Mission applies in this report a functional concept of occupation to the invasion phase under
which certain rules of IHL of military occupation gradually start to apply to certain issues as
soon Russia obtained control over those issues, while other rules do not yet apply.30 A systemic
interpretation that takes the object and purpose of Convention IV into account leads to the
23
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conclusion that its rules on occupied territory must apply from the very moment the enemy
assumes control over a person or an object in an invaded territory. To take an example, it seems
absurd that the deportation of civilians would be allowed during the invasion phase but
absolutely prohibited once the invasion turns into an occupation.31 Indeed, inhabitants of an
invaded territory are enemy nationals encountering a belligerent on their own territory, which
is precisely the situation IHL rules on military occupation were made to address. Under a sliding
scale of obligations that apply according to the degree of control, negative obligations to abstain
apply as soon as the conduct they prohibit is materially possible (such as when the person
benefitting from the prohibition falls into the hands of the invading forces), while positive
obligations to provide and to guarantee would apply only at a later stage. This sliding scale is
also more adapted to the fluid realities of modern warfare and the absence of frontlines than the
traditional ‘all or nothing’ approach. This approach also avoids the difficulty of determining
when the invasion phase turns into the occupation phase.32
In any event, even those denying that IHL of military occupation applies as suggested here to
the invasion phase would recognize that Russia has in the meantime gained such a control over
many towns and villages that it is an occupying power under the 1907 Hague Regulations and
therefore fully bound to apply IHL of military occupation with respect to persons and objects
found there.

D. VIOLATIONS
CRIMES

OF

INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

AND

WAR

Legally, violations of IHL are committed by States and other parties to armed conflicts. In
reality, they are committed by human beings. States must suppress such violations. Some
particularly serious violations of IHL, defined in IHL and ICL treaties and customary
international law, directly engage the international criminal responsibility of their perpetrators
committing them with the necessary knowledge and intent. This includes command
responsibility.33 Superiors can be responsible if they knew or had information which should
have enabled them to conclude, in the circumstances and at the time, that the subordinate was
committing or going to commit a breach; and the superior did not take all feasible measures
within their power to prevent or repress the breach.34 The Geneva Conventions and Additional
Protocol I establish that certain violations of IHL are to be considered “grave breaches”,35 and
they must be prosecuted by High Contracting Parties, including on the basis of the principle of
universal jurisdiction.36 Individual criminal responsibility for other serious violations of IHL is
established by customary international law and by international criminal law treaties. Such
serious violations of IHL, together with grave breaches, constitute war crimes. A war crime can
only be found if an individual perpetrator can be determined and only a court can find such a
perpetrator guilty of a war crime. The Mission was unable to determine such individual
perpetrators or persons fulfilling the necessary conditions for command responsibility. This
report simply mentions which violations would constitute war crimes, if the responsible
individuals can be found.
31
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Certain acts violating IHL, including war crimes, such as murder, extermination, or deportation
may also constitute crimes against humanity, if they are committed “as part of a widespread
or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack”.37

E. TREATMENT OF PERSONS IN THE POWER OF THE ENEMY
1.

WOUNDED,
PERSONNEL

SICK

AND

SHIPWRECKED

AS

WELL

AS

MEDICAL

The Mission has not received any information indicating that wounded and sick military and
civilians are not being collected and cared for without any adverse distinction. The same applies
to the treatment of medical personnel. However, the numerous attacks on hospitals and some
reported attacks on ambulances, discussed below, also imply violations of the obligation to
respect and protect wounded and sick persons and medical personnel recovered or working in
those hospitals and ambulances.38

2.

RESPECT OF THE DEAD

The Mission has detected on social media many images of dead soldiers and civilians39 that
indicate their remains are not being treated decently and buried in a respectful manner, as they
should have been under IHL. 40 The posting of pictures of dead soldiers online is not an
acceptable manner to identify them and to inform the families concerned.41 The parties must
notify the dead they are able to identify to the State on which they depend, via the ICRC.42 The
reported use of facial recognition software by Ukraine43 may permit the identification of some
of the dead, but to preserve the dignity of the latter the results must not be made public or be
exploited for propaganda purposes. A transmission to the family through social networks may
be envisaged only without pictorial evidence and if all means foreseen by IHL to inform Russia
and the family do not function. To enable it to keep a record in view of future enquiries, the
Central Tracing Agency of the ICRC must in every case also be informed.44 The Ukrainian
authorities admitted in conversations with the Mission that this has not yet been done, even for
bodies of Russian soldiers they succeeded to identify.
Ukraine indicates that it has approached the ICRC in view of returning the bodies of Russian
soldiers to Russia and that Russia has refused to receive them.45 The need for such an agreement
is foreseen in IHL.46 The ICRC President reports more recently that there is “an understanding”
between the parties on the importance of exchanging the bodies of the dead, both military and
civilian, and a “willingness for this to happen”, but mentions that the specific mechanisms and
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time of their repatriation still need to be discussed.47 Even without such an agreement, IHL
requires the parties to the conflict to take all possible measures to prevent the dead from being
despoiled.48 It has been reported that due to the refusal of Russia to receive the bodies of its
soldiers as well as lack of sufficient amounts of refrigerating equipment to store dead bodies in
the possession of Ukraine, the corpses have begun to decompose. 49 Ukrainian authorities
informed the Mission that the more than 1,000 corpses of Russian soldiers Russia does not want
to accept do create a serious public health and environmental problem.
In occupied territory, the mayor of the city of Oleshky indicated that Russian armed forces were
preventing anyone from collecting the bodies of Ukrainian civilians and soldiers lying on a
bridge over the Dnieper River (over 100 bodies).50 According to IHL, the parties to a conflict
must take all possible measures to search for, collect and evacuate the dead51 including agreeing
to set up search teams.52 If confirmed and the circumstances permitted, by failing to collect and
evacuate the dead and preventing local population from doing so, Russia violated IHL.

3.

PRISONERS OF WAR (POWS)

Combatants falling into the power of the adverse party are POWs.53 Some categories of persons
whose combatant status is disputed will be dealt with under the question of who is a legitimate
target in the conduct of hostilities hereafter.
The number of acknowledged prisoners of war held by both sides54 seems to be relatively low
compared to the number of casualties (according to several sources 5,000-10,000 Russian
soldiers).55 Those numbers raise the concern that either soldiers falling into the power of the
enemy are not given quarter, 56 which would be a war crime, 57 or that they are secretly
detained. 58 Ms. Tatiana Moskalkova, Commissioner for Human Rights in the Russian
Federation mentioned on 21 March 2022 that 500 capture cards from Ukrainian POWs have
been handed over to the ICRC.59 Ukrainian Deputy Prime Minister Irina Vereshchuk spoke in
a media interview on 19 March 2022 about 562 Russian POWs in Ukrainian hands and some

47
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270 Ukrainian POWs in Russian hands. 60 She nevertheless mentioned that the number of
Russian POWs could be as high as 2,000, as communicated by the President of Ukraine to the
ICC Prosecutor, noting that the Joint Centre for Tracing and Release of Prisoners, established
on 28 February 2022, only became operational on 18 March 2022.61 The Mission was informed
by the Human Rights Ombudsperson of the Ukrainian Parliament on 28 March 2022 about 279
POWs from Russia and 46 from the self-proclaimed “republics”. She indicated, however, that
as many POWs must still be in the hands of military units (where they should be under IHL62).
She visited some of them and personally called 19 families to reassure them about the fate of
their relatives. She could not explain why all families and the power on which the POWs
depend, Russia, could not be informed through the ICRC, as prescribed by IHL.63 Furthermore,
she mentioned that the POWs were (in separate sections) in pre-trial centres while under IHL
they should be held in camps, not in penitentiaries. 64 Most recently, the Ministry for
Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied Territories of Ukraine explained to the Mission that
only the Vice-Prime Minister was authorized to give numbers of Russian POWs in the power
of Ukraine and of Ukrainian POWs in the power of Russia, for whom it admits Ukraine received
information through the ICRC and capture cards. It reassured however the Mission that all
POWs are being transferred from penitentiaries to camps guarded by the military. The final
responsibility remains however that of the Ministry of Justice.
Both sides seemed to have at the beginning of the conflict difficulties in organizing the handling
of POWs, but declared their willingness to comply with GC III65. For the time being there is
not yet confirmation that the ICRC is allowed, as required by IHL 66 , to visit POWs but
negotiations between the ICRC and both sides are underway. On 24 March 2022, the ICRC
President has reported that both sides have some readiness for the ICRC to start visiting POWs.
He clarified however that such visits have not yet started and that talks about specific time and
mechanisms are ongoing.67 By not allowing the ICRC for one month to visit POWs, both Russia
and Ukraine violated IHL.68
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The ICRC President has also confirmed on the same occasion that both parties have started to
provide the ICRC with the names of POWs they hold, that the ICRC is passing them on to the
adverse party and that families and some relatives have already been informed.69 Ukraine has
indeed established a National Information Bureau, as prescribed by IHL,70 and adopted national
legislation it considered necessary to handle POWs in conformity with IHL. Most recently, the
Ministry for Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied Territories of Ukraine indicated to the
Mission that information on captured Russian POWs, including capture cards they filled in, are
transmitted by the military who detain them through the National Information Bureau to the
ICRC.
On the Ukrainian side, there appeared to be a certain tendency in the beginning of the IAC to
consider all POWs as (potential) criminals. Even on 3 April 2022, the Ukrainian General
Prosecutor’s Office informed the Mission that concerning POWs prosecutors “organize work
on supervision of the detention conditions and compliance with international humanitarian law,
developing standards for the investigation of war crimes committed with the participation of
the prisoners of war.”71 Although in a few cases war crimes charges have been brought against
Russian POWs, the General Prosecutor’s Office has also charged Russian POWs with violating
Ukraine's territorial integrity, killings, and illegal crossings of the Ukrainian border.72 Under
IHL, combatants have the right to participate directly in hostilities (combatant privilege)73 ,
which means that they cannot be punished for their mere participation in hostilities, even if such
participation constitutes a criminal offence under the enemy’s domestic legislation. Moreover,
even suspected war criminals benefit from the protection of GC III74, but POWs may and must
be prosecuted by the detaining power for war crimes.75 However, this cannot be based upon
belonging to a unit or service (air force, artillery). In contradiction to the above, the Ministry
for Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied Territories of Ukraine assured the Mission that
Russian POWs will only be prosecuted for war crimes and that the initial approach of
prosecutors had been caused by a misunderstanding of IHL.
Genuine participants in a levée en masse on the Ukrainian side,76 members of the Ukrainian
international legion or other volunteers incorporated into the Ukrainian armed forces 77 are
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POWs if they fall into the power of Russia.78 They are not mercenaries, as Russia claims,79 as
long as they are incorporated into the Ukrainian armed forces. The same is the case for Syrian
and Libyan volunteers fighting in the armed forces of Russia,80 as the term is largely defined
by IHL.81 Members of private military and security companies such as the “Wagner group”82
only fall under the very restrictive definition of mercenaries if they are both not Russian
nationals and are not part of the Russian armed forces.83 If participating in the IAC against
Ukraine, they may even be considered as members of an armed group under a command
responsible to Russia and they are therefore POWs if they fall into the power of Ukraine.84
Otherwise they would be protected civilians (who may as such be punished for any direct
participation in hostilities).85
Members of the armed forces of the “republics” of Luhansk and Donetsk, may be considered
as belonging to Russia, which has overall control over those republics.86 They should therefore
be POWs if they fall into the power of Ukraine.87 Nevertheless, if they are Ukrainian nationals,
the Ukrainian announcement88 that they will be prosecuted for treason and for the mere fact of
participating in hostilities does not necessarily violate IHL. In the reverse situation, many
Ukrainian POWs seem to be interned by the “republics” of Donetsk and Luhansk, from where
they call their relatives. 89 This may raise some concern because of the past record of how
prisoners were treated there before 24 February 2022.90 It also raises the question whether
Ukrainian POWs may be held by those proxy entities. Although IHL requires that POW camps
are under the immediate authority of a responsible commissioned officer belonging to the
regular armed forces of the Detaining Power,91 this cannot exclude internment by such entities.
78
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In the ICRC’s view shared by the Mission, the reference to “regular armed forces” should be
interpreted to cover groups that are under the overall control of a Party to a conflict.92
In the initial phase of the conflict, there were many declarations from Ukrainian authorities
which, if implemented, would constitute violations of IHL and war crimes. On 2 March 2022,
a declaration that no quarter will be given to Russian artillery soldiers appeared on the official
page of the Command of the Special Operations Forces of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.93 On
27 March 2022, a very disturbing video appeared on the Internet showing Ukrainian forces
shooting at the legs of Russian POWs.94 The Mission was unable to verify the authenticity of
this video. The BBC has been analysing the video footage and, although it has not yet been able
to independently verify the footage, its initial findings cannot rule out the authenticity of the
video. 95 If it is authentic, this war crime 96 should be easy to prosecute by Ukraine, and
Ukrainian authorities are reportedly investigating the incident.97
Ukraine created a service called "Ищи своих" (look for yours [relatives]) for search of captured
or killed soldiers of the Russian army on Telegram,98 to allow families of POWs to get news of
their relatives. This is not how families and the power on which they depend should be informed
of the fate of POWs99 and it exposes them to public curiosity, which is contrary to IHL.100
According to Human Rights Watch (HRW), “[o]n the mentioned platform, the ministry has
posted hundreds of photos and videos of captured Russian soldiers, often with their passports
and identification documents. Some of the soldiers are blindfolded, gagged, or masked.”101 This
violation was aggravated by posts with screenshots of correspondence of captured Russian
soldiers with their families and friends appearing on the Internet102 and bringing POWs to press
conferences to discuss their roles in the invasion. 103 Whether or not their statements were
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coerced, such practices violate IHL 104 and may endanger the soldiers and their families.
Similarly, publicly available videos of Russian POWs being interrogated and made to apologize
to the Ukrainian people, glorify the Ukrainian armed forces, denigrate their command or call
on relatives to end the war105 are in breach of IHL.106 Under IHL, POWs are only required to
give basic personal information and are protected from all forms of coercion during
interrogation.107 While POWs may be required to work,108 announcements that they would be
rebuilding the country 109 could mean that they will not be repatriated at the end of active
hostilities, as IHL requires. 110 Fortunately, most recently, a senior adviser of the Ukrainian
President and other high officials recalled publicly the importance to treat prisoners in
conformity with IHL, independently of violations of IHL committed by Russia. 111
On the Russian side, the United Nations Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine
(HRMMU) has reported numerous video footage of Ukrainian POWs being insulted and
intimidated upon their capture, which constitutes a violation of IHL.112 Furthermore, it collected
several videos showing interrogations of POWs immediately after their capture, carried out
either by Russian armed forces or by members of armed groups affiliated with self-proclaimed
“republics”. In these videos, Ukrainian POWs were forced to denigrate the Ukrainian armed
forces, chant songs in praise of the Russian armed forces, call on the Ukrainian government to
start peace talks with the Russian Federation, and ask Ukrainian soldiers to lay down their
weapons. Some showed visible signs of bruises.113
Russia also frequently refers to plans to “exchange” prisoners”. 114 Such terminology is
dangerous because it could encourage Russia to take civilians as hostages in view of exchanging
them against Russian POWs. 115 Official statements 116 guaranteed proper treatment of
“Ukrainian servicemen” and their release on parole, which is an option under IHL if Ukrainian
104
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legislation allows Ukrainian soldiers to accept it,117 but they seemed to make an exception for
“nationalists”.

4.

CIVILIANS

Inherently, nearly all Russian violations of IHL rules on the treatment of Ukrainian and foreign
civilians occurred in places controlled by Russia and therefore, according to the functional
concept of occupation, such violations occurred in Russian-occupied territory. They are
therefore dealt with below in the section dedicated to IHL of military occupation. Nevertheless,
some violations concerned civilians who did not fall into the hands of Russia or only fell into
its hands because of the violation. They will be dealt with in the present section. The Mission
is particularly concerned by the fate of particularly vulnerable categories of civilians, such as
women, children, displaced persons and persons with disabilities. However, to avoid
duplications, findings on those vulnerable persons appear in the human rights part of this
report, 118 although those persons also benefit from specific protection under IHL and their
reported treatment also constitutes a violation of IHL, sometimes amounting to war crimes.
Finally, any alleged violations by Ukrainian forces on Ukrainian territory they control are dealt
with in the present section.
a. H UMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE
When the civilian population’s basic needs cannot be satisfied either by the population itself or
by the party controlling that population, impartial humanitarian organizations or third States
may provide humanitarian assistance with the consent of the party controlling the territory
where the assistance is to be distributed or through which it has to pass.119 While an occupying
power is obliged to grant such consent,120 in all other situations consent, at a minimum, may
not be arbitrarily withheld under IHL. Denial of consent is arbitrary if it, in particular, violates
any of the refusing State’s obligations under IHL or IHRL. If the purpose of such denial of
consent or of effectively hindering the provision of humanitarian assistance is to starve the
civilian population, this constitutes a war crime.121 In Ukraine, humanitarian corridors have
often been suggested to facilitate the provision of such assistance. 122 Both Russia 123 and
Ukraine 124 have sometimes agreed to such corridors and sometimes refused their creation.
Sometimes the agreement between the parties was not specific enough to allow the efficient
and secure provision of such assistance. In many cases, even when an agreement existed,
humanitarian convoys have been either attacked or obliged by acts of violence within the
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corridor to withdraw for security reasons.125 Russia claims that such attacks came often from
Ukrainian or unknown uncontrolled forces.126
The Mission considers it unlikely that Ukraine hinders the provision of humanitarian assistance
to its own population and is not aware of forces not controlled by the parties acting in the midst
of the fighting.
b. T REATMENT
R USSIA .

OF

U KRAINIANS

BELIEVED TO SYMPATHIZE WITH

The Mission has noted a large number of reports and video footage,127 also mentioned in the
report of the HRMMU, concerning civilians believed to be thieves, bootleggers, pro-Russian
supporters or curfew violators having been beaten in territory controlled by the Government of
Ukraine. The HRMMU mentions more than 45 such cases of credible allegations of illtreatment by police officers, volunteer defence force members and others.128 IHL prescribes
that all persons should be treated humanely and prohibits any violence and outrage upon
personal dignity. 129 The HRMMU reported the arrest by the Ukrainian authorities of
approximately 300 individuals suspected of aiding Russia. In three cases, the family of those
arrested by the Ukraine’s State Security Service (SBU) alleged that they were not informed of
the official arrest, the place of detention and the fate of their relatives.130
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c.

T REATMENT OF DETAINEES

Under IHL protected civilians may only be deprived of their liberty in view of a trial or for
imperative security reasons.131 In both cases a regular procedure is prescribed.132 In any event,
persons arrested and detained must be treated humanely. The Mission received several credible
reports according to which Russian forces arrested civilians, including journalists, without any
procedure, and ill-treated them by methods that amount to torture.133 This constitutes a war
crime.134 One such case that is particularly well documented and verified by Reporters Without
Borders (RSF) concerns a Ukrainian interpreter and fixer of a Radio France taken by Russian
troops on 5 March in central Ukraine and held in captivity for nine days. Left in an icy cellar,
he was repeatedly beaten with an iron bar and rifle butts, tortured with electricity, deprived of
food for 48 hours and subjected to a mock execution.135

5.

IHL OF MILITARY OCCUPATION

Crimea and Sevastopol as well as parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, which are
controlled by the self-proclaimed “republics” of Donetsk and Luhansk, were occupied
territories already before 24 February 2022: Crimea, directly by Russia, and the two other
territories – mainly through the authorities of the “republics”, over which Russia has overall
control. The Mission has no information indicating that the ongoing violations of IHL of
military occupation in those areas have changed since 24 February 2022, except that any contact
with the rest of Ukraine has become even more difficult and the forced recruitments increased
as mentioned below.136 This section of the report therefore concentrates on areas that came
under Russian control after 24 February 2022.
a. A DMINISTRATION OF THE OCCUPIED TERRITORY
As far as the administration of the newly occupied territories, public property situated therein
and applicable legislation are concerned, Russia distinguishes between those areas belonging
to the Ukrainian Luhansk and Donetsk regions and other newly occupied territories.
Those areas situated in the Ukrainian Luhansk and Donetsk regions are subject, immediately
after Russia obtains control over them, to the administration, “laws” and institutions of the
respective “republics”. This is prohibited by Art. 47 of GC IV. Moreover, Art. 43 of the Hague
Regulations is violated by the complete introduction of a new legislation by the occupying
power (or its proxies) and the introduction of criminal legislation and criminal courts of the
“republics” violates Art. 64 of GC IV. Such changes cannot deprive the local populations of
the benefits of IHL of military occupation, although in practice they do so, which constitutes a
violation of every IHL provision concerned.
In other newly occupied areas, Russia has established “Komendaturas” (a kind of civil
administration by the occupying forces), which adopt and enforce only rules it considers
131
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necessary to protect the security of its forces (curfews; circulation, transfer and use of all types
of arms; prohibition of public rallies; and prohibition of collection of information on troops and
the military administration) or to maintain law and order,137 which it may do under IHL.138 As
required by IHL, 139 public life remains governed by Ukrainian legislation and the existing
Ukrainian local and in particular municipal authorities continue sometimes to function, with
little interaction between Russian forces and those local authorities.140 However, it is alleged
that in some places, Russia is trying to replace the Ukrainian currency with Russian roubles as
a means of payment.141
Under IHL, the occupying forces may and must maintain law and order in the occupied
territory. 142 They must, however, do so while respecting IHRL rules applicable to law
enforcement. It is doubtful whether this was done when residents of the occupied town of
Skadovsk held on 16 March 2022 a peaceful rally, demanding the liberation of the city
leadership captured by the Russian military. Indeed, Russian armed forces opened fire on
participants of the rally.143 Similar allegations exist concerning the repression of protests in
Kherson, where Russian forces allegedly threw stun grenades and shot at people attending a
pro-Ukrainian rally.144
The Mission notes reports of the replacement of local authorities in the newly occupied
territories. In Melitopol, after the abduction of the elected mayor on 11 March 2022, Ivan
Fedorov, a new pro-Russian mayor was installed in the city. 145 Local authorities in other
recently occupied Ukrainian cities were also reportedly removed in order to establish local
administrations more favourable to Russian interests.146 While the law of occupation prescribes
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that the status of public officials cannot be altered and they must be able to continue carrying
out their duties as in the past,147 it does not prevent the occupying power from removing them
from their posts.148 Such dismissal should, however, only be exercised on an individual basis,
because the occupying power must fulfil its obligation to maintain civil life and public order
while respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country – and therefore
its existing institutions.149
Concerning Kherson, the Mission notices that while Russia claimed that public services were
operating as usual, that the city was not experiencing shortage of food and essential goods and
that Russian armed forces were co-ordinating with local authorities to ensure public order and
civil life,150 the local mayor affirmed that the local administration was struggling to collect dead
bodies and to restore electricity, gas, water and heating. 151 In Skadvosk, the local mayor
specified that the electricity, gas, water and public services were working but they had to
organize themselves to prevent looting and that people were not receiving their pensions.152
Ensuring public order and civil life is an obligation of means for the occupying power.
Accordingly, harm to public order and civilian life constitutes a violation of IHL if Russia did
not make every effort of which it was objectively capable. The Mission is not in possession of
information confirming or denying that Russia has failed to comply with its obligation to
maintain public order and civil life.
b. E NFORCED DISAPPEARANCES
Some of the mayors Russia removed, as well as local pro-Ukrainian “activists”, journalists and
“volunteers” have been “abducted”, i.e. arrested and made to forcibly disappear,153 without
respecting any of the procedures IHL prescribes in case of deprivation of liberty154 and in most
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cases without informing their family. 155 Some of those persons were later released 156 or
exchanged against Russian POWs held by Ukraine,157 after having allegedly been ill-treated
and/or intimidated.158 Other inhabitants have often been arrested for some suspicions (often for
information found on their phones). 159 They are brought to the local “Komendatura” and
released within 1-2 days. There is no information that the procedures IHL prescribes in case of
deprivation of liberty are respected. Whether the Ukrainian local police is allowed to continue
to function to ensure ordinary law enforcement activities, if its members are ready to continue
to work under Russian occupation, is unclear.
The HRMMU has documented 24 cases of arbitrary detention and enforced disappearance of
local officials in regions under the control of Russian forces, 13 of whom have been
subsequently released. 160 It has also documented the arbitrary detention and enforced
disappearance of 21 journalists and civil society activists who vocally opposed the invasion in
Kyiv, Kherson, Luhansk, and Zaporizhzhia regions.161 It is currently trying to verify the reports
that five of the journalists and three of the activists were subsequently released. The
whereabouts of the other individuals is unknown.162 This is consistent with 29 well-documented
cases NGOs reported to the Mission.163
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c.

A LLEGATIONS OF SUMMARY EXECUTIONS

After the formal end of its investigations, the Mission received allegations of a large number of
executions of civilians during the Russian occupation of villages in the proximity of Kyiv, in
particular Bucha and at the occasion of the withdrawal of Russian forces. There are photos and
videos of civilians killed with their hands tied in the streets and reports about a mass grave.164
If confirmed, such killings would constitute egregious violations of IHL and war crimes. They
require serious national and international enquiries, on the spot, with forensic experts. Even if
the time period at the disposal of the Mission had been prolonged, it could therefore not have
conducted such an enquiry.
d. A DMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC PROPERTY
With regard to public property, the occupier is entitled to seize all movable property of a nature
to serve military operations and to administer and use all immovable public property, including
shops, supplies, forests and farms, in accordance with the rules of usufruct.165 In mid-March,
the Russian Defence Minister allegedly asked Russian President Vladimir Putin for permission
for the Russian armed forces to cut down forest and greenery in Ukraine, not only for military
purposes but also to sell timber. The money from the sale would then be used by the Russian
armed forces.166 This allegation, if confirmed, would constitute a violation of IHL. Cutting
down entire forests is definitely going beyond the scope of the usufruct. As a usufructuary of
public real property, the occupier may benefit from the production of this property but must not
waste, misuse or overuse it. Furthermore, in the case of commercial use of the public immovable
property of the occupied territory, the profits made by the occupier can only be used to cover
the costs of the occupation and to meet the needs and protect the interests of the inhabitants of
the territory, but cannot be used for the wider economic interests of the occupier.
e.

R ESPECT OF PRIVATE PROPERTY

The Mission is concerned by numerous reports of lootings conducted by Russian soldiers.167
Several videos shared on social networks display Russian troops looting grocery stores,
supermarkets, gas stations or even banks. 168 It is also alleged that Russian armed forces
164
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expropriate private property.169 In one case, on 20 March 2022, Russian soldiers were shown
pulling up in a tank outside a Kherson gas station and ransacking the store for basic goods.170
Under IHL pillage, i.e. the appropriation of public and private movable property, is strictly
prohibited.171 Moreover, the occupation forces may not confiscate private property, i.e. seize it
without compensation, but they are entitled to requisition it for their own needs or for the
administration of the territory, subject to payment of financial compensation.172 Although the
goods in question may be necessary for the needs of the occupying army,173 the Mission is not
aware of any requisition procedure. The reported behaviour of the Russian soldiers therefore
amounts to pillage, which constitutes a violation of IHL and a war crime.174
f.

D EPORTATIONS

The Mission has received numerous consistent reports from Ukrainian official and NGO
sources and from private individuals on social media on forced deportations from occupied
territories to Russia. 175 According to the Human Rights Ombudsperson of the Ukrainian
Parliament, 500,000 civilians have been deported from Ukraine to Russia.176 She claimed that
all of them had been forcibly displaced, first brought to some filtration camps in Russia near
the Ukrainian border and that some of them were then brought as far as Sakhalin island, but left
there in freedom. Russia has on several occasions blamed Ukraine for impending any attempts
to evacuate Ukrainian citizens to Russia177 and has reported that nearly 300,000 people had
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arrived in Russia by mid-March. 178 Russia denied accusations that the Russian military is
forcibly deporting Ukrainian citizens to Russia. 179 If (some of) these deportations where
forcible (including because Russia created a coercive environment180 in which those civilians
had no other choice than to leave to Russia) and as they necessarily concerned civilians who
had fallen into the power of Russia as an occupying power, this violates in each case IHL and
constitutes a war crime.181 However, the occupying power may evacuate areas for the security
of the population or imperative military reasons. Evacuation outside the limits of the occupied
territory is only permissible when it is materially impossible to avoid such displacement.182
g. C ONSCRIPTION OF U KRAINIAN NATIONALS
Under GC IV, to compel a protected civilian to serve in the forces of a hostile power constitutes
a war crime.183 On 29 January 2022, a State Duma deputy announced that many inhabitants of
Donetsk and Luhansk “republics” who had received Russian citizenship had served or were
serving in the Russia armed forces. He added that those who are registered with their relatives
in Russia are automatically required to do military service. 184 If Russia requires Ukrainian
inhabitants of the “republics” of Donetsk and Luhansk to whom it illegally provided Russian
passports or the population of territories occupied since 24 February 2022, including prisoners
they release, to fight in the current IAC against Ukraine, this constitutes a war crime,185 whether
or not they are incorporated into Russian armed forces or those of the “republics”. The Mission
was unable to check those allegations by NGOs and the Human Rights Ombudsperson of the
Ukrainian Parliament.
h. E NLISTMENT AND LABOUR
IHL of military occupation provides for the possibility for the occupier to oblige the inhabitants
to carry out certain works for the needs of the army of occupation or the inhabitants of the
occupied territory as long as the tasks performed do not involve serving in the occupying armed
forces or requiring them to take part in military operations. 186 Moreover, any pressure or
propaganda aiming at securing voluntary enlistment of the inhabitants in occupying forces is
prohibited.187 The Prosecutor General's Office of Ukraine alleges that, in the Kherson region,
Russian armed forces, together with Ukrainian citizens, handed out leaflets on behalf of the
occupation administration to local police officers, rescue workers and hunters, calling on them
to join the “new city police” and promising all kinds of preferential treatment to those who
joined it.188 Since the information available does not make it possible to identify whether or not
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this police force is attached to the armed or auxiliary forces of the occupying power or the exact
functions it will perform, the Mission is unable to establish that these actions violate IHL.
i.

P ROVISION OF RELIEF

In contrast to other parties to an armed conflict, an occupying power is obliged to consent to
external humanitarian assistance for the benefit of the occupied territory’s population.
Nevertheless, an occupying power’s first obligation concerning the basic needs of the local
population is not to interfere with its existing supply system. 189 If the basic needs of that
population cannot be satisfied under that system, the occupying power must, in the second
instance, provide such assistance. 190 However, if the population remains “inadequately
supplied” despite the preceding obligations, the occupying power must “agree to relief schemes
on behalf of the said population, and shall facilitate them by all the means at its disposal”.191
The Mission could not collect sufficient reliable information to assess whether those obligations
are being respected by Russia.

F. CONDUCT OF HOSTILITIES
1.

PARTICULAR DIFFICULTIES TO ASCERTAIN VIOLATIONS OF THE

RULES ON THE CONDUCT OF HOSTILITIES

It is much easier to establish violations of IHL directed against persons who are in the power
of a party to the conflict (for example, whether a prisoner has been tortured, a person has been
raped or a house in an occupied territory has been destroyed) than it is to determine violations
of IHL on the conduct of hostilities (for instance, whether a person killed or a school destroyed
by an aerial bombardment resulted from a violation of IHL). In particular, whether an attack is
lawful under that part of IHL does not depend on the results of the attack but rather on an ex
ante evaluation by the attacking party. Additionally, establishing whether an attack violated the
principle of distinction,192 complied with the proportionality193 rule and whether all feasible
precautions were taken to spare the civilian population194 requires a complex analysis of several
legal factors, including the status of the targeted person or object, whether such person or object
was the actual target of the attack, the actual or intended use of the targeted object, the military
value to the attacker in eliminating the targeted person or object in relation to the extent (if any)
of incidental effects upon civilians and whether the attacker took all feasible precautionary
measures in attack to avoid or minimize incidental effects upon civilians. Assessing these legal
factors for a given attack would often require knowledge of the military plans of both parties,
which were not available to the Mission. In case of individual attacks only plausibility
arguments can be made, except based upon declarations of the party allegedly having violated
IHL. Furthermore, certain patterns can be observed which lead to the conclusion that a party
did not observe IHL. For example, while it may be that one hospital was used by the defender
for military purposes or destroyed by mistake, it is hardly possible that this is the case when 50
hospitals are destroyed.

2.

GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF VIOLATIONS OF IHL RULES ON

TARGETING

The Mission is appalled by the undisputed fact that the Russian invasion of Ukraine since 24
February 2022 has led to the death and injury of thousands of civilians. UNHCHR has verified,
according to a strict methodology of its own, that as of 26 March 2022, 1119 civilians have
189
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been killed and 1790 have been injured. 195 The Office stresses that these numbers are
necessarily too conservative because of the difficulties to collect reliable information from
some locations (such as Izium, Mariupol, Volnovakha, Popasna, Rubizhne, and Trostianets),
where intense hostilities have been going on, and because many reports are still pending
corroboration.196 The Ukrainian Prosecutor General’s Office informed the Mission that as of
30 March 2022, 1962 civilians (among whom 232 children) were injured, 1199 civilians
(among whom 148 children) were killed.
It is even more evident, from reports of numerous official and unofficial sources, that tens of
thousands of civilian objects have been damaged or destroyed in Ukraine, including houses,
multi-storey residential buildings, administrative buildings, penitentiary institutions, police
stations, medical and education facilities, water stations and electricity systems, 197 with
disastrous direct and indirect effects on civilians. The Ukrainian Prosecutor General’s Office
informed the Mission that as of 30 March 2022, 1869 times civilian objects were attacked and
consequently, 3881 civilian objects were destroyed or damaged as a result of attacks against
civilian objects, figures which are in the Mission’s view very conservative in light of the very
widespread destructions reported by the media, in particular in towns like Mariupol, Kharkiv,
Izum and Irpin.
All those deaths, injuries and damages have understandably led more than 10 million civilians
to flee hostilities within Ukraine and to other countries.198
On the other hand, the Mission found on social media several allegations of Ukrainian attacks
against the self-proclaimed “republics” of Luhansk and Donetsk, which lead to the death of
civilians and the destruction of civilian objects. 199 Such allegations are also mentioned by
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UNHCHR. 200 A Russian Investigative Committee also initiated criminal proceedings on
various cases of Ukrainian shelling affecting civilians, in particular on the territory of the selfproclaimed “republics” of Luhansk and Donetsk. Some of its press releases contain data on
location, time, damages/casualties inflicted.201 The Mission has been unable to verify these
allegations.
a. D ISTINCTION
Despite the aforementioned undisputed losses of life, health and property caused by the Russian
invasion, what counts for IHL is not what was destroyed or who was killed or injured but what
and who was targeted. To target civilians or civilian objects violates IHL202 and constitutes a
war crime.203 Only in a limited number of instances, mentioned hereafter,204 which concern
civilians, including journalists, shot at individually, outside buildings, does the Mission have
evidence that the victims were targeted. When buildings were destroyed and/or civilians were
killed or injured by the impact of artillery, rockets and aerial bombs, the Mission has either
insufficient evidence that those buildings were the target or, in some cases, that those buildings
were not defended and therefore military objectives – although it is perfectly lawful for
Ukrainian forces to defend every building. NGOs and victims report that most of those objects
were far away from any military facility. This does not exclude that they were nevertheless
military objectives by their location or use. However, it is highly implausible that so many
civilian buildings, in particular, those situated far away from actual fighting between ground
forces, had thus turned into military objectives or that so many of them were destroyed by
mistake while a military objective was targeted.
It is only in few instances that both parties agree that a certain installation was the target, but it
remains disputed whether it constituted a military objective. Thus, as a television or television
relay centre, the Kyiv TV tower attacked on 1 March 2022205 and TV towers attacked on 13
March 2022 in Rivne206 and on 16 March 2022 in Vinnytsya City207 were not legitimate targets.
The important role of media in maintaining the fighting spirit of the population or even their
involvement in propaganda does not turn them into military objectives. 208 Russia claims,
however, that the Kyiv TV tower comprised the 72nd Main Centre for Information and
Psychological Operations of the Ukrainian Armed Forces, which, together with the Security
Service of Ukraine (SBU) cyber operations units, using hardware and software complexes and
200
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communication facilities there, launched cyber-attacks against targets in Russia. 209 If such
cyber-attacks were indeed directed at the military potential of Russia and the Russian
description does not simply refer to its propaganda role, the TV tower constituted a military
objective and it is not obvious that the 5 persons killed and 5 others injured were excessive
compared with the military advantage, even if they were civilians and it was expected that they
would be affected. Similarly, with regard to the missile attack hitting the Vinnytsya TV tower,
Russia has stated that it targeted Ukrainian military infrastructure, specifically the
communication, intelligence, relay and commutation centres in the village of Vinnytsya.210 If
the TV tower was indeed used for military communication and intelligence purposes, it had
become a military objective. The Mission is unable to establish the specific use or purpose of
the TV tower in the circumstances prevailing at the time of the attack.
Russian official sources deny any targeting of civilians or civilian objects and claim that they
carry out exclusively pinpoint strikes on military objectives.211 There have been indeed some
precision attacks on military targets in Western Ukraine, such as on the Yavoriv military base
near Lviv, where many foreign fighters willing to join the Ukrainian armed forces were
allegedly trained – and killed by the attack212. In the first days of the invasion, several precise
attacks directed against airfields were also reported. 213 However Russian sources cannot
explain the above-mentioned large-scale destructions of civilian objects. In most cases attack
angles, munitions used and objects hit clearly demonstrate that such attacks are attributable to
Russia,214 which proves Russian suggestions that they result from Ukrainian attacks lack any
foundation.
b. P ROPORTIONALITY
Even where the Mission cannot exclude that a military objective or combatants were targeted,
an attacker violates IHL if the attack may be expected to cause incidental loss of civilian life,
injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which would be
excessive in relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated (hereafter: the
209
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proportionality rule).215 If such anticipated losses are clearly excessive, this also constitutes a
war crime.216 In each individual case, to evaluate whether this proportionality rule was violated,
would presuppose that the Mission knew what advantage the attacking forces where seeking.
In no case reported to it does the Mission have such information. Nevertheless, in view of the
number of civilians killed or injured and civilian buildings destroyed far away from where
ground forces were actually fighting each other (and therefore every building defended by
Ukrainian forces or civilians constitutes a military objective), it seems highly implausible to the
Mission that in each case in which civilians were killed the military advantage sought was so
important that it justified the impact on civilians which had to be expected in an urban area. It
must be stressed that the (un)availability of precise weapons does not play any role in the respect
of the proportionality rule. If an attacker does not have sufficiently precise weapons to comply
with the proportionality rule in case of a given attack, the attack is unlawful.
Assuming that some Russian attacks in urban areas were targeting military objectives, the
proportionality rule requires that Russia should not only have taken the incidental effects on
civilians or civilian objects expected to be near the target into account but also reverberating
effects, which are particularly impacting civilians in urban areas. The Mission noticed many
reports of fires that broke out and/or could not be extinguished after an attack 217 and
interruptions of electricity, gas, heating and water supplies following attacks in urban areas,218
including their impact on the health system.219 In contemporary urban environments such as
those in Ukraine, it may also be argued that the interruption of mobile phone connections220
can lead to deaths and injuries, if only because wounded and sick can no longer call for help.
c.

P RECAUTIONS

In addition, even when a legitimate military objective is targeted and the proportionality rule is
respected, an attacker (and as will be discussed later, to a much lower extent, the defender) has
215
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to take feasible precautions with a view of avoiding, and in any event minimizing, incidental
loss of civilian life, injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects. 221 In particular, the
attacker must: (1) verify that the target is in fact a lawful one under IHL;222 (2) warn the civilian
population of the attack if possible; 223 (3) cancel or suspend an attack when ‘it becomes
apparent’ it will violate IHL;224 and (4) select the target (when a choice is possible between
several targets offering a similar military advantage)225 as well as (5) chose the means and
method of warfare 226 that may be expected to represent the smallest risk for the civilian
population. To evaluate whether in case of a given attack all feasible precautions were taken,
the Mission would need to know what precautions were taken (but perhaps not successful) and
what other precautions were feasible for those who planned or decided upon the attack. The
availability of precision-guided munitions is a factor influencing such feasibility. The Mission
does not possess such information. Nevertheless, it is not plausible, in particular, that for a
country with such advanced weapons technology as Russia, launching attacks (supposedly
targeting military objectives and respecting the proportionality rule) in densely populated areas,
it was not feasible to choose weapons, ammunitions, tactics and timings other than those which
it actually used.
The weapons and ammunitions used in densely populated areas make it particularly implausible
that the precautionary obligations were respected. 227 Even when a weapon is not as such
prohibited (an issue that will be discussed later in this report), its use must comply with the
obligations under the rules on distinction, proportionality and precautions discussed here. The
ICRC leads a campaign aiming at a political commitment by States not to use heavy explosive
weapons in populated areas, unless sufficient mitigation measures are taken to limit their widearea effects and the consequent risk of civilian harm.228 Ireland circulated in 2021 a “Draft
Political Declaration on Strengthening the Protection of Civilians from the Humanitarian
Consequences that can arise from the use of Explosive Weapons with Wide Area Effects in
Populated Areas”.229 This declaration has not yet been adopted and it remains controversial
whether it just reflects existing law or contains or should contain new legal obligations. Many
States remained, at least before 24 February 2022, opposed to new legal obligations. It remains
to be hoped that their current reaction to Russian practices in Ukraine evidences a change in
their attitude. Nevertheless, even assuming that some or all ICRC recommendations do not yet
correspond to existing law, the Mission considers it highly implausible that the undisputed
use230 of cluster munitions, munitions with a large blast radius, such as large bombs or missiles,
unguided missiles, artillery and mortars, multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) and dumb
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bombs released by aircraft and the alleged use of incendiary weapons,231 white phosphorus232
and thermobaric or vacuum bombs,233 in densely populated areas, was in each case the only
feasible choice for the Russian commander. Therefore, such use violated Russia’s obligation to
take feasible precautionary measures when launching attacks. To omit feasible precautionary
measures does not as such constitute a war crime but it may evidence a degree of recklessness
sufficient to indicate the knowledge and intent of a deliberate attack against civilians and
civilian objects or a clear violation of the proportionality rule, which are war crimes.234
d. I MPOSSIBILITY TO SEPARATE , BASED ON OPEN SOURCE
INFORMATION , VIOLATIONS OF THE DISTINCTION , PROPORTIONALITY
AND PRECAUTIONS RULES

Theoretically, whether the target of an attack (which is not necessarily what was actually
destroyed) was lawful, whether unlawful means were used, whether the expected incidental
effects of an attack on the civilian population was excessive in relation to the military advantage
anticipated and whether both the attacker and the defender took feasible measures to avoid and,
in any event, minimize such incidental effects, are four distinct tests. Based on the rudimentary
information at the disposal of the Mission and the diametrically opposed narrative of both
parties in Ukraine, these steps become, however, blurred and intermingled.
A particularly insidious form of attack involving violations of the rules on distinction,
proportionality and precautions are “double tap attacks”. On 1 March 2022 the Kharkiv regional
administration on Liberty Square was hit, allegedly by a Russian Kalibr-class cruise missile.
After the rescuers arrived (after 5-7 minutes) there was a second strike by a similar rocket that
hit the building.235 This implies that the rescuers and the persons wounded by the first attack,
who are in any case protected against attacks,236 were deliberately targeted.

3.

SIEGES AND HUMANITARIAN CORRIDORS

A siege consists of a tactic to encircle an enemy’s armed forces, in order to prevent their
movement or cut them off from support and supply channels. The aim is to force the enemy to
surrender, including by an attempt to capture the besieged area through hostilities. Although it
is not unlawful to besiege enemy armed forces in a town as long as they are not willing to
231
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surrender, sieges heavily affect, in Ukraine and elsewhere, heavily the civilian population. They
are accompanied by bombardment and intense fighting between besieging and besieged forces,
creating constant danger for the civilians trapped in the besieged area. Those civilians are often
cut off from water, electricity supplies, heating, food, and health services. Factors such as age,
gender‐specific roles, or disabilities, may exacerbate difficulties in accessing scarce resources.
An extreme case is Mariupol, besieged since 2 March 2022.237 High-resolution satellite images
taken by the Maxar company in Mariupol on 22 March 2022 show the extent of the destruction
in the besieged city in southern Ukraine.238 In addition to damaged factory buildings, the images
show burning and destroyed residential buildings and other civilian facilities. According to
Ukrainian sources, between 80 and 90 per cent of all residential buildings were damaged or
destroyed by Russian shelling.239 The HRMMU reports that as of 26 March, at least 126 multistory residential buildings were damaged and 65 were destroyed in besieged Mariupol. 240
Between 300,000 and 150,000 Mariupol residents are reported, by different sources, to be
trapped in the city241 and only a few thousand had been allowed to leave by 1 April.242 Attempts
to evacuate all of those who wish to leave have failed and each party accuses the adverse party
of being responsible for such failure. Those who remain are subject to constant shelling, have
no heating and reportedly very little water and food.243
Another example is the town of Izium in the Kharkiv Region in eastern Ukraine. According to
a detailed report published by Amnesty International, corroborated by other sources, that town
has been nearly completely destroyed by constant Russian bombardments.244 Inhabitants have
been under a constant siege-like situation since 28 February 2022, remaining civilians hide in
their basements, food and water supplies are constantly diminishing, and most of them are cut
off from electricity, gas, heating, and mobile communication as a result of attacks.245 Satellite
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imagery from 12 March 2022 reviewed by Amnesty International clearly showed craters and
damage close to locations reported by open street maps as children’s schools and hospitals.246
Under IHL, it is not prohibited to besiege an area where there are only enemy forces or to block
their reinforcement or resupply, including to achieve their surrender through starvation. IHL
tries to reconcile the lawfulness of besieging enemy armed forces with the need to respect and
protect civilians in three ways. First, if the besieger respects the rules on distinction,
proportionality and precautions and the defender does not use civilians as human shields and
keeps military targets and civilians separate, civilians should be able to stay in their homes and
not be obliged to flee. The fundamental approach of IHL is not to evacuate civilians to allow
the military to conduct undisturbedly hostilities, but to oblige the military to conduct hostilities
taking the presence of civilians into account. Second, the besieger must let humanitarian
assistance through, but only for the benefit of the civilian population, which involves difficult
negotiations and arrangements how and by whom the distribution of assistance to the civilian
population only is to be monitored. Third, civilians must be allowed to leave the besieged area.
This meets several obstacles. In such a coercive environment as a besieged town such choice is
often not free, which may imply a prohibited forcible transfer of civilians. This report dealt
above with the alleged mass deportations of civilians,247 most of whom left besieged areas, to
Russia. Furthermore, the besieged forces have no interest in seeing all civilians leave because
this would greatly facilitate the capture of the besieged place because everyone who remains
there would be a legitimate target of attacks. Thus, Russia claims that Ukraine either does not
agree with evacuations or does not respect agreements, including by attacking those willing to
leave.248 Finally, while the besieger has theoretically an interest that civilians leave, in practice
and when warfare is conducted against the entire population of the enemy State, it will not be
willing to agree with the modalities. Ukraine and many NGOs and media thus report that Russia
is failing to agree to evacuations or is violating such agreements through attacks on those trying
to leave.249 Intentionally using starvation of civilians as a method of warfare by depriving them
of objects indispensable to their survival, including wilfully impeding relief supplies as
provided for under IHL constitutes a war crime.250
Humanitarian corridors should facilitate both the entry of humanitarian assistance for the
civilian population and the departure of civilians who so desire. However, for such a
humanitarian corridor to work, the genuine consent of the military of both sides is needed. Due
to the weapons used – artillery, missiles – the agreement has to cover a large space because a
humanitarian corridor can be shelled from afar. In addition, a minimum of trust is necessary
between the parties that one party will not take advantage of the cease-fire for military purposes.
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In Ukraine such negotiations are still only sporadically successful for Mariupol, while several
thousands of civilians were able to leave Sumy.251

4.

TARGETED ATTACKS ON INDIVIDUAL CIVILIANS

The Mission received several allegations of attacks against civilians walking or riding bicycles
in the public space, 252 driving in cars or travelling on trains, 253 four of which affected
journalists, 254 that can even less be explained otherwise than as instances of deliberately
targeting civilians (which is a war crime)255 than the dead of civilians in civilian houses, which
could hypothetically have turned into military objectives or have been destroyed incidentally
or by mistake. The same applies to the execution of civilians, like a journalist with
disabilities,256 in their own house or yard.257 If confirmed, those are war crimes.

5.

ARMING OF THE CIVILIAN POPULATION

From the very beginning of the Russian invasion, Ukrainian authorities encouraged all
inhabitants – or at least men between 18 and 60 years old – to join the fighting against Russian
forces.258 When such persons are incorporated into the Ukrainian armed forces, this is lawful
under IHL (while such persons then also turn under IHL into lawful targets of Russian attacks).
Otherwise, the distribution of weapons to civilians259 makes them lawful targets of attacks (if
they use them) while not giving them combatant privilege. On the approach of Russian forces,
civilians could under IHL also “spontaneously” take up arms to resist the invading forces, if
they did not “had time to form themselves into regular armed units”, provided they carry arms
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openly and respect the laws and customs of war.260 Such participants in a “levée en masse”
benefit from POW status if they fall into the power of Russia but they also lose the protection
of civilians against attacks. However, when the Ukrainian authorities called upon civilians to
find weapons and prepare Molotov cocktails to fight the Russian invaders,261 such civilians
cannot be considered to have taken up “spontaneously” arms “without having had time to form
themselves into regular armed units”. Such a call was therefore not appropriate under IHL
because it made those persons lose protection against attacks without gaining combatant status.
If Russian forces had to expect that every civilian was ready to receive them with Molotov
cocktails, this put also other civilians and civilian residences in risk of attacks.

6.

HUMAN SHIELDS

To justify the undisputable fact that civilians are affected by its attacks, Russia claims that
Ukrainian forces use human shields.262 According to Ukrainian allegations the Mission could
not verify, Russian troops use civilians in territories they occupied since 24 February 2022 to
protect them against Ukrainian attacks. 263 In some cases there are credible allegations that
individual civilians or groups of them were used by Russian troops in their attacks to protect
them from the resistance of Ukrainian forces. In other cases, the term “human shields” seems
to designate Ukrainian civilians who are not allowed to quit Russian controlled villages, even
when no Ukrainian attacks are planned and their presence is not communicated to Ukrainian
forces, which would be necessary for a violation of Article 51(7) of Protocol I. Such conduct
of the Russian forces, e.g. when they forced inhabitants of buildings to stay in their own
basements while Russian troops took control over the buildings and installed sniping
positions, 264 nevertheless constitutes an evident lack of passive precautions prescribed by
IHL265 and an unlawful restriction of their freedom. If it is accompanied by any demands to the
persons concerned or third persons, it also constitutes a prohibited taking of hostages.

7.

PASSIVE PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY THE DEFENDER

Ukraine has a well-developed system of shelters, including in metro stations deep below
surface,266 which has certainly contributed to the relatively low number of civilians killed in
towns like Kyiv and Kharkhiv, compared with the amount of destructions. Ukraine thereby
respects an obligation of the defender under IHL.267 Such passive precautions are particularly
important in case of penitentiary institutions, which should use all possible means to ensure the
security of detainees and prisoners during hostilities (and to continue to provide access to food,
drinking water and medicine). It is reported that during attacks against penitentiaries, which
obviously violate IHL, penitentiary staff and prisoners were hiding together in the bomb
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shelters. 268 To militarily defend a besieged city full of civilians necessarily involves an
intermingling between combatants and civilians, which is, however not necessarily prohibited
by IHL, which requires a defender to take feasible measures to protect civilians and civilian
objects under their control against the effects of attacks, including by separating them from
legitimate targets, only if this is possible from a military, factual and humanitarian point of
view.269 The above-mentioned arming of the civilian population,270 however, violates those
obligations, if the civilians concerned continue to stay in their civilian houses while the enemy
tries to capture their town. Similarly, Russian forces violate those obligations if they place, as
has been reported, artillery positions in densely populated areas.

8.

SPECIALLY PROTECTED OBJECTS
a. M EDICAL UNITS AND TRANSPORT

Medical units, such as hospitals, and transport, such as ambulances, whether military or civilian,
are specially protected by IHL because of their primary importance during armed conflicts, both
to maintain public health and to care for the wounded and sick caused by the armed conflict.
Specifically, they must be respected (that is, not attacked) and protected, but they may not be
used for military purposes or to shield military objectives. This special protection is lost if they
are used to commit, outside their humanitarian function, acts harmful to the enemy but only
after a warning has been given setting, whenever appropriate, a reasonable time limit and only
after such warning has remained unheeded.271 Even in that case of loss of special protection,
the general rules of IHL mentioned above272 apply and a proportionality evaluation has to be
made between the military advantage of stopping the acts harmful for the attacker and the
expected death and injury of the medical personnel and current and future patients.
In Ukraine, a database collecting data on destroyed healthcare facilities counts 52 affected
facilities between 24 February 2022 and 22 March 2022.273 The HRMMU, present in the field,
has verified 74 incidents in which medical facilities were affected with various degrees of
damage, including 46 hospitals, seven psycho-neurological facilities and 21 other medical
facilities. As a result, 54 medical establishments were damaged, 10 destroyed, and two were
looted. Sixty-one of the attacks which damaged medical facilities occurred in Governmentcontrolled territory. These include air strikes on hospitals in Izium, Mariupol, Ovruch,
Volnovakha, and Vuhledar. Nine attacks occurred in territory controlled by the self-proclaimed
“republics”, and four in contested places. 274 The Mission has received numerous reports
corroborating this information.275 According to one particular in-depth report produced by the
268
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Yale School of Public Health the Russian forces have indeed engaged into a widespread and
systematic pattern of damage to Ukrainian healthcare facilities by indiscriminate bombardment
and in some cases intentional targeting.276 One specific attack on health facilities, that on the
Mariupol Maternity House and Children’s Hospital on 9 March 2022, will be discussed
hereafter.277
Even assuming that some attacks were directed against facilities engaged in acts harmful to the
enemy or were incidentally harmed by attacks against legitimate targets, this cannot explain the
large number of affected facilities. In addition, in only one single case has Russia vaguely
claimed that it gave the necessary warning 278 – but without a time-limit and without any
indication what had to be done to preserve the special protection. Therefore, in none of the
cases was the special protection lost. Intentionally directing attacks against hospitals and places
where the sick and wounded are collected is a war crime, provided they are not military
objectives.279
b. N UCLEAR POWER STATIONS
Even after its closure following the 1986 nuclear accident, former Chernobyl nuclear power
station remains an installation containing dangerous forces, specially protected by IHL. Such
an installation may (with some exceptions not relevant here) not be attacked, even where it
constitutes a military objective, if such attack may cause the release of dangerous forces.280
Other military objectives located at or in the vicinity of such an installation may not be made
the object of attack if such attack may cause the release of dangerous forces.281 From various
open sources, 282 including statements of the director of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), 283 the Mission understands that on 24 February 2022 Russian forces took
control over the installation but did not attack it. During the seizure of the exclusion zone around
the installation, Russian forces are, however, alleged to have threatened such attacks.284 Once
the installation was under their control, Russian forces allowed Ukrainian specialists to continue
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their vital task for nuclear security.285 Those staff could however not be rotated because the
nearby town of Slavutych remained under Ukrainian control, which was considered by some as
a taking of hostages.286 Slavutych itself was shelled during the fighting for its control, which
threatened the lives of the specialists and therefore the safe running of the installation. On 26
March 2022, it fell under Russian control but on 28 March 2022 Russian forces withdrew
again.287
Staff of the installation could be finally rotated only on 20 March 2022. 288 In addition,
hostilities lead to an interruption of the power link to the installation,289 which is vital for its
safe running and can only temporarily be replaced by generators. Moreover, the movement of
Russian military vehicles around the installation raised dust that may have increased the
radiation level .290 Finally, the hostilities and the presence of Russian forces made the extinction
of forest fires more difficult, which also threatened to mobilize radioactive particles that were
deposited 35 years ago.291 On 31 March 2022, Russian forces withdrew from Chernobyl.292 It
was then discovered that the Russian forces dug trenches in the highly radioactive Red Forest
and received significant doses of radiation.293
Other, functioning nuclear powers stations are situated in Zaporozhskaya. The Mission
understands that on 4 March 2022 Russian forces took control over the installation but did not
attack buildings294 that could have released dangerous forces, if damaged. They attacked and
285
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damaged, however, nearby buildings by attacks that could have affected those able to release
radioactivity. 295 The HRMMU reports that some 50 units of Russian armed forces’ heavy
machinery, around 400 personnel and “a lot” of explosives and ammunition are currently
present at the facility. On 14 March 2022, Russian armed forces detonated weapons in the
proximity of a nuclear reactor, allegedly to dispose of them. All this endangered the facility and
its staff, but did not have any impact on the radiation levels.296 The Ukrainian nuclear regulator
lost communications from the facility concerning off-site and on-site radiological monitoring
but the IAEA reports that it is receiving remote data from its monitoring systems installed
there.297
Finally, a nuclear research facility in the eastern Ukrainian city of Kharkiv suffered building
damage during shelling on 26 March 2022. However, the IAEA reports that its small amount
of radioactive nuclear material remained intact. The neutron source, which contains nuclear
material used to generate neutrons for research and isotope production, was not damaged.298
In conclusion, the Mission does not possess sufficient elements to consider that Russia has
violated its specific obligations concerning nuclear power stations. To conclude so, one would
have to determine whether the activities around the nuclear facilities mentioned above were not
planned and conducted in a manner avoiding the risk of release of radioactivity.
c.

C ULTURAL HERITAGE AND PLACES OF WORSHIP

The Mission has noticed considerable Ukrainian efforts to protect and preserve cultural heritage
– including Russian cultural heritage299 – in conformity with the IHL obligation of the defender
to safeguard cultural property. 300 Despite those efforts, the Mission has taken note of an
impressive and depressing list of cultural heritage damaged during the armed conflict. 301
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According to media reports, UNESCO confirms the damaging of at least 53 culturally important
sites.302 This includes Christian orthodox churches, a mosque and a Jewish cemetery.
The shelling on 12 March 2022 of Svyatoguirsk monastery where nearly 1,000 civilians were
sheltering deserves a special mention. According to the General Prosecutor’s Office of Ukraine,
Russian forces using aircraft (according to other sources artillery), struck the Holy Dormition
Svyatogorsk Lavra, a major Christian Orthodox monastery near the town of Svyatogorsk in
Donetsk. The premises that offered shelter to 929 persons, including 200 children, were
damaged. Allegedly, more than 30 people were injured.303 It is reported that almost all the
windows were broken and church buildings were destroyed to varying degrees.304 The Ministry
of Defence of the Russian Federation stated that “militants of the national battalion” “Aidar”
equipped firing positions in the Lavra, “held about 300 civilians and monks hostage”, and
“during the liberation”, the Russian military “destroyed part of the nationalists”, but that “the
hostages and buildings of the monastery were not affected”.305 The Mission does not possess
any element substantiating this claim.
In each individual case, such destruction of cultural property could only be justified under IHL
if either the cultural property itself was used by Ukraine for military purposes – which is lawful
only in case of imperative military necessity – or if the incidental effects on cultural property
of an attack against a lawful military objective were not expected to be disproportionate and all
feasible measures were taken to avoid them.306 The Mission considers that it is highly unlikely
that those very exceptional circumstances were fulfilled in each of the 123 cases listed by a
specialized website as of 25 March 2022.307 The deliberate targeting of cultural property that
has not lost protection violates IHL and constitutes a war crime.308
d. S CHOOLS
The Mission has received numerous credible and consistent reports, supported by pictures and
video images, about destroyed schools, including psycho-neurological boarding schools and
rehabilitation centres, and of university buildings. 309 On 26 March 2022, The Prosecutorgeneral of Ukraine reported that 570 educational institutions and 40 institutions for children
have been damaged by attacks.310 On the same date, the HRMMU had verified attacks on 35
educational facilities, including three universities, eight kindergartens, 23 schools, and one
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scientific centre.311 A specialized NGO reported that by 21 March 2022 bombs and intense
shelling had damaged more than 460 schools across the country and that over 60 were totally
destroyed.312
IHL treaty law does not offer special protection to educational facilities. Schools are, however,
civilian objects and have to be treated as such even in case of doubt (whether they are used for
military purposes).313 In addition, even when targeting a school that has turned into a military
objective or a nearby target, the presence of the children, who remain civilians, has to be taken
into account in the proportionality evaluation. It may also be argued that the long-term effect
of a destruction of a school on the education of the children must be taken into account. Unlike
what is prescribed for other specially protected objects, IHL treaty law does not prohibit a
defender to use school buildings for defence purposes, in which case they turn into military
objectives. However, Ukraine is among the 114 States that have accepted the Safe Schools
Declaration, an inter-governmental political commitment to protect education during armed
conflict, led by the Governments of Argentina and Norway. 314 It includes Guidelines for
Protecting Schools and Universities from Military Use during Armed Conflict, 315 which
prohibit, inter alia, any use of functioning schools for purposes which make them turn into a
military objective (and prescribes particular precautionary measures to avoid attacks targeting
even schools that have turned into military objectives). The Mission has no indication that
Ukraine has not lived up to its commitment and Russia has not argued that any of the schools
destroyed had been used for military purposes. Therefore, even admitting the possibility that
some schools were damaged incidentally during lawful attacks targeting military objectives,
the Mission concludes that the number of schools damaged or destroyed is an expression of the
indiscriminate way in which Russian armed forces have conducted hostilities.

9.

USE OF WEAPONS

It is uncontroversial and well documented that a majority of Russian attacks in populated areas
have been conducted with unguided artillery, often launched from multiple rocket launchers, or
with unguided aerial bombs.316
a. C LUSTER MUNITIONS
In many well documented cases (the Mission has received an analysis of 134 individual
incidents), cluster munitions have been used. 317 This has equally been documented by the
HRMMU, which also refers to reports by Russia and its proxies that Ukraine equally used such
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munitions.318 Cluster munitions open in mid-air and disperse up to hundreds of smaller submunitions into an area. The sub-munitions, which are generally explosive in nature, are usually
designed to detonate on impact with the ground. They may also be fused to detonate or air-burst
at a prescribed height from the ground. The damaging or injurious purpose is achieved by a
combination of blast and fragmentation. For States not parties to the Oslo Convention, like
Russia and Ukraine, the use of cluster munitions is not prohibited as such. Some argue,
however, that due to their historically proven indiscriminate effect, including by unexploded
bomblets which kill later civilians as explosive remnants of war, they are prohibited by the
general rules. Without taking a position on this controversy, the Mission cannot believe
(assuming that military objectives were targeted; otherwise, the use of any weapon was
unlawful) that the extent of civilian deaths, injuries and destruction that had to be expected due
to the proven wide area effect of those munitions and their use in densely populated areas, was
in each case not excessive compared with the military advantage anticipated. Their use
therefore constituted in each case in which this proportionality rule was not respected a
violation of IHL and a war crime.319 Furthermore, even assuming that in some cases the rules
on distinction and proportionality were respected, the Mission does not see how a Russian
commander using cluster munitions against targets in densely populated areas could comply
with his or her obligation to “take all feasible precautions in the choice of means and methods
of attack [targeting a military objective and complying with the proportionality rules] with a
view to avoiding, and in any event to minimizing, incidental loss of civilian life, injury to
civilians and damage to civilian objects”.320 Even the military of States not having outlawed
cluster munitions consider that the use of cluster munitions is only justified to engage wide area
or dispersed targets, such as soft-skinned vehicles, concentrations of troops, military vehicles
and other military objects and some kinds of armour.
b. O THER

CONTROVERSIAL WEAPONS , IN PARTICULAR INCENDIARY

WEAPONS

The same conclusion is drawn by the Mission concerning the use of GRAD multiple rocket
launchers, which were used by both parties of the IAC,321 concerning anti-personnel landmines
by Russia,322 which is not a party to the Ottawa Convention banning them, and the use of
thermobaric weapons by Russia,323 as at least the US does not consider such use to be prohibited
as such.324 The same applies to the alleged use by both parties of white phosphorus, which is
considered by some Western military as not being prohibited as such. 325 Russia seems to
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consider that such use is prohibited as such,326 a position with which the Mission agrees. More
generally, concerning incendiary weapons, the use of which has been alleged, often without
further specifications,327 sometimes with explicit reference to the heavy flamethrower system
TOS-1A,328 and which may also cover the use of white phosphorus, the ICRC considers that
customary IHL requires belligerents using incendiary weapons to take particular care to avoid
causing incidental harm to civilians, and it also prohibits the anti-personnel use of such weapons
against combatants “if such use would cause unnecessary suffering” or, in other words, “if it is
feasible to use a less harmful weapon to render a combatant hors de combat.”329 CCW Protocol
III restricts the use of incendiary weapons in circumstances in which they can endanger
civilians. 330 It defines incendiary weapons as “any weapon or munition which is primarily
designed to set fire to objects or to cause burn injury to persons through the action of flame,
heat, or combination thereof.”331 The Protocol does not cover weapons with merely incidental
incendiary effects, such as illuminants or smoke systems. Nor does it prohibit munitions
“designed to combine penetration, blast or fragmentation effects with an additional incendiary
effect”, except if the incendiary effect is “specifically designed to cause burn injury to
persons”.332

10. UNLAWFUL METHODS OF WARFARE
The Mission received several reports, sometimes accompanied by photographic evidence,
alleging the use by Russian troops of the red cross emblem to mark military non-medical
vehicles,333 of Ukrainian flags,334 army or police uniforms or vehicles,335 white flags,336 civilian
clothes,337 and OSCE symbols338 to facilitate their military operations.
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The use of the red cross for any purpose other than marking medical units, transport and
personnel or Red Cross organizations violates IHL.339 Therefore, IHL was violated in the welldocumented case of a Russian military vehicle transporting munitions marked by a hardly
visible red cross,340 and in the case of an alleged evacuation of children by Russian forces using
the red cross emblem.341 However, such use of the red cross constitutes prohibited perfidy only
if the purpose of the use was to kill injure or capture an adversary,342 which is not alleged for
the red cross or the use of civilian clothes to avoid detection of saboteurs (who thus nevertheless
lose POW status). Such a specific aim is, however, alleged in a case of the use of a white flag,343
which makes it become a war crime.344 The use of Ukrainian flags and insignia by Russian
forces is also prohibited, 345 as well as that of the UN 346 and arguably other international
organizations such as that of the OSCE.

11. NAVAL WARFARE
a. P UBLICATION OF A C ONTRABAND L IST
Under the law of naval warfare, to exercise belligerent rights vis-à-vis merchant vessels (M/Vs),
a party must publish a contraband list. 347 Russia has adopted three decrees imposing
prohibitions and restrictions on the export of goods from Russia, applicable to all foreign states
with a few exceptions.348 Since contraband are goods destined for the territory under the control
of the enemy susceptible for use in armed conflict,349 goods with a neutral destination coming
from a belligerent port do not constitute contraband.350 In conclusion, Russia has not published
a contraband list as foreseen by the law of naval warfare.
b. D ESTRUCTION OF N EUTRAL S HIPS
Indiscriminate and arbitrary measures of control against neutral M/Vs that cannot be based on
“reasonable ground of suspicion” are unlawful.351 They can be, however, legitimate military
objectives and may be attacked if they constitute military objectives.352 Since 24 February 2022,
there have reportedly been several instances of Russia using force against neutral M/Vs within
Ukrainian territorial waters,353 some of which resulted in sunken vessels and injuries to their
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crew.354 This included an attack launched against the Millennial Spirit chemical tanker, which
entailed a high risk of chemical leakage that could have resulted in large-scale environmental
damage.355
Pursuant to the obligation to protect merchant shipping from collateral damage,356 naval mines
laid by belligerents must become harmless one hour after loss of control over them.357 Reports
about “authorities working to neutralize” naval mines hours after having gone adrift indicate
that this rule was violated,358 allegedly by Ukraine in its internal waters and territorial sea.359
c.

M EASURES A GAINST E NEMY M ERCHANT V ESSELS

Enemy M/Vs can be targeted if they contribute to the enemy’s military action and disobey
orders to stop and resist visit, search and capture. 360 On 27 February 2022, Russian Navy
vessels seized two M/Vs sailing under the Ukrainian flag 18 nautical miles (nm) from the
Crimean Peninsula, south of Cape Tarkhankut, transporting grain from Nikolaev in Ukraine to
Constanta in Romania.361 They threatened to destroy the vessels with missiles if they did not
stop. Detaining and capturing enemy M/Vs is permissible under IHL but the property does not
pass to the captor until the prize has been condemned by a prize court.362 There is no indication
that such a prize court exists and adjudicated the prize in Russia.
d. B LOCKADE
To be lawful, a blockade must be declared and notified to all Powers, whether neutral or
enemy, 363 including specifications on the commencement, duration, location, extent of the
blockade and the period within which vessels of neutral states may leave the blockaded
coastline. To the knowledge of the Mission, no blockade over the entire Ukrainian coastline has
been declared. On 24 February the Russian Defence Ministry suspended movement of
commercial vessels in the Sea of Azov until further notice.364 While Russia has not expressly
declared the blockade, a relevant announcement by the Federal Agency for Maritime and River
Transport could qualify as such declaration.365 On the other hand, while the Kerch Strait is
closed for vessels passing north into the Sea of Azov, vessels heading south are permitted to
transit. 366 According to the Russian Federal Agency for Maritime and River Transport,
navigation in the Kerch Strait was not suspended but is reduced to minimum, as “vessels can
354
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make local voyages between ports in Crimea and the Krasnodar Territory.” This could
constitute a blockade against the Ukrainian cities Berdyansk and Mariupol.367
e.

T HE

POSSIBILITY FOR NEUTRAL SHIPS AND THEIR CREWS TO

LEAVE

On 24 February 2022, Ukraine announced that it would close its ports for entry and exit of
neutral vessels. 368 According to Russian claims, the crews of 68 foreign countries have
communicated that “any exit of a foreign ship from Ukrainian ports is prohibited by the
Ukrainian authorities under the threat of immediate flooding.” The International Maritime
Organization, estimates that up to 2,000 seafarer could be affected, although some may have
been repatriated. The organization has called for the creation of a blue safe maritime corridor
for the safe evacuation of seafarers. 369 Russia responded with the creation of humanitarian
corridors, which has been disputed by Ukraine.370

12. SPECIFIC ATTACKS
The Mission tried to look in more detail into two incidents, which occurred in the besieged and
heavily destroyed city of Mariupol, where some 150,000-300,000 civilians remain trapped,
living in unbearable conditions. Those incidents are particularly well documented and both
parties have clarified their position concerning them.
a. M ARIUPOL M ATERNITY H OUSE AND C HILDREN ’ S H OSPITAL
On 9 March 2022 the Mariupol Maternity House and Children’s Hospital with 390 beds was
seriously damaged by an attack, which resulted in 3 deaths and some 17 injuries (at least one
injured pregnant woman and her subsequently delivered baby later died of these injuries).371
All non-Russian sources indicate that the hospital was clearly identifiable and operational at
the time it was hit.372 This has been verified by the HRMMU373 and several testimonies on
social and other media, and the geolocation of the accompanying images confirm this.374 In
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addition images taken just before and after the attack prove that it was an operational hospital
and that it was severely damaged by the attack.375
Russia first qualified this incident as a fake news376 and accused Ukraine of having staged it.
Later Russia argued that the building was used by the Azov Batallion and that all patients had
been evacuated, inter alia following a warning given by Russia. 377 This warning allegedly
consisted of a declaration by the Russian representative in the Security Council on 7 March
2022.378
A media report trying to corroborate this military use shows a photograph of a tank and armed
persons in front of a building alleged to have been the maternity hospital, 379 but this building
does not align with any of the buildings within 1 km of the hospital when compared with
satellite imagery. The shape of the building is quite unique and would be detectable from above.
Likewise, a video embedded in the article380 depicting what appears to be a soldier with an antitank guided missile on the roof of a building does not match any buildings within 1 km of the
hospital. The Permanent Representative of Russia to the UN, however, showed on 11 March
pictures of the hospital claiming that it could not have been hit by a rocket: he showed a photo
of a crater, "which by all indications was formed as a result of the explosion of a mine planted
in the ground".381 The Mission therefore concludes that the hospital was destroyed by a Russian
attack. Based upon Russian explanations, the attack must have been deliberate. No effective
warning was given and no time-limit set. This attack therefore constitutes a clear violation of
IHL382 and those responsible for it have committed a war crime383.
b. M ARIUPOL T HEATRE
The Mission was informed by the media384 and several Ukrainian governmental385 and NGO
sources386 that on 16 March, the Drama Theatre located in the centre of Mariupol was destroyed
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by a powerful explosive (which is undisputed), allegedly by a Russian air strike. That the
destruction of the theatre, which was clearly marked as housing children by signs on both sides,
and in which many civilians had taken refuge, was deliberate is equally undisputed.387 Russia
does not claim that it was a legitimate target but that it was blown up by the Ukrainian Azov
battalion.388 The Mission did not receive any indication that this could be the case. Up to 1,300
persons were allegedly seeking shelter in the theatre, both underground and on the floors.389
After the attack, some 150 persons including children were able to leave by their means while
300 were determined to be dead.390 These were the persons who took shelter in the part of the
theatre, that was fully destroyed. The lack of information about the fate of the remaining persons
was explained to the Mission by the siege of Mariupol and the traumatization of the survivors,
which made it impossible to interview many of them. This incident constitutes most likely an
egregious violation of IHL391 and those who ordered or executed it committed a war crime.392

G. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, while in the circumstances a detailed assessment of most allegations of IHL
violations and war crimes concerning particular incidents has not been possible, the Mission
found clear patterns of such violations by the Russian forces on most of the issues investigated.
Some violations and problems were also identified regarding practices of Ukraine but
allegations that Ukraine and not Russia had caused some of the death, injury or destructions
attributed to Russia could not be confirmed.
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V. ALLEGED VIOLATIONS AND ABUSES OF INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN RIGHTS LAW
A. GENERAL ISSUES
1.

APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS

Ukraine is a state party to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), the Revised
European Social Charter (RESC), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR), the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and
all the other UN human rights instruments with the exception of the International Convention
on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (CMW).
It has also ratified virtually all optional protocols (OP) to these conventions, except for the OP
to the ICESCR and the Protocol to RESC (collective complaints).
The Russian Federation is a state party to the RESC, ECPT, the CIS Convention on Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (CHRFF), the ICCPR, ICESCR and all the other UN human
rights instruments with the exception of CMW and the International Convention for the
Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance (ICPPED). It has ratified the first OP to
the ICCPR, the first two OP to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and the
OP to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW). As a result of its expulsion from the Council of Europe,393 Russia “shall cease to
be a High Contracting Party to the ECHR on 16 September 2022”.394 The ECtHR will however
remain competent to deal with applications directed against Russia relating to alleged violations
of the ECHR that occur before 16 September 2022 (Article 58(2) of the ECHR).
The two countries have committed themselves to standards recognized under the OSCE human
dimension.395
There are also numerous non-binding instruments that either assist in interpreting human rights
obligations contained in treaties or seek to identify or propose standards for areas where no
such treaties exist. These instruments encompass inter alia the Guiding Principles on Internal
Displacement, 396 the Declaration on the Protection of Persons from Enforced
Disappearances, 397 the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials 398 or the Basic
Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross
Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International
Humanitarian Law.399
The so-called Donetsk and Luhansk “People’s Republics” are not internationally recognized
states. There is a long-term discussion, whether de facto entities and non-state actors more
broadly are, at least to some extent, bound by the obligations stemming from IHRL.400 The
393
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Mission does not take any position in this discussion. Following the approach embraced by
human rights bodies with respect to events occurred in the territories of other de facto entities
(Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Nagorno Karabakh, the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus), the
Mission focuses on the obligations assumed by state parties to human rights instruments.

2. DEROGATION FROM THE OBLIGATIONS UNDER HUMAN RIGHTS
INSTRUMENTS
During public emergency threatening the life of the nation, such as international armed conflict,
states may derogate from their obligations to secure human rights under derogation clauses
contained in several human rights instruments (Article 4 of the ICCPR, Article 15 of the ECHR,
Article F of the RESH, Article 35 of the CHRFF). Derogation amounts to temporary suspension
of certain human rights guarantees for the period necessary to overcome the public emergency.
States may derogate from their IHRL obligations to the extent strictly required by the exigencies
of the situation. The measures of derogation may not be inconsistent with the state’s other
international obligations, such as those under IHL. They may not involve discrimination solely
on the ground of race, colour, sex, language, religion or social origin. Certain human rights,
such as the right to life and the prohibition of torture, are considered non-derogable. States
availing themselves of the right of derogation shall officially proclaim the state of emergency
and shall keep the Secretary-General of the UN (ICCPR) and of the Council of Europe (ECHR,
RESC) fully informed about the extent and content of the derogation, grounds for it and its
subsequent modifications or withdrawal.
The Russian Federation has not made any derogation with respect to the conflict in the territory
of Ukraine. All the human rights instruments ratified by it therefore remain in force. Ukraine
has derogated from its obligations under the ICCPR and the ECHR at several instances since
2014. The older derogations (2015-2019) relate to the situation in the Autonomous Republic of
Crimea and the City of Sevastopol and in the Donetsk and Luhansk regions. The recent
derogations (2022) have been made following the Russian attack against Ukraine and the
introduction, for a period of 30 days, of a state of emergency in most regions of Ukraine (23
February) and of martial law on the entire territory of Ukraine (24 February, extended for
another 30 days from 26 March). The recent derogations concern a broad range of human rights,
namely those granted by Articles 2(3), 3, 8(3), 9, 12-14, 17, 19-22, 24-27 of the ICCPR, Articles
4(3), 5-6, 8-11 and 13-14 of the ECHR, Article 1-3 of the Additional Protocol to the ECHR and
Article 2 of Protocol 4 to the ECHR.401

3.

APPLICATION OF IHRL IN ARMED CONFLICTS

It is generally accepted that IHRL continues to apply in times of armed conflict. This view has
been consistently upheld by the International Court of Justice (ICJ),402 the UN Human Rights
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Council,403 the UN Human Rights Committee (HRC),404 the European Court of Human Rights
(ECtHR)405 and many other international bodies.
The existence of an armed conflict may have an impact on the extent of the jurisdiction that the
states parties to this conflict exercise and within which they have the obligation to secure human
rights. Under the established case-law of human rights bodies, the jurisdiction is primarily
territorial but there is “a number of exceptional circumstances capable of giving rise to the
exercise of jurisdiction by a Contracting State outside its own territorial boundaries”.406
One of these exceptional circumstances is the effective control resulting from lawful or
unlawful military action that a state exercises, directly or through a subordinate local
administration, over an area outside its national territory. 407 In these cases, the jurisdiction
stems from the factual domination over the territory, regardless of whether this domination has
any valid legal basis. The state exercising effective control over an area has the responsibility
to ensure to individuals within this area the entire range of recognized human rights.
The Mission has concluded that some parts of the Ukrainian territory are indeed under the
effective control of another state, the Russian Federation. This is the case of the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea and the City of Sevastopol, which have been temporarily occupied and
(unlawfully) annexed by Russia since 2014. Russia does not deny having jurisdiction over these
areas, asserting, however, that they are part of its national territory. In Ukraine v. Russia (Re
Crimea), the ECtHR held, albeit on a preliminary basis, that “the jurisdiction of /Russia/ over
Crimea is in the form or nature of “effective control over an area” rather than in the form or
nature of territorial jurisdiction”.408
Certain parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions have also been under the effective control of
Russia since 2014. This control is exercised through a subordinate local administration of the
so-called Donetsk and Luhansk “People’s Republics”, over whose acts Russia exercises (at
least) overall control. Since 24 February 2022, moreover, Russia seems to have progressively
secured (and sometimes subsequently lost) effective control over certain other areas of the
Ukrainian territory, especially other parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions and the Kherson
region.
The Mission notes that in Georgia v. Russia II (2021), the ECtHR distinguished between the
active phase of hostilities, where effective control by a non-territorial sovereign is not yet
established, and the occupation phase after the end of the active phase of hostilities, where such
control is already in place.409 In line with this distinction, Russia has jurisdiction only over those
parts of the Ukrainian territory where the active phase of hostilities has already ended.
The Mission also notes that in Ilaşku and Others v. Moldova and Russia (2004), the ECtHR
stated that the territorial state, “even in the absence of effective control, /…/ still has a positive
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obligation /…/ to take the diplomatic, economic, judicial or other measures that it is in its power
to take and are in accordance with international law to secure to the applicants the rights
guaranteed by the /ECHR/”.410 This positive obligation is not identical to the obligation to
secure the full range of human rights. Rather, it is a residual obligation to strive, to the extent
possible in the given circumstances, to regain control over territories outside the factual control
of the state. The statement made in the derogation note by Ukraine with respect to the situation
in Crimea and in some parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions411 shall be read in light of this
positive obligation.
In the recent decision in Bekoyeva v. Georgia (2021),412 moreover, the ECtHR has suggested
that a state might be prevented from exercising its authority over certain areas not only when
these areas are under the effective control of another state, but also when acts of war, in a
context of chaos, occur there. The State’s “inability to exercise State authority over the relevant
territories during the active phase of the hostilities is to be understood as a limitation of the
normal exercise of the respondent State’s territorial jurisdiction over the war-stricken
territories”. 413 The residual responsibility, whose concrete extent depends on the concrete
situation, remains applicable here as well.
In addition to the effective control over an area, another circumstance that may give rise to the
exercise of the jurisdiction by a state outside its territorial boundaries is the so-called state agent
control and authority. This circumstance materialises when “the use of force by a State's agents
operating outside its territory /…/ bring the individual thereby brought under the control of the
State's authorities into the State's /…/ jurisdiction”.414 This is typically the case when a person
is detained by state agents, for instance members of the armed forces of a state, outside the
territory of that state. The obligation to secure human rights is then limited to those rights that
are “relevant to the situation of that individual”.415
The ECtHR is of the view that in the areas of active hostilities, “the very reality of armed
confrontation and fighting between enemy military forces seeking to establish control over an
area in a context of chaos /…/ excludes any form of “State agent authority and control” over
individuals”.416 This statement, however, seems to relate to acts carried out in the course of
active hostilities, not to those carried out with respect to persons detained or otherwise subject
to the power by the parties to the conflict. The Mission has received information about instances
in which individuals – members of the Ukrainian armed forces or Ukrainian civilians – have
been captured or detained outside the areas under the effective control of Russia. In line with
the state agent control and authority principle, such individuals are within the jurisdiction of
Russia from the moment of their capture or detention until their release.
The Mission also takes note of the view expressed by the UN Human Rights Council (HRC)
that “States parties engaged in acts of aggression as defined in international law, resulting in
deprivation of life, violate ipso facto article 6 of the Covenant”.417 If correct, this conclusion
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seems potentially applicable to the acts resulting in the violations of many other human rights,
as long as there is a direct causal link between these acts and the act of aggression.

4.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IHRL AND IHL

In a situation of armed conflict, IHRL applies in parallel to IHL, according to a so-called
concurrent or dual applicability. As stipulated by the HRC, “while, in respect of certain /…/
rights, more specific rules of international humanitarian law may be specially relevant for the
purposes of the interpretation of /…/ rights, both spheres of law are complementary, not
mutually exclusive”. 418 In its 2004 advisory opinion, the ICJ distinguished three possible
situations of the relationship between the two areas: “Some rights may be exclusively matters
of international humanitarian law; others may be exclusively matters of human rights law; yet
others may be matters of both these branches of international law”.419 These overlaps explain
why some incidents appear in both the IHL and IHRL parts of this report.
Lex specialis derogat legi generali is a generally recognized principle of international law, used
in legal interpretation and in the resolution of normative conflicts. It is also conventionally used
in cases of the overlap between IHL and IHRL, to determine the relationship between the two
branches.420 The application of the lex specialis principle in the context of an international
armed conflict often gives priority to IHL. This, however, does not need to be so in all cases.
As the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) holds, “the more
effective the control over persons or territory, the more human rights law would constitute the
appropriate reference framework”.421 Whereas the process of targeting is primarily informed
by IHL rules, the fair trial guarantees need to be interpreted in light of IHRL standards.422 This
approach is reflected in practice of human rights bodies, which do not set the IHRL framework
in the context of armed conflict fully aside but seek to interpret this framework in harmony with
applicable IHL rules. The Mission embraces this approach as well.

5. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VIOLATIONS OF IHRL AND CRIMES
AGAINST HUMANITY
The relationship between violations of IHRL and crimes against humanity is somewhat similar
to that between violations of IHL and war crimes described above. 423 Violations of IHRL,
legally speaking, are committed by states. Crimes against humanity, on the contrary, are
committed by individuals. The former give rise to the responsibility of the state, the latter to the
criminal responsibility of an individual. The catalogue of crimes against humanity is much
shorter than that of violations of IHRL and it encompasses only the most serious violations of
IHRL. Unlike war crimes, crimes against humanity are not explicitly enumerated, or even
mentioned, in IHRL treaties. There is also no special instrument on crimes against humanity as
such.424
The most comprehensive catalogue of crimes against humanity is provided by the 1998 Rome
Statute (RS) of the International Criminal Court (ICC). Although Ukraine and Russia are not
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state parties to the RS, neither of them has contested the definition of crimes against humanity
enshrined in Article 7. In fact, during the discussions in the International Law Commission,
Russia explicitly supported “the verbatim reproduction /…/ of the definition of crimes against
humanity found in the Rome Statute”.425 Ukraine has expressed its support for the definition
implicitly, by recognizing the jurisdiction of the ICC over inter alia crimes against humanity
committed on its territory since 21 November 2013.
The RS defines crimes against humanity as one of the acts enlisted in its Article 7 when those
acts are “committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian
population, with the knowledge of the attack”. These acts include murder, extermination,
enslavement, deportation or forcible transfer of population, unlawful imprisonment, rape and
other forms of sexual violence, persecution, enforced disappearance of persons, apartheid and
other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering, or serious injury
to body or to mental or physical health. “Attack directed against any civilian population” is “a
course of conduct involving the multiple commission of such acts against any civilian
population, pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such
attack” (Article 7(2) of the RS). According to the established case-law, “widespread” refers to
the large-scale nature of the attack and the number of targeted persons, and “systematic”
describes the organized nature of the acts of violence and the improbability of their random
occurrence.426
The categories of crimes against humanity and war crimes are not fully disjunctive. An
individual may thus commit crimes of both categories by one single act.

B. IMPACT OF THE CONFLICT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS
The conflict in the territory of Ukraine has had a major impact on the enjoyment of civil and
political rights, including some of non-derogable rights, such as the right to life or the
prohibition of torture. In this area, IHRL largely overlaps with IHL and the IHRL standards
thus have to be interpreted in light of the lex specialis of IHL. Many provisions of the ICCPR
and the ECHR have been derogated from by Ukraine after the Russian attack. Non-derogable
rights and non-derogable parts of derogable rights remain, however, in force, as do provisions
and instruments which do not allow for derogation or have not been derogated from.
The Mission recalls that IHRL gives rise to both substantive and procedural obligations. States
have to refrain from interfering with these rights, prevent other actors, including private entities,
from breaching such rights, and adopt positive measures making the enjoyment of these rights
possible. They moreover have to effectively investigate allegations of violations of human
rights, hold those responsible for such violations accountable and provide or facilitate remedies
and reparations to victims. Serious violations of civil and political rights, especially of nonderogable rights, may constitute crimes against humanity and/or war crimes.
The Mission has received extensive information suggesting that many civil and political rights
have been not only affected but also directly violated during the first five weeks of the conflict.
The vast majority of such violations have either occurred in the areas under the effective control
of Russia or can otherwise be attributed to this state. Many of these violations are at the same
time violations of IHL and the most serious among them are likely to constitute war crimes
and/or crimes against humanity. The Mission has been able to identify some of these violations,
especially those involving breaches of negative obligations (e.g., targeted killing of a civilian).
It is more difficult to say to what extent positive obligations (e.g., the obligation to investigate)
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have been disrespected, provided that the fulfilment of such obligations may require a period
extending the one covered by the mandate of the Mission.
The focus of this report lies on those civil and political rights that have been the most severely
affected by the conflict. That, however, is not meant to suggest that other rights would remain
unaffected.

1.

RIGHT TO LIFE

The right to life is enshrined in Article 6 of the ICCPR and Article 2 of the ECHR. This right
is non-derogable under the ICCPR but can be derogated from, “in respect of deaths resulting
from lawful acts of war” (Article 15(2)), under the ECHR. Neither Ukraine nor Russia has
made such derogation. IHRL bodies have, however, repeatedly stipulated that even in the
absence of derogation, the provisions of human rights treaties have to be interpreted in light of
IHL as the applicable lex specialis.427 IHL rules help clarify what amounts to the “arbitrary
deprivation of life” prohibited by Article 6(1) of the ICCPR and when the use of force is “no
more than absolutely necessary” to achieve one of the purposes described in Article 2(2) of the
ECHR. Any act, which fails to meet the standard set by IHL, would constitute a violation of the
right to life. Deprivation of the right to life in the form of murder of civilians, when committed
as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population with the
knowledge of this attack, amounts to a crime against humanity (Article 7(1)(a) of the RS).
The Mission notes with concern the large overall number of persons killed in the conflict, both
among civilians and among the military personnel. By 28 March 2022, the Ukrainian army
reported 1,300 military casualties (US estimates are 2-3 times higher) and the Russian army
reported 1,350 military casualties (NATO estimates are 5-10 times higher). Civilian casualties,
according to the conservative figures provided by the UN, edge close to 1,200 according to the
UN (Ukrainian estimates are 3-4 times higher).428 Although some of these instances of death,
especially among military personnel, may be lawful under IHL, they are all regrettable. The
Mission shows the view expressed by the HRC that “efforts to avert the risks of war /…/, are
among the most important safeguards for the right to life”429 and that the state which starts an
unlawful war is, at least politically and morally, if not legally, responsible for any death that
occurs in the course of such an unlawful war.
Extrajudicial (targeted) killings and executions constitute one of the most serious violations of
the right to life. They consist of murders committed outside judicial process, typically by, or
with the consent of, public officials. Deprivation of life carried out in compliance with IHL, for
instance killing of an enemy combatant, is not an extrajudicial killing or execution. “Violations
of the right to life during armed conflict, especially of civilian population and other noncombatants, contrary to international humanitarian law”430 conversely qualify as such.
The Mission has received reports about numerous instances of killings of civilians by the
Russian forces that reveal features of extrajudicial killings. On 7 March 2022, Yuriy Prylypko,
the head of the local self-government in the village of Gostomel in the Kyiv region, and two
volunteers, Ruslan Karpenko and Ivan Zorya, were shot dead by Russian soldiers while
delivering food and medicine to local residents. The body of Prylypko was allegedly mined
after his death.431 On 13 March 2022, Oleksandr Kononov, a disabled pro-Ukrainian activist
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from the Luhansk region, was shot dead at home, in his wheelchair, by Russian soldiers.432
These incidents seem hard to explain by military necessity.
The Office of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine has moreover started investigating allegations
of a deliberate attack on civilians standing in the queue to get bread in the town of Chernihiv,
resulting in the death of 10 persons. 433 The Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation
denied the involvement in this incident, claiming that “there is no Russian military in Chernihiv
/…/ and there was no offensive”.434 Investigations have also been opened with respect to several
incidents, in which individuals, usually families or older couples, were shot dead or seriously
injured while travelling about their village, town or region. In one such incident, on 19 March
2022, an older woman was killed and her husband injured by Russian soldiers, while riding
bicycles to the local hospital in Trostyanets in the Sumy region.435 In another incident, a family
of three was shot dead by Russian soldiers when riding a car on the highway in the Kharkiv
region.436 While more in-depth investigation into these incidents is needed, they seem hard to
explain by military necessity and suggest instances of extrajudicial killings.
Moreover, on 1 April 2022, the first reports about a very large number of civilians murdered in
the village of Bucha in the Kyiv region, started to appear on the media.437 The Russian forces
allegedly killed all local men aged 16-60 on their retreat from the village. If confirmed, this
incident would amount not only to a violation of the right to life in the form of massive
extrajudicial killing but would also, undoubtedly, constitute a crime against humanity.
Several individuals of Ukrainian nationality suspected of being marauders, traitors or proRussian spies have also died in unclear and suspicious circumstances. One is Denis Kireev, a
former Ukrainian banker and participant in the early negotiations between Ukraine and Russia
who was allegedly shot dead on 5 March 2022 during his arrest by the Security Service of
Ukraine after a wiretapping counter-espionage operation. The circumstances of his death,
however, remain uncertain.438 Several media have also reported that Volodymyr Struk, a proRussian mayor in the town of Kremnina, in the Luhansk region, was abducted and shot dead
by unknown individuals on 2 March 2022. In response to his death, Anton Gerashchenko, an
advisor to the Ukrainian Ministry of Internal Affairs, wrote in a post on Telegram that Struk
was “judged by the public tribunal and apparently shot by unknown patriots as a traitor under
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laws of war”.439 Who exactly the unknown individuals were, has not however been clearly
established so far. These two, and other similar, incidents need to be properly investigated.
Instances of “civilian justice” resulting in the death of alleged marauders have also been
reported. For instance, on 5 March 2022, a 37-year-old man, who had been previously held
liable for theft and alcohol abuse on several occasions, died after being exposed on the “pillar
of shame” and subject to public spanking, in the town of Novovolynsk in the Volyn region. The
incident is reportedly under investigation.440 If the facts are confirmed, the persons involved
would have to be brought to justice.

2. PROHIBITION OF TORTURE AND INHUMAN AND DEGRADING
TREATMENT
The prohibition of torture and other inhuman and degrading treatment is enshrined in Article 7
of the ICCPR, Article 3 of the ECHR and Article 2 of the UN Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT). It is one of the few
absolute rights from which no derogation, even in times of armed conflict, is possible.
Torture constitutes “any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is
intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person
information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is
suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any
reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the
instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in
an official capacity” (Article 1(1) of the CAT).
The Rome Statute ranks torture, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
directed against any civilian population with the knowledge of this attack, among crimes against
humanity and defines it as “the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, whether
physical or mental, upon a person in the custody or under the control of the accused” (Article
7(2)(e)). Torture is also prohibited under IHL and if committed against persons protected under
the Geneva Conventions, it constitutes a war crime (Article 8(2)(a)(ii) of the RS).
Inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment differ from torture by the degree of physical
or mental suffering imposed on the person. Inhuman treatment or punishment is “premeditated
/…/, applied for hours /…/ and caus/ing/ either actual bodily injury or intense physical and
mental suffering”.441 Degrading treatment or punishment humiliates or debases an individual
showing lack of respect for, or diminishing, his or her human dignity and arousing feelings of
fear, anguish and inferiority capable of breaking an individual's moral and physical
resistance.442 To qualify as one of the three acts prohibited by IHRL, mistreatment must attain
a minimum level of severity. The assessment of this level “depends on all the circumstances of
the case, such as the duration of the treatment, its physical and mental effects and, in some
cases, the sex, age and state of health of the victim”.443
The Mission has received worrying information about the alleged use of torture or other forms
of mistreatment with respect to members of the armed forces and civilians detained by Russia
and, to a lesser extent, by Ukraine.
The local journalist and human rights defender Oleh Baturin who was held captive by the
Russian forces for 8 days following his abduction in Kakhovka in the Kherson region on 12
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March 2022, was reportedly beaten, humiliated and threatened with death while detained.444
During the occupation of the town of Trostyanets in the Sumy region, the Russian forces
allegedly brutally abused and finally killed a local inhabitant who was later found with multiple
bodily injuries in his garage.445 The World Organization Against Torture (OMCT), monitoring
the situation in Ukraine, has indicated having received reports of numerous cases of torture in
the Temporary Detention Centre of Kherson under the control of Russia. Persons detained there,
mostly Ukrainian veterans of military operations in eastern Ukraine and civilians, are severally
beaten, subject to mock executions and denied access to food, water and medical care.446 The
Mission has no doubt that if confirmed, these incidents would involve torture and/or inhuman
treatment and constitute war crimes and/or crimes against humanity.
On 27 March 2022, a video was posted on the Internet showing alleged mistreatment of Russian
prisoners of war by Ukrainian soldiers in the village of Vilkhivka in the Kharkiv region.
According to the video, the prisoners were beaten and shot in legs. This incident is now under
investigation both in Russia and in Ukraine.447 If confirmed, the same conclusion would be
applicable here. It has also been reported that since the early days of the conflict, Ukraine has
posted on public channels (Telegram, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Instagram) videos that show
Russian prisoners of war and expose them in this way to public curiosity.448 Such acts, while
not constituting torture, may nonetheless qualify as degrading treatment.
Moreover, there is a large number of reports and videos showing mistreatment of persons who
are believed to be marauders, bootleggers, spies, pro-Russian supporters or curfew violators in
the territory under the control of Ukraine. 449 Mistreatment, carried out by police officers,
members of the territorial defence or civilians, usually consists of such individuals being ducttaped to electricity poles or trees, partially or fully stripped, beaten, including with sticks and
rods, and sprayed with paint or having the word marauder written on their body or clothes. The
OHCHR has documented more than 45 such cases.450 The Mission recalls once again that all
such incidents call for proper investigation and the appropriate punishment of those involved.
If the participation of public officials is confirmed, these incidents would constitute, depending
on the severity of mistreatment, an act of torture or inhuman and degrading treatment.

3.

RIGHT TO LIBERTY AND SECURITY

The right to liberty and security is enshrined in Article 9 of the ICCPR and Article 5 of the
ECHR. Ukraine has derogated from these provisions in connection with the adoption of Law
No. 2111-IX amending the Criminal Procedural Code of Ukraine and the Law on Pre-Trial
Detention.451 Certain guarantees offered by the right to liberty and security may however not
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be subject to derogation.452 They include the prohibition of arbitrary detention, the prohibitions
against taking of hostages or abductions, and procedural guarantees protecting the liberty of
persons. “The existence and nature of a public emergency /…/ may be relevant to a
determination of whether a particular arrest or detention is arbitrary”.453 In the situation of
armed conflicts, rules of IHL would be used for such a determination under the ICCPR.454
Under the ECHR, which contains a list of cases of lawful deprivation of liberty, rules of IHL
would serve to interpret these cases, as far as the detention of PoWs and civilian internees is
concerned. As the ECtHR held in the Hassan v. United Kingdom (2014), “by reason of the coexistence of the safeguards provided by international humanitarian law and by the Convention
in time of armed conflict, the grounds of permitted deprivation of liberty set out in /Article 5/
should be accommodated, as far as possible, with the taking of prisoners of war and the
detention of civilians who pose a risk to security under the Third and Fourth Geneva
Conventions”.455 This is so even in cases when no formal derogation has been made.456
Under the Rome Statute, “imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty in
violation of fundamental rules of international law” constitutes – when committed as part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population with the knowledge of
this attack – a crime against humanity (Article 7(1)(e) of the RS).
The importance of the right to freedom and liberty and the prohibition of arbitrary detention
has also been stressed by the OSCE participating States. In the Moscow Meeting (1991), they
pledge to “treat all persons deprived of their liberty with humanity and with respect for the
inherent dignity of the human person and will respect the internationally recognized standards
that relate to the administration of justice and the human rights of detainees” (point 23).
The Mission has received alarming reports concerning the numbers of Ukrainian civilians, who
have allegedly been detained, abducted or kidnapped by the Russian or Russian-controlled
forces. The OHCHR has documented 15 cases of detention of journalists, human rights
defenders, and other activists and 24 cases of detention of public officials and civil servants of
local authorities.457 In most cases, these persons were detained without being informed about
the grounds for their detention and without any information about their whereabouts being
communicated to their families. They had no access to a lawyer or to the ICRC and while held
incommunicado, they were subject to various forms of mistreatment and to threats. Some of
these persons have been released, but the whereabout of the others remain unknown, thus
leading to allegations of enforced disappearances.
Enforced disappearance constitutes one of the most serious threats to human rights. It consists
of “the arrest, detention, abduction or any other form of deprivation of liberty by agents of the
State or by persons or groups of persons acting with the authorization, support or acquiescence
of the State, followed by a refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty or by concealment
of the fate or whereabouts of the disappeared person, which place such a person outside the
protection of the law”.458 Although Russia is not state party to the ICPPED, the prohibition of
enforced disappearance stems also from the rights to life to liberty and security, and to family
life and the prohibition of torture.
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One of the best documented cases of abduction concerns the mayor of Melitopol, Ivan Fedorov.
Removed from his office and detained by a group of 10 persons on 11 March 2022, Fedorov
was held by the Russian forces for five days, brought to the Luhansk region, and then released
in exchange for nine captured Russian conscripts. While detained, the prosecutor general of the
so-called Luhansk People’s Republic charged him with the offence of providing financial and
other assistance to the nationalist organization Right Sector (financial support of a terrorist
organization. Fedorov was not tortured but experienced psychological pressure and threats.459
Four other persons from Melitopol – local activist Olga Haisumova, the chairman of the District
Council Sergiy Prima, the police officer Dmitry Stoikov and the bishop of the World Life
Church Dmitry Bodya – have also been abducted.460 Haisumova was released after eight days
but she had to give her written consent to cooperate with the Russian army. She reported that
during her detention she had been kept with a bag over her head in a cold building. 461 The
whereabouts of the other three persons are unknown. Several other mayors or public officials
(Evhen Matveev of Dniprorudne, 462 Viktor Tereshchenko of Velykoburlutsk, 463 Oleksandr
Yakovlyev of Skadovsk, 464 Viktor Maruniak of Stara Zburivka, 465 and Yuriy Fomichev of
Slavutych466) were also reported missing. Two of them (Yakovlev and Fomichev) have since
been released. The Mission has concluded that these incidents reveal features of arbitrary
deprivation of liberty and some are likely to amount to enforce disappearances, thus constituting
not only a violation of the right to liberty and security but also, likely, a crime against humanity.
Equally alarming are the reports about the alleged detention of large numbers of Ukrainian
civilians and their massive displacement to the areas under the effective control of Russia or,
even, to Russia’s own territory. According to the information provided by the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights Lyudmila Denisova, more than 400,000 Ukrainian
citizens have been forcible displaced to Russia.467 The Mission recalls that deportation and
forcible transfer of population, when committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
directed against any civilian population with the knowledge of this attack, constitutes a crime
against humanity (Article 7(1)(d) of the RS).
The OHCHR has also reported that more than 300 individuals have been arrested by the
Ukrainian authorities on the suspicion of crimes against the national security of Ukraine and
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for aiding Russian armed forces.468 These arrests have allegedly taken place in conformity with
the rules foreseen by the relevant legislation (as amended by Law No. 2111). There has been
information, however, about three individuals detained by the State Security Service, whose
families have been left without information about the fate of their relative. Videos showing
some of the arrested persons have also allegedly been posted on social media. Such incidents
need to be duly investigated, as they might involve violation of the right to freedom and
security.
The situation in institutions accommodating persons whose liberty has been restrained
(penitentiary institutions, psychiatric hospitals, etc.) also gives reasons for concern. More than
ten penitentiary institutions (Dykaniv Correctional Colony № 12, Pokrov Correctional Colony
№ 17, Kholodnohirska Correctional Colony № 18, Oleksiyivska Correctional Colony № 25,
Kharkiv Correctional Colony № 43, Khroliv Correctional Center № 140, Kharkiv Remand
Prison, Mykolaiv Remand Prison 5 Snigu, Mariupol Pre-Trial Detention Center, Azov
Correctional Colony № 107, Mariupol Correctional Center № 138) have been affected by
shelling, though no casualties have been reported. The Mission recalls that even in times of
emergency, States have the positive obligation to take care of persons detained in the
institutions under their control and have to ensure, to the extent possible, their safety and access
to food, water and medicine. There have also been reports in the media that Ukrainian
authorities have plans to release prisoners with combat experience from jails “if they are willing
to fight against Russian forces” and “to compensate for their guilt in the hottest spots”.469 Such
“conditional release” would seem hardly compatible with IHRL.

4.

RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL

The right to a fair trial is enshrined in Article 14 of the ICCPR and Article 6 of the ECHR.
Ukraine has derogated from these provisions in connection with the adoption of Law No. 2111IX. The basic guarantees of fair trial are, however, considered non-derogable.470 In the situation
of armed conflict, moreover, States may not derogate those elements of the right to a fair trial
which are explicitly guaranteed under IHL.471 States may therefore never use derogation to act
“in violation of humanitarian law /…/, for instance by taking hostages, by imposing collective
punishments, through arbitrary deprivations of liberty or by deviating from fundamental
principles of fair trial, including the presumption of innocence”.472 The crucial importance of
the right to a fair trial has been repeatedly confirmed by the OSCE participating States.473
The Mission has not received information indicating that the operation of the judicial system
would be seriously disrupted or that the guarantees to a fair trial would not be respected in the
territories under the control of Ukraine. Although judicial premises have not been spared
destruction stemming from the conflict, neither prosecutors, nor courts or other legal
professions have in their majority suspended their activities and the judicial proceedings are
taking place according to the national legislation (as amended by Law No. 2111-IX). The
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Mission takes note of the decision made on 1 April 2022 by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine to
restore the office of the military prosecutor, abolished in 2019474 and recalls that the European
standards on the operation of the prosecution service apply to both civil and military
prosecutors.475
The situation is more complicated in the areas under the effective control of Russia, where some
of the judicial officials have been removed and replaced by pro-Russian individuals and where
the Russian legal order, or the legal order of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk “People’s
Republics”, have already been or are being introduced, in violation of the rules of IHL and
IHRL. There are also reports of trials of persons arrested in the areas under the effective control
of Russia, especially in Crimea, taking place, usually before courts in Russia, without sufficient
guarantees of a fair trial provided to such persons.476
By 30 March 2022, the Office of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine opened 3,568 criminal
cases relating to crimes under international law and 4,649 cases concerning wilful killings. Of
these, 3,175 concern war crimes, 41 the act of aggression, 8 war propaganda and 62 are for
other offences. It is reported that the charges for war crimes have all been made against
members of the Russian armed forces.477 That gives rise to concerns as to whether Ukraine is
abiding by the obligation to search for and bring before its courts all persons alleged to have
committed or to have ordered to have committed war crimes, regardless of their nationality.478
The failure to investigate alleged war crimes committed by one’s own nationals would
constitute a violation of this obligation. The same concerns apply to Russia, as the law
enforcement organs in the territories under its control also appear to focus only on alleged war
crimes committed by the other party to the conflict.

5.

RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

The right to freedom of expression in enshrined in Article 19 of the ICCPR and Article 10 of
the ECHR. Ukraine has derogated from these two provisions. The OSCE participating States
have repeatedly recognized the importance of the right to freedom of expression and the special
role of media (Helsinki 1975, Istanbul 1999, Astana 2010). The right to freedom of opinion and
expression entails the rights to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas
without any interference.
In the context of armed conflict, particular emphasis needs to be on the safety of journalists.
Under the case-law of the ECtHR, States have both negative and positive obligations towards
journalists that include the obligation not to interfere with their work as well as the obligation
to take steps to effectively investigate, and to provide protection against, unlawful acts
involving violence committed by non-state actors or third parties.479
The OSCE participating States have committed themselves to “adopt /…/ all feasible measures
to protect journalists engaged in dangerous professional Missions, particularly in cases of
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armed conflict, and will co-operate to that effect”.480 During the Ministerial Council of Milan
in 2018, a Decision on the safety of journalists481 was adopted. It condemns all acts of violence
directed against journalists “such as killing, torture, enforced disappearance, arbitrary arrest,
arbitrary detention and arbitrary expulsion, intimidation, harassment, and threats of all forms,
such as physical, legal, political, technological or economic, used to suppress their work and/or
unduly force closure of their offices, including in conflict situations“ (para 3) and urges “the
immediate and unconditional release of all journalists who have been arbitrarily arrested or
detained, taken hostage or who have become victims of enforced disappearance” (para 5).
On the global level UNESCO is promoting the safety of journalists and combatting impunity
for attacks while the OHCHR also has a focus on this issue. The Council of Europe has
established a platform on safety of journalists, which regularly reports on all attacks on
journalists under its competence, with a strong focus on Ukraine. On the level of nongovernmental organizations there are several key organizations like the Committee for the
Protection of Journalists, the European Federation of Journalists or IFEX which regularly report
on violations of the rights of journalists as well as issues of safety.
On 27 February 2022, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, Teresa Ribeiro,
expressed her serious concern about the safety of journalists in the context of the Russian
military action against Ukraine. She also stressed the need to consider and protect as civilians
media professionals in areas of armed conflict. She recalled that “violence against journalists
under any circumstances, including in conflict situations, is unacceptable”.482
The Mission has received information indicating that the standards of the protection of
journalists have been repeatedly violated in the current conflict. Since 24 February 2022, five
journalists have been killed and many more injured by the Russian forces. While the details of
individual incidents are not always available, reports suggest that at least some of them have
involved intentional targeting of journalists. There are also many cases where journalists have
been detained or abducted by the Russian forces. Some of them have later been released, the
whereabouts of the other remain uncertain. According to the Committee to Protect Journalists,
which monitors the situation on a regular basis, several journalists have been shot at by Russian
forces and robbed of their belongings although they were clearly marked as press. In several
cases, the cars of journalists clearly marked as press were shot at.483
Four of the reported incidents involve the death of journalists. 484 On 1 March 2022, the
Ukrainian journalist Yevhenii Sakun died when a TV tower in Kyiv was hit by Russian shelling.
On 13 March 2022, Brent Renaud, a documentary filmmaker from the US, was fatally shot in
Irpin, and the US-Colombian journalist Juan Arredondo who accompanied him was severely
injured. On 14 March 2022, the Ukrainian journalist Oleksandra Kuvshynova and Fox News
camera operator Pierre Zakrzweski were killed. Fox News correspondent Benjamin Hall was
injured after a vehicle they were travelling in came under fire by the Russian forces. On 23
March 2022, the Russian journalist Oksana Baulina, working for the independent investigative
website The Insider, was killed in Kyiv by Russian shelling.
Other reported incidents involve attacks on or abduction of journalists. On 26 February 2022
the Danish journalist Stefan Weichert and photographer Emil Filtenborg Mikkelsen from Ekstra
Bladet were injured while on duty near Okhtyrka, a town in Sumy Oblast of Ukraine.
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Reportedly, both have been hospitalized. On 5 March 2022, a fixer of Radio France was
kidnapped and held for nine days by Russian troops during which he was tortured and subjected
to a mock execution.485 On 8 March 2022, the Ukrainian journalist Viktoria Roshchina working
for the independent TV channel Hromadske disappeared in Berdiansk. She was freed ten days
later after being allegedly forced to record a video saying the Russian soldiers “saved her life”
and that she was “treated well.” On 12 March 2022, the journalist Oleg Baturin, who was
already mentioned in section V.B.2, and the journalist and activist Serhiy Tsyhipa from Nova
Kakhovka were both abducted and the latter remains missing. There are also several cases in
which the Russian armed men detained journalists in areas under their control like Melitopol to
search their equipment and put them under pressure to cooperate with the occupying force.486
All these incidents need to be properly investigated. Whereas some may turn out to involve
non-intentional killing or wounding of a journalist present on the stage of hostilities, other seem
to be instances of deliberate targeting or arbitrary detention. Such instances would constitute
the violation of the right to freedom of expression (as well as the rights covered in subsections
1-4) as well as, very likely, a crime against humanity and/or a war crime.
The freedom of media has been put under pressure not only by attacks on individual journalists
but also by those on media infrastructure. At least 10 TV towers in eight regions in Ukraine
(Melitopol, Kyiv-Vynarivka, Kharkiv, Rivne, Vinnytsa, Korosten, Lysychanks, Bilopillya)
have been destroyed or damaged. As a result, Ukrainian broadcasting has completely or
partially disappeared from these regions.487 Whether each of these TV towers constituted a
lawful military objective must be properly established.
In the areas under the effective control of Russia, including Crimea and Kherson, local media
have been prevented from operating or used to broadcast the pro-Russian propaganda. Certain
media outlets, e.g., Pushkinskaya, Dumskaya, 048, Media-Inform, Reporter, Third Digital,
Volnorez and All.news, have received anonymous letters calling on them to abandon their antiRussian activities.488 The access to certain foreign channels, such as BBC News, Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty or the Voice of America, has been blocked by the decision of the Russian
Roskomnadzor and cannot be accessed from territories under the effective control of Russia.489
In addition to media, social networks have also seen large restrictions imposed on them in the
territories under the effective control of Russia. In early March 2022, Russia blocked access to
Facebook and Twitter. As a result of all these steps, inhabitants of the areas under the effective
control of Russia are now living in a different information space to the rest of the Ukrainian
citizens. The Mission recalls that the right to freedom of expression encompasses the right to
receive information and that while this right is not absolute, all restrictions must meet the
conditions set in Article 19(3) of the ICCPR and Article 10(2) of the ECHR and must not results
in unacceptable censorship.
The introduction in early March 2022 of new offences into the Criminal Code (CC) and the
Code of Administrative Offences (CoAO) of the Russian Federation, also applicable de iure in
the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol and de facto, through similarly
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worded codes of the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk “People’s Republics”, has also seriously
hampered the right to the freedom of expression of individuals living in those areas. The new
offences encompass “public actions aimed at discrediting the use of the Armed Forces of the
Russian Federation in order to protect the interests of the Russian Federation and its citizens,
maintain international peace and security” (Articles 280.3 of the CC and 20.3.3 of the CoAO)
and “calls for restrictive measures against the Russian Federation, citizens of the Russian
Federation or Russian legal entities” (Articles 284.2 of the CC and 20.3.4 of the CoAO).
According to the information provided by the Ukrainian authorities, at least four inhabitants of
the occupied Crimea have already been fined for the violation of Article 20.3.3 of the CoAO.490
Such prosecutions risk having a chilling effect on the public debate.
The Mission also takes note of the decision by the Ukrainian government to combine all
national TV channels broadcasting mainly information and analysis into one channel (United
News) in order to better prevent the spread of misinformation and “bring the truth about the
war during the period of martial law in Ukraine”.491 While this decision might be appropriate
in the extreme circumstances of the conflict, it should be reassessed as soon as the martial law
is suspended, since media pluralism is one of the bases of a democratic state.

6.

OTHER CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS

The conflict in the territory of Ukraine has affected the enjoyment of many other civil and
political rights. Among those where the effect has been particularly strong are inter alia the
right to freedom of assembly, the right to freedom of association, the right to freedom of
movement, the right to private and family life or the right to property. All these rights are
derogable and all have been indeed derogated from under the ICCPR and the ECHR by Ukraine.
The right to freedom of assembly is granted by Article 21 of the ICCPR, Article 11 of the
ECHR and by OSCE commitments (Paris 1990, Copenhagen 1990). This right “enables
individuals to express themselves collectively and to participate in shaping their societies”.492
It applies to peaceful assemblies including those that are “used to pursue contentious ideas or
goals”.493 Assemblies may be dispersed but only in exceptional situations, when relevant and
sufficient reasons require to do so.494 Law enforcement agents should avoid using firearms.
“Less-lethal weapons with wide-area effects, such as tear gas and water cannons, tend to have
indiscriminate effects. When such weapons are used, all reasonable efforts should be made to
limit risks /…/. Such weapons should be used only as a measure of last resort, following a
verbal warning, and with adequate opportunity given for assembly participants to disperse”.495
The Mission has received reports and videos casting doubt on whether the applicable standards
have been respected by Russia in the course of several demonstrations held in certain newly
occupied towns. On 6 March 2022, one man was allegedly shot dead and seven others injured
during a peaceful demonstration held in Nova Kakhovka.496 On 21 March 2022, during a protest
against the occupation held in Kherson, Russian forcers purportedly used tear gas, stun grenades
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and even live ammunition against the protest, causing several injuries.497 On 26 March 2022,
Russian soldiers sought to disperse a similar protest held in Slavutych, shooting in the air and
throwing stun grenades at the crowd, again resulting in several injuries.498 The Mission recalls
that dispersing a peaceful assembly and, even more, using disproportionate force to do so,
amounts to the violation of the right to freedom of assembly.
The right to freedom of association is granted by Article 22 of the ICCPR, Article 11 of the
ECHR, Article 8 of the ICESCR and OSCE commitments (Paris 1990, Copenhagen 1990). It
encompasses the right to join or leave an association and to take collective actions within this
association. An association is “an organized, independent, not-for-profit body based on the
voluntary grouping of persons with a common interest, activity or purpose”.499 It encompasses
political parties, trade unions, religious associations as well as non-governmental organizations.
It is possible to dissolve associations but such dissolution must always be the measure of last
resort and may be resorted to in cases where the association “uses violence or threatens civil
peace and the democratic constitutional order of the country”.500
The potential extension of the legislation against so-called foreign agents to the areas that get
newly under the effective control of Russia, gives rise to serious concern. The legislation is
directed against specific actors of civil society engaging in political activity and receiving
foreign funding. Such actors have to register and to use the special label “foreign agent” on all
their outputs. They also face various administrative obstacles. Originally introduced in 2012,
the legislation has been gradually expanded to cover not only NGOs but also media outlets and
individuals. The legislation, widely criticized internationally for its chilling effect on civil
society,501 has already been applied in Crimea.502
In Ukraine, since the outbreak of the conflict, 11 political parties, including the Opposition
Platform for Life represented in the Verkhovna Rada, have been suspended.503 These parties
have been accused of pro-Russian sympathies, war propaganda, calling for a change in the
constitutional order, threats to the state sovereignty or collaborationism. The Ministry of Justice
is now taking steps that should result in the dissolution of these parties. Some doubts have been
raised about the legality of these steps.504 Such a measure must be indeed duly considered by a
judicial institution and could only take place if the conditions described above are met. The
same applies with respect to the announced intention by Ukraine and by the pro-Russian
administration of the occupied Crimea to ban the operations of, respectively, the Ukrainian
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Orthodox Church of the Moscow Patriarchate505 and the Ukrainian Orthodox Church – Kyiv
Patriarchate506 and to confiscate their property.
The right to freedom of movement, recognized by Article 12 of the ICCPR and Article 2 of
Protocol No 4 to the ECHR, includes the right to freely move and have residence within one
country, as well as the right to leave her/his own country. The outbreak of the conflict in the
territory of Ukraine has seriously affected the enjoyment of this right in all the parts of the
country. It has practically cut the areas under the effective control of Russia off from the rest
of the Ukrainian territory. According to the information provided by the Ukrainian authorities,
on 24 February 2022, all the check points between Crimea and the rest of the Ukrainian territory
were destroyed, making it impossible to travel across the border.507 The reported instances of
massive displacement of Ukrainian civilians to the areas under the effective control of Russia
or, even, the territory of Russia, also affect the enjoyment of the right to freedom of movement
and may constitute a crime against humanity (Article 7(1)(d) of the RS).
The right to private and family life, as granted by Article 23 of the ICCPR and Article 8 of the
ECHR, has also been seriously affected by the conflict. Some families have lost some of their
members due to active hostilities. Many more have been separated, with women and children
displacing to other parts of Ukraine or even crossing the borders to other countries and men
staying behind to fight in the Ukrainian army.508 While the compulsory recruitment of men 1860 years does not of itself violate the right to private and family life, it brings about serious
disruption of family lives in many households. Ukraine has the positive obligation to try to
minimise the impact of the conflict on families but, understandably, the content of this
obligation has to be interpreted in light of the severe emergency that the country faces. Arbitrary
detention, abductions and enforced disappearances of individuals, reported in the areas under
the effective control of Russia, may of themselves violate the right to private and family life.
The right to property is absent from the ICCPR but present in Article 1 of the Additional
Protocol to the ECHR. Property rights are also part of the OSCE commitments (Bonn 1990,
Copenhagen 1990, Paris 1990). The right to property grants everyone the right to own property
and use his or her possessions. No-one shall be deprived of property unless public necessity so
demands and unless fair compensation is provided. Destruction of property stemming from acts
of war which are lawful under IHL is compatible with this regulation. Destruction of property
stemming from acts of war which are not lawful under IHL violates the right to property and
may amount to a war crime (Article 8(2)(b)(ii)(iv)(v) of the RS).
The current conflict has brought about large-scale destruction of civilian (public and private)
property, including destruction which cannot be justified under IHL.509 There are also reports
of pillage and confiscation of the civilian property without any financial compensation. On 10
March 2022, Russian soldiers allegedly pillaged a convoy of humanitarian aid directed to the
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besieged town of Mariupol. 510 On 21 March 2022, Russian forced looted a gas station in
Kherson for food.511 Such acts violate both IHL and IHRL.
Moreover, due to the continuing occupation of Crimea and parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk
regions, and the new occupation of certain other areas, many Ukrainian civilians have been
deprived of the access to and control, use and enjoyment of their property situated in these
areas. Such a deprivation, when not compensated for by alternative measures to secure property
rights, would constitute a violation of the right to property.512
On 3 March 2022, Law No. 2116 On the Basic Principles of Forcible Seizure of Objects of
Property Rights of the Russian Federation and its Residents in Ukraine 513 was adopted in
Ukraine. The law entitles the government to suggest which objects of property rights could be
confiscated. Upon the approval by the Security Council of Ukraine, the ownership over such
objects passes over to Ukraine, without any compensation. Objects of property rights include
movable and immovable property, funds, bank deposits, securities, corporate rights, and other
property located in Ukraine and owned directly or through affiliates by Russia. On 1 April 2022,
the application of the law was extended to natural and legal persons, regardless of nationality,
with a close link to Russia.514 The Mission has not received information on the application of
the law. The vague wording of the law, as amended on 1 April 2022, gives rise, however, to
concerns as to its compatibility with the guarantees of the right to property. Even more alarming
are the reports that confiscation of property should also be carried out in the occupied Crimea,
with respect to persons loyal to the elected government of Ukraine.515

C. IMPACT
RIGHTS

OF THE

CONFLICT

ON

ECONOMIC, SOCIAL
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CULTURAL

Killings of detained civilians, targeted killings of journalists, abduction of mayors or enforced
disappearance of a large number of civilians are the most visible and most direct violations of
IHRL committed during the current conflict. Yet, the conflict has affected the enjoyment of
human rights in less direct and less visible but not perforce less serious ways as well. By causing
a high level of destruction and forcing millions of persons to leave their homes, the conflict has
interfered with the provision of services which are vital for the normal functioning of a society,
such as the educational, healthcare or social security systems. It has also threatened food and
water security and left long-lasting marks on the state of the environment. The harm stemming
from all these effects of the conflict may be as serious as the harm produced by the actual
fighting. As such, it must not be overlooked.516
Similar to civil and political right, economic, social and cultural (ESC) rights give rise to both
negative and positive obligations. Unlike the former, however, they are subject to a progressive
realisation, dependent on the available resources. The speed of this realisation and the amount
of available resources have to be determined in light of the concrete situation of a country.
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Emergencies, such as international armed conflict provoked by an unlawful attack of another
state, have an impact on this determination. States shall nonetheless seek, to the extent possible,
to reduce the negative effects of the emergency on individuals, and especially on vulnerable
groups.517 Moreover, the obligations to “take steps” to progressively achieve the full realization
of ESC rights, to respect (not to interfere with) ESC rights, to guarantee the minimum content
of the core obligations, and to abide by the principle of non-discrimination remain applicable
even in times of war.
The Mission has been able to identify some instances of direct violations of ESC rights, again
usually in the areas under the effective control of Russia. Some of these violations may at the
same time constitute violations of IHL and may even amount to war crimes or crimes against
humanity (starvation of the population, denial of access to health care, etc.). The Mission has
also sought, for reasons indicated above, to map the broader effects of the war on the enjoyment
of ESC rights and to identify measures that Ukraine has adopted, or should adopt, to make this
enjoyment possible even in the extreme situation of armed conflict. Again, the focus lies on
those ESC rights that have been the most severely affected by the conflict.

1.

RIGHT TO EDUCATION

The right to education is enshrined in Article 13 of the ICESCR, Article 2 of the Additional
Protocol to the ECHR and also, for specific categories of individuals, in Article 10 of the
CEDAW, Articles 28 and 29 of the CRC and Article 24 of the CRPD. Ukraine has derogated
from Article 2 of the Additional Protocol to the ECHR. Guarantees to access all levels of
education are also included in the OSCE Commitments (Vienna 1989, Copenhagen 1990).
In 2021, the UN Security Council adopted unanimously Resolution 2601 which deals with the
protection of the right to education in armed conflicts.518 The resolution condemns the military
use of schools and attacks on schools in violation of IHL and calls upon all States to “safeguard,
protect, respect, and promote the right to education, including in armed conflict” (para 3). In
2014, non-binding Guidelines for protecting schools and universities from military use during
armed conflict519 were issued by experts.
The Mission deplores that the conflict in the territory of Ukraine has had a very negative effect
on the right to education. Already on 3 March 2022, UNESCO reported “attacks against
education facilities, with the damaging of at least seven institutions in the past week”.520 It also
noted that “the nationwide closure of schools and education facilities has affected the entire
school-aged population -- 6 million students between 3 and 17 years old, and more than 1.5
million enrolled in higher education institutions”.521 By 26 March 2022, the OHCHR recorded
attacks on 35 educational facilities, including 3 universities, 8 kindergartens, 23 schools and
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one scientific centre.522 The numbers provided by the Ukrainian sources are even higher.523
Some cases have been well documented by NGOs. 524
The Mission notes that while a certain level of destruction of educational facilities can
unfortunately be expected to occur in the course of active hostilities, the relatively high number
of incidents involving the shelling and bombing of such facilities, including some of those not
located in the vicinity of any military targets,525 gives rise to concern, as it suggests that such
facilities might be targeted intentionally or that insufficient care is paid to the principle of
distinction. As was established in section IV.F.8.d of this report, some of the incidents very
likely constitute a violation of IHL and a war crime (Article 8(2)(b)(ix) of the RS). They also
violate the provisions of Resolution 2601.
The Mission also points out the larger impact of the conflict on the right to education. At the
declaration of the martial law, teaching in all types of educational facilities across most of the
regions of Ukraine was temporarily suspended. Since mid-March 2022, education has been at
least partly resumed in most regions of Ukraine.526 It is usually carried out remotely, with
children being able to login to their classes from any place in Ukraine or even from outside the
country. They can also make use of a special platform for online teaching, the All-Ukrainian
Online School, that was put in place in the context of the Covid-19 crisis.527 Already in the
early stages of the conflict, the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine adopted a Concept
Plan on the functioning of the education system of Ukraine during martial law and further
reconstruction period related to Russian aggression which has been gradually updated.528 The
Mission welcomes all these steps which testify to the genuine effort by Ukraine to grant the
enjoyment of the right to education even in the difficult circumstances of the armed conflict.
The Mission is at the same time concerned by reports indicating that since the beginning of the
conflict, schools in the areas under the effective control of Russia, have been turned into places
of propaganda. Such schools have received manuals for teachers from the Russian Ministry of
Education, with instructions on how to justify the Russian attack on Ukraine.529 It has also been
reported that in Crimea, local schools have been discouraged from teaching in Ukrainian or in
Crimean Tatar.530 Such practices are at odds not only with the right to education but also the
right to freedom of expression and the rights of national minorities.
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2.

RIGHT TO HEALTH

The right to health is recognized in Article 12 of the ICESCR and Article 11 of the RESC and,
for specific categories of persons, in Article 12 of CEDAW, Article 24 of CRC and Article 25
of CRPD. Healthcare issues are also included in the OSCE commitments (Vienna 1989). The
right to health entails the freedom to control one’s health and body and the entitlement to have
access to a system of health protection providing equal opportunity to individuals to enjoy the
highest attainable level of health.531
In 2016, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 2286,532 which “strongly condemns acts
of violence, attacks and threats against the wounded and sick, medical personnel and
humanitarian personnel exclusively engaged in medical duties, their means of transport and
equipment, as well as hospitals and other medical facilities” (para 1). It also calls upon parties
to armed conflicts to “fully comply with their obligations under international law /…/ to ensure
the respect and protection of all medical personnel and humanitarian personnel exclusively
engaged in medical duties, their means of transport and equipment, as well as hospitals and
other medical facilities” (para 2). Still in 2016, pursuant to para 13 of the Resolution, the UN
Secretary-General issued recommendations on measures to prevent acts of violence against
healthcare personnel and facilities. 533 Some 50 states, including Ukraine, expressed their
support to the two documents through the Political declaration on the protection of medical
care in armed conflicts issued in 2017.534
The current conflict has put the operation of the healthcare system in Ukraine, and the
enjoyment of the right to health by the inhabitants of Ukraine, under strain. For the period 24
February to 29 March 2022, the WHO’s Surveillance System for Attacks on Health Care (SSA)
reported 74 verified attacks on health resources – 60 of which impacted health care facilities,
10 impacted patients, 11 impacted transport, 17 impacted personnel, 8 impacted medical
supplies, and 1 impacted warehouses. 535 The numbers correspond grosso modo to those
provided by the OHCHR.536 The Mission is concerned by the high numbers which suggest that
healthcare institutions might be targeted intentionally or that insufficient care is paid to the
planning of operations. As it has already been established in this report, some of these incidents,
such as attack on the Maternity Hospital in Mariupol, constitute a clear violation of IHL and a
war crime (Article 8(2)(b)(ix) of the RS).537 They also violate the provision of Resolution 2286.
The Mission moreover points to the larger effects that the conflict has had on the health of
persons and on the operation of the healthcare system. The OHCHR has noted “an increase in
general mortality rates among civilians in a number of besieged cities” attributing it not only
to the direct fighting but also to “the stress on /…/ health and /…/ the disrupted or absent
531
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provision of medical aid”.538 The WHO Regional Office for Europe has reported that “many
health workers are displaced themselves or unable to work. Close to 1000 health facilities are
close to conflict lines or are in changed areas of control. The consequence of that – limited or
no access to medicines, facilities and health professionals – mean that treatments of chronic
conditions have almost stopped”.539
In response to these difficulties, the Ministry of Health of Ukraine has issued various materials
that should help individuals to overcome some of the threats to their health (“How to cope with
stress in time of war?”, “How to take care of yourself if you have a cardio-vascular disease?”,
“For people with HIV”, “Routine vaccination in times of war”, etc.).540 It has also established
a special channel on Telegram, through which all these materials as well as updated information
on the healthcare system are communicated to people. 541 The Mission, recognizing the
difficulties of granting the enjoyment of the right to health in times of armed conflict, welcomes
these initiatives.
The Mission is at the same time concerned by the reports that in some areas under the effective
control of Russia, especially Crimea, the local population has allegedly been denied access to
hospitals (Armyansk, Krasnoperekopsk, Dzhankoi), which are reserved for the treatment of sick
and wounded Russian soldiers. While the occupying power may, under IHL, requisition civilian
hospitals, such a measure is lawful only if the needs of the civilian population are cared for by
alternative means (Article 57 of GCIV). The denial of access to healthcare or making this access
difficult by requiring civilians to go to private clinics or to hospitals situated far away from their
place of residence would be a violation of this provision as well of the right to heath.

3.

RIGHT TO SOCIAL SECURITY

The right to social security is recognized in Articles 9 and 10 of the ICESCR, Article 12 of the
RESC and, for specific categories of persons, by Article 26 of the CRC, Article 11 of the
CEDAW and Article 28 of the CRPD. The right is also invoked in the OSCE commitments
(Helsinki 1975, Vienna 1989, Helsinki 1992). The right “encompasses the right to access and
maintain benefits /…/ without discrimination in order to secure protection, inter alia, from (a)
lack of work-related income caused by sickness, disability, maternity, employment injury,
unemployment, old age, or death of a family member; (b) unaffordable access to health care;
(c) insufficient family support, particularly for children and adult dependents”.542
The current conflict, especially due to the massive displacement of the population, has made
the normal operation of the social security sector very difficult. Prior to the conflict, almost
25% of the government expenditure was spent on social security, with old age pensions
accounting for half of this figure. Many people in Ukraine are thus fully dependent on social
security and have no alternative source of income. During the Covid-19 crisis, in autumn 2021,
Ukraine established a single list of all recipients and an online system of applications. Yet, large
portions of the population, such as older persons, due to the lower level of digital literacy,
continue to collect benefits through post offices or banks.
In the early days of the conflict, the Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine faced difficulties in
paying out benefits to the inhabitants, especially those living in war-stricken regions. In its
report issued on 1 March 2022, the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA) confirmed that “primary services such as /…/ social transfers /…/ have been
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affected”. 543 The most affected were the most vulnerable persons, such as older persons.
HelpAge International warned against the “risk of severe income shortages /for older persons/,
as nearly every older person affected (99%) relied on a pension as their main source of income,
which can be disrupted if they cannot access payment points”.544
The operation of the social security system seems to have been largely restored since then. In
line with the special legislation issued by the Cabinet of Ministers on 26 February 2022545 and
complemented later on by other legal acts,546 Ukraine has put in place mechanisms to ensure
old payments and introduce some new benefits. Social security payments are sent to bank
account or distributed through local branches of the Ukrainian Post Service. A special new eportal has also been put in place for those in urgent need of help and has already been used by
some 23,000 persons.547 Still, people in war-stricken regions as well as some displaced persons
face difficulties getting access to the social security benefits.
The inhabitants of the areas under the effective control of Russia, especially in the Eastern part
of Ukraine, are in a particularly vulnerable situation. Already prior to the conflict they had
difficulties collecting their benefits, as they had to do so in the territory under the Ukrainian
control.548 This model has turned out to be unworkable and should not be used with respect to
any beneficiaries of the social security system, wherever on the territory of Ukraine they live.

4.

RIGHT TO FOOD AND WATER

The right to food is recognized in Article 11 of the ICESCR. It is realized “when every man,
woman and child, alone or in community with others, have physical and economic access at all
times to adequate food or means for its procurement”.549 The food thus needs to be available,
adequate, and accessible. The right to food “also includes the right to have access to safe
drinking water”.550
In its Note on the impact of the war on food security in Ukraine published on 25 March 2022,
the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) highlights that the “immediate food security
dimension of this conflict is related to food access and not food availability”.551 It also predicts
that “food shortages are expected immediately or in the next three months in over 40 percent
of cases, and that supply of and access to food is a significant issue across all trading
sectors”.552 Major constraints derive from the possible shortage of fuel availability and other
agricultural products (seeds, nitrogen fertilizer, pesticides and equipment). The access to water
has also been impaired in certain parts of Ukraine. The UN High Commissioner for Refugees
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(UNHCR) has reported that “more than 200,000 people are now without access to water across
several localities in Donetsk oblast”.553 The shortage is even more critical in besieged cities
such as Mariupol or Sumy, where the situation has been described as “extremely dire, with
residents facing critical and potentially fatal shortages of food, water and medicine”.554
The Mission has not received information showing that in the conflict in Ukraine, the starvation
of the civilian population would be used as a deliberate strategy. It however notes that a massive
destruction of objects necessary for the survival of civilian population or a protracted siege of
a town/city accompanied by the refusal to allow for the evacuation of civilian population
through safe humanitarian corridors and to provide for or make possible safe delivery of
humanitarian assistance to this population, may serve as indications that such a strategy has
been resorted to. The Mission recalls that starvation may amount not only to a violation of IHL
and a war crime (Article 8(2)(b)(xxv) of the RS) but also to a violation of the right to food and
water and a crime against humanity (Article 7(1)(b) of the RS).
The Mission further recalls that even in the extreme situation of an armed conflicts, States have
not only the negative obligation to refrain from interfering with the enjoyment of the right to
food but also the positive obligations to prevent, to the extent possible, the interference into this
right by third parties and to “take the necessary action to mitigate and alleviate hunger”.555
Special attention has to be paid to the needs of persons in places cut from normal access to food
and water and to the needs of vulnerable persons, such as pregnant women, small children or
internally displaced persons.

5.

RIGHT TO A HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT

The right to a healthy environment is not explicitly enshrined in human rights instruments. Yet,
in 2021, the UN Human Rights Council (with several abstentions, including that by Russia)
recognized that having a clean, healthy and sustainable environment is an autonomous human
right.556 Environmental concerns are part of the OSCE commitments (Helsinki 1992, Istanbul
1999 or Astana 2010). There is a close link between the (emerging) right to healthy environment
and other human rights, such as the right to life and the right to health. It has been recognized
that these rights give rise to certain obligations relating to the environment notwithstanding the
existence (or not) of an autonomous right to healthy environment.557
In its report issued on 1 March 2022, the OCHA pointed out that the conflict in Ukraine had
given rise “to significant environmental challenges to public health, including explosive
ordnance contamination, increased radiation levels from Chernobyl and the burning oil
storage depot at Vasylkyv”.558 On 3 March 2022, 902 individuals and 156 organizations from
75 countries adopted, through the Environmental Peacebuilding Association, an open letter
expressing concern about the impact of the conflict in the territory of Ukraine on the state of
the environment and the heath of people.559 There is a high risk that the active hostilities and
the occupation of parts of the Ukrainian territory by Russia will result in a similar deterioration
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of the environmental situation which has already been documented for the Donetsk and
Luhansk regions.560 Analysts have predicted that “the widespread destruction caused by the
Russian invasion will /…/ lead to the contamination of land, water, and inhabited environments,
where they can persist with a lifespan likely much longer than this conflict”.561
The Mission recalls that “intentionally launching an attack in the knowledge that such attack
will cause /…/ widespread, long-term and severe damage to the natural environment which
would be clearly excessive in relation to the concrete and direct overall military advantage
anticipated” constitutes a war crime (Article 8(2)(b)(iv)). Such an act would also violate the
right to a healthy environment and the right to health.562 IHRL arguably gives rise to a broader
range of obligations that would include, at least, the obligation to refrain from any action that
might have a long-lasting negative effect on the environment and the obligation to take the
environmental considerations into account when adopting decisions, including decisions on the
course of military actions.

D. IMPACT OF THE CONFLICT ON VULNERABLE GROUPS
The current conflict has affected the population of Ukraine as a whole. Yet, it has had a specific
and sometimes particularly heavy impact on individuals belonging to certain vulnerable groups.
These groups include, but are not limited to, women, children, older persons, persons with
disabilities, national and ethnic minorities, LGBTQ people or watchdogs (human rights
defenders and other activists). Furthermore, the conflict itself has produced new vulnerable
groups, especially internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees.563 The special needs and
problems faced by individuals belonging to all these vulnerable groups deserve attention. In
times of crisis, vulnerable persons become even more vulnerable but they often get overlooked
and ignored. That must not be the case in Ukraine.
The leading principle applicable to individuals belonging to vulnerable groups is the principle
of non-discrimination. This principle is enshrined in Article 26 of the ICCPR, Article 14 of the
ECHR, Protocol 12 to the ECHR, Article E of the RESC and Article 20 of the CHRFF. This
principle imposes on States the obligations not to treat those belonging to vulnerable groups
less favourably than other people and to take special needs of such individuals into account in
all areas of life. The principle of non-discrimination is non-derogable. The derogation clauses
explicitly stipulate that measures adopted in emergencies may never involve discrimination.
States also have the positive obligation to seek, to the extent possible, to minimize the negative
impact of emergencies, such as armed conflicts, on vulnerable groups. The content of this
obligation may only be determined taking the concrete circumstances into account. Similar as
for ESC right, the Mission in this part does not limit its attention to clear violations of IHRL
but maps the broader impact of the conflict on the situation of vulnerable groups.

1.

WOMEN

The rights of women are protected by general human rights instruments and by the Convention
on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). Both Ukraine
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and Russia are state parties to CEDAW and to its Optional Protocol. The CEDAW grants
women a whole range of human rights and protects them against discrimination.
In 2000, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 1325 on women and peace and
security, 564 which urges “all parties to armed conflict to respect fully international law
applicable to the rights and protection of women and girls, especially as civilians” (para 9) and
calls upon them to “take special measures to protect women and girls from gender-based
violence, particularly rape and other forms of sexual abuse, and all other forms of violence in
situations of armed conflict” (para 10).
These standards have also found reflection in the OSCE commitments. In Decision No. 8/01
(Bucharest 2001), the participating States stressed “the vulnerability of women especially in
conflict and post-conflict situations” (para 3). In Decision No. 15/05 on Preventing and
Combating Violence against Women (Ljubljana 2005), they committed themselves to “take all
necessary steps to prevent gender‑based violence against women and girls during and after
armed conflict /…/, including the bringing to justice of perpetrators of crimes /…/” (para 7).
Since the outbreak of the current conflict, there have been warning that armed conflicts
conventionally lead to a steep increase in gender-based violence. One day into the conflict, the
director of Amnesty International Ukraine, Oksana Pokalchuck predicted that the conflict “will
have a bad impact on women in the country. Domestic violence and sexual violence rises in
wars” 565 The subsequent developments have confirmed this prediction. Reports indicate
instances of conflict-related gender-based violence, such as rape, sexual violence or sexual
harassment. Women have also been exposed to an increased risk of human trafficking and have
faced difficulties when seeking to access gender-specific healthcare.
Since the outbreak of the conflict, Ukraine has witnessed an increase in gender-based violence.
Both the Ukrainian Minister of Foreign Affairs Dmytro Kuleba,566 and the Ukrainian MP Lesia
Vasylenko, 567 have levelled accusations of rape and other forms of sexual violence at the
Russian forces. One of the incidents occurred in the village of Bovary, close to Kyiv, where a
drunken Russian soldier allegedly broke into a private house, killed the owner and then raped
his wife several times, in the presence of her small child.568 There are allegations of rapes,
including gang rapes, committed by Russian soldiers in many other regions in Ukraine.569 The
Mission recalls that rape or other forms of sexual violence may constitute or a crime against
humanity (Article 7(1)(g) of the RS) or a war crime (Article 8(2)(b)(xxii of the RS). All
allegations of such acts need to be properly investigated and those found guilty need to be
brought punished.
In addition to sexual violence, armed conflicts often bring about an increase in domestic
violence. According to the 2020 Amnesty International report on the situation in the Donetsk
and Luhansk regions, domestic abuse in conflict-affected areas increased steeply: “In 2018
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there has been there was 76% increase in Donetsk region and in Luhansk region 158% increase
in numbers of such cases compared to an average for the previous three years.”570 The same
increase might occur in the other regions of Ukraine, though the effect of the separation of
families due to the compulsory recruitment of men aged 18-60 is yet to be seen.
Women have also been disproportionately affected by the massive displacement that the
conflict has brought about. Of the 10 million persons who have fled their homes since 24
February 2022, the majority have been female. Displaced women find themselves in an
extremely vulnerable position as they often leave almost everything behind, are separated from
their relatives and cope with the trauma of war. International organizations have warned that
human traffickers are abusing the situation of woman and girls who are alone and luring them
into the trap of forced prostitution, slavery or forced labour.571 There are reports of attempted
human trafficking and forced prostitution at the borders with other countries.572 Women and
girls on the move or in temporary shelters are also prone to becoming victims of gender-based
violence.573
Women who stay in Ukraine also often find themselves in dire situation. Lack of access to
social services including schools and disrupted community networks have increased the care
burden of local women who are responsible for the care for children, disabled and elderly family
members. Moreover, the UN Population Fund (UNFPA)574 estimates that some 80,000 women
in Ukraine will give birth in the next three months – a large number of them in unsuitable
conditions as healthcare centers in Ukraine become inaccessible. The lack of access to proper
care endangers the lives of mothers and their newborns not only during the labour but also
afterwards. Some of the healthcare institutions, such as the Maternity Hospital in Mariupol,
have also been targeted, resulting in the death of a mother and her newborn.575 The conflict
affects not only the physical health of mothers and newborns but their mental health as well.
Another issue is restricted access to female sanitary products.

2.

CHILDREN

Children are protected by general human rights instruments and the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child (CRC). Both Ukraine and Russia are state parties to CRC and its first two
Optional Protocols (OP) – on the involvement of children in armed conflict and on the sale of
children, child prostitution and child pornography. No derogation is possible under these
instruments. According to article 38 of the CRC, States must “respect and to ensure respect for
rules of international humanitarian law applicable to them in armed conflicts which are
relevant to the child”.
Since 1999, the UN Security Council has been actively seized with the protection of children
in armed conflicts. In the first resolution on this topic, it identified some of the main risks for
children stemming from armed conflicts as “killing and maiming, sexual violence, abduction
and forced displacement, recruitment and use of children in armed conflict in violation of
international law, and attacks on objects protected under international law, including places
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that usually have a significant presence of children such as schools and hospitals”. 576
Although the main focus of the UN Security Council and the Working Group on Children and
Armed Conflicts established by it in 2015 has been on child soldiers, they have also dealt with
some of the other problems faced by children in armed conflicts.
The OSCE participating States have pledged to “actively promote children’s rights and
interests, especially in conflict and post-conflict situations” (Istanbul 1999, point 28) and to
combat all forms of violence against children, including sexual exploitation (Decision No.
15/06 on Combating Sexual Exploitation of Children – Brussels 2006) and trafficking of
children (Decision No. 8/07 on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings for Labour
Exploitation – Madrid 2008).
The Mission has been able to confirm that the current conflict has affected children in many
different ways. First, children are among the direct victims of the conflict. The lowest estimates
provided by the UN indicate that 78 children were killed and 105 were injured over the first
month of war.577 The first reported child victims were the siblings Polina (10 years old) and
Semyon (5 years old) Kudriny, who died of injuries received during an attack on their family
car on 27 February 2022.578 The youngest child victim of the conflict was a baby who died
while being delivered via caesarean section by a woman injured in the attack on the Mariupol
maternity hospital on 9 March 2022.579 Although the legality of all such incidents must be
determined by the applicable rules of IHL, the high number of child casualties gives rise to
concerns about the extent to which the Russian forces respect the obligations stemming from
Article 38 of the CRC. Even when not direct victims themselves, many children lose their
relatives in the conflict. Such children will have their family life forever disrupted.
Secondly, according to the UN figures, more than half of the Ukrainian population under 18
years old, i.e., 4.3 out of 7.5 million persons, have been displaced since 24 February 2022. More
than 1.8 million have crossed the borders and the remaining 2.5 million are IDPs on the territory
of Ukraine.580 Most children leave with their families but there are also cases of unaccompanied
minors who have made the way to safety on their own.581 Prior to the conflict, almost 100,000
children in Ukraine lived in institutions (residential care and boarding schools) and some of
those have been left alone since then. The massive displacement exposes children to numerous
risks: the risk of being killed or injured during the displacement, the risk of human trafficking
and exploitation, the risk of child labour, the risk of forced recruitment or the risk of genderbased violence.582 Appropriate measures must be put in place to protect children against these
risks to the extent possible.
Thirdly, the conflict brings about large scale destruction and disruption of vital services, such
as food, water and electricity supply, or the provision of health care. UNICEF has already
observed a reduction in vaccination coverage for childhood immunizations, such as measles
and polio, and has warned against the risk of outbreaks of vaccine-preventable disease,
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especially in shelters.583 The conflict also affects access to education, as described above in
section V.C.1. Since its outbreak, moreover, adoption procedures have been largely suspended,
with dozens of children adopted by couples from outside Ukraine getting stuck in care
institutions. At the same time, there are reports about orphans of war being offered for
adoption.584 Ukraine is also a popular destination for foreign surrogacy due to the simplicity of
the administrative procedure. It is estimated that some 2,000-2,500 babies are born through
surrogacy there each year.585 Most of the babies born since the outbreak of the conflict are now
stranded in Ukraine because their parents do not want or are unable to enter the country.586
Fourthly, there have been allegations that the Russian Federation is considering recruiting, for
the purpose of military deployment in Ukraine, boys under 18 years old, from Russia and
possibly also from Crimea.587 Such recruitment, if carried out, would constitute a clear violation
of Articles 1-3 of the OP to the CRC, by means of which States shall set the minimum age of
compulsory and voluntary recruitment into their national armed forces at 18 years and shall
“take all feasible measures to ensure that members of their armed forces who have not
attained the age of 18 years do not take a direct part in hostilities” (Article 1).588

3.

OLDER PERSONS

Older persons are not protected by any specific human rights treaty. Nevertheless, general
human rights instruments apply to them in full and their provisions should be interpreted in
light of soft law instruments on older persons, such as the UN Principles for Older Persons.589
Older persons make up almost one fourth of the population of Ukraine. The Mission has
received reports indicating that many of them have been heavily affected by the conflict.
Some older persons have become direct victims of the conflict. The circumstances of some of
these incidents suggest that older persons might have been targeted intentionally, in an act of
extrajudicial killing. On 28 February 2022, an elderly couple reportedly died in a car blown up
by an armored column in the town of Makariv close to Kyiv.590 On 19 March 2022, an older
woman was killed and her husband injured by the Russian soldiers, while riding bicycles to the
local hospital in Trostyanets in the Sumy region.591 On 26 March 2022, another older couple
was reportedly shot dead while trying to leave the village of Marinka by car.592 Moreover, on
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11 March 2022, an elderly persons’ residence in the town of Kreminna in the Luhansk region
was hit by a Russian tank, resulting in the death of 56 persons. The surviving 15 persons were
displaced to a regional geriatric care home situated in the occupied territory. 593 All these
incidents again must be investigated and considered in light of the applicable rules of IHL.
Even more older persons are among the indirect victims of the conflict. Due to the fragile health
conditions and movement difficulties, they often find it difficult to flee to safety and are left
alone without anyone to take care of them. Some of them refuse evacuation. Those who stay or
are left behind remain without access to food, drinking water, vital medicine and health care.
Since most of them rely on an old-age pension as the main source of their income, the disruption
of the social security system or the impossibility to get access to payment points constitutes a
serious threat to their life.594 Older persons with compounded vulnerability (e.g., older persons
with disabilities) find themselves in particularly difficult circumstances.
According to a survey carried out by HelpAge in the Eastern part of Ukraine in early March
2022, 91% of interviewed older persons were in need of food assistance; 79% had difficulties
getting access to sufficient clean drinking water; 75% were in need of hygiene items
(toothpaste, soap, adult diapers, and toilet paper); 91% faced interruptions of electricity supply
and lack of sufficient heating; and 34% were in need of urgent medication for chronic
illnesses. 595 The State in control of the area on which these persons live has the positive
obligation to do try to meet these needs to the extent possible.

4.

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

Persons with disabilities are protected by general human rights instruments and the UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD), to which both Ukraine and
Russia are State parties. Ukraine has also ratified the OP to the CRPD. The CRPD does not
allow derogations. Its article 11 obliges states to “take, in accordance with their obligations
under international law, including international humanitarian law and international human
rights law, all necessary measures to ensure the protection and safety of persons with
disabilities in situations of risk, including situations of armed conflict /…/”.
In 2019, the UN Security Council, in a unanimous vote (including the vote of Russia) adopted
Resolution 2475(2019) on the Protection of Persons with Disabilities in Conflict.596 Recalling
Article 11 of the CRPD, the resolution urges all parties to armed conflict to “take measures, in
accordance with applicable international law obligations to protect civilians, including those
with disabilities, and to prevent violence and abuses against civilians in situations of armed
conflict, including those involving killing and maiming, abduction and torture; as well as rape
and other forms of sexual violence in conflict and post-conflict situations” (para 1). Parties to
armed conflict also have the obligation to allow and facilitate safe, timely and unimpeded
humanitarian access to all people in need of assistance (para 3). The resolution furthermore
emphasizes the obligation of States to take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination
and marginalization on the basis of disability in situations of armed conflict (para 8).
Prior to the conflict, there were over 2.7 million persons with disabilities living in Ukraine.
Since 24 February 2022, they have become yet another vulnerable group seriously affected by
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the conflict. Likewise older persons, they are often left behind in dangerous areas, when the
rest of the population leaves, because they are either unwilling or (often) unable to flee to safety.
According to the information received from NGOs, “evacuation of adults with disabilities is
conducted per case and on an ad hoc basis only by NGOs and volunteers, who do not have
enough funds and capacity to evacuate people en mass”. 597 Some persons with disabilities
could move to shelters, but many shelters are not adjusted to the needs of such persons and, as
such, are inaccessible to many of them. Audio warnings are not available for persons who are
deaf. There is at least one case of extrajudicial killing of a disabled person (section V.B.1).
Un-evacuated persons with disabilities, especially those staying in areas of active hostilities,
face isolation, lack access to food, drinking water, medication or heating, are deprived of
electricity and have difficulties getting social benefits. This applies both to persons living on
their own and those staying in residential care institutions.598 Some of these institutions, such
as the Oskil psychoneurological residence in the Kharkiv region, have been targeted.599 Persons
with mental disabilities face particular challenges due to their limited capacity to understand
the situation and to cooperate with those bringing help. Emergency information is not provided
in easy read and other formats accessible to persons with intellectual impairments. The shortage
of medicine, medical supplies, and medical staff is critical in some places. Yannis
Vardakastanis, chair of the International Disability Alliance, has labelled this situation as “an
impending humanitarian crisis within the crisis”.600
While some persons with disabilities remain in their places of residence, other have left those
places. The reports indicate that around one fifth of IDPs households have at least one person
with disabilities.601 A similar share can be expected among Ukrainians who have crossed the
borders. Checkpoints and immigration controls are, however, rarely accessible and information
on relocation and humanitarian support is not being provided in appropriate formats. In the first
weeks of the conflict, men with disabilities or men taking care of a disabled relative were
reportedly being stopped at the borders due to the obligatory male conscription (18-60 years)
and the uncertainty linked to the exceptions to this conscription. This uncertainty seems to have
been largely dissipated through the adoption of new legal acts in mid-March 2022.602

5.

NATIONAL AND ETHNIC MINORITIES

The rights of ethnic minorities are recognized in Article 27 of the ICCPR, from which Ukraine
has derogated, and in the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, to
which Ukraine, but not Russia, is state party. The principle of non-discrimination as set forth
in IHRL is key for the interpretation of the rights of ethnic and national minorities. The
protection of national minorities also features high among the OSCE commitments (Vienna
1989, Copenhagen 1990, Geneva 1991, Budapest 1994, Istanbul 1999). The OSCE
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participating States have moreover repeatedly stressed the importance of the protection of the
Roma and Sinti population living in the territory of many European states, including Ukraine.603
Ukraine is home to many national and ethnic minorities. The first (and so far only) national
census of Ukraine took place in 2001. 604 According to its results, 17% of the population
identified as ethnic Russian and the census showed 16 other national and ethnic minorities such
as Belarusians, Crimean Tatars, Greeks, Jews, or Moldavians, with a population share below
1%. The composition of the population has most likely changed since 2001, especially due to
the occupation of Crimea and the Donetsk and Luhansk regions by Russia in 2014-2022. In
2021, Ukraine enacted a Law on Indigenous Peoples, 605 which grants special rights to
Crimean Tatars, Karaites, and Krymchaks, all of whom live predominantly in Crimea.
The conflict in the territory of Ukraine has affected the national and ethnic minorities. Military
operations are taking place in many regions with compact populations of small-numbered
minorities. They are putting in danger both the lives of these people and their distinct culture
and language. In addition, cultural sites, and historical artifacts are being damaged during the
operations. There is a high number of ethnic and national minorities living in the southeast of
the country, which has experienced an intense fighting. For example, the wider area of Mariupol
is home to about 80,000 Greeks. At least 10 of them have been reported dead as a result of
Russian bombing in February 2022. Since then, the number of casualties has grown. The region
of Mariupol is also home of the Turkic-speaking Urums. Many of them are surrounded in the
area with either minimal or no possibility of evacuation.606 The town of Volnovakha in Donetsk
region, which has been almost completely destroyed by shelling, is home to ethnic Ukrainians,
Russians, Armenians, Greeks and Jews. The military operations have affected predominantly
Russian-speaking cities such as Kharkiv, Kherson or Melitopol.
The rights of national and ethnic minorities, as well as of indigenous peoples, are violated on
the territories under the effective control of Russia. i.e., in Crimea and parts of Donetsk and
Luhansk regions. The violations have taken place since 2014 and concern especially those, who
promote the unity of Ukraine, such as ethnic Ukrainians or Crimean Tatars. These repressions
have intensified following the outbreak of the conflict, with several representatives of the
national or ethnic minorities being arrested, usually on accounts of high treason or financial
support for a terrorist group.607 There are also reports about discrimination against the Roma
but those primarily refer to the situation of Roma refugees having left Ukraine and facing
difficulties due to the lack of personal identification.608

6.

LGBTQ PERSONS

LGBTQ persons are protected by general human rights instruments. The principle of nondiscrimination prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity under the
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“other status” (Article 26 of the ICCPR, Article 14 of the ECHR609). The Yogyakarta principles
issued in 2006 are a useful tool of interpretation of general human rights provisions in cases
related to LGBTQ persons.610 These principles inter alia confirm that “everyone is entitled to
enjoy all human rights without discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender
identity” (Principle 2) and that “everyone, regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity,
has the right to security of the person and to protection by the State against violence or bodily
harm, whether inflicted by government officials or by any individual or group“ (Principle 5).
LGBTQ persons have felt particularly concerned and threatened by the Russian attack on
Ukraine. Whereas in Ukraine, their legal status has been gradually improving over the years,
Russia has taken the opposite path, steadily toughening restrictions imposed on such persons.
Since 2013, as a result of a new legislation banning the so-called propaganda which promotes
non-traditional sexual relationships, the legal situation of LGBTQ persons in Russia has rapidly
deteriorated.611 Since 2014, the application of the anti-LGBTQ legislation has been extended
to the territories under the effective control of Russia, i.e., Crimea, where the Russian legislation
is in force, and the so-called Donetsk and Luhansk “People’s Republics”, which have adopted
virtually identical legislation. 612 Moreover, throughout all areas under the Russian control,
violent acts motivated by homophobia are on the rise and seem to be largely tolerated.
The Russian attack on Ukraine has put the Ukrainian LGBTQ community on alert. There is a
general fear that regions that would newly fall under the Russian control could see the adoption
of anti-gay legislation. Rumours have also been spread that LGBTQ persons figure on the list
of persons to be killed or sent to detention camps that the Russian armed forces allegedly bring
with them.613 Moreover, in his sermon held on 6 March 2022, the Moscow Patriarch Kirill cited
gay parades among the main “sins” that have forced Russia to conduct the special military
operation in Ukraine.614 This situation has made many members of the LGBTQ community
either join the armed forces of Ukraine or seek to leave the country. For those LGBTQ persons
who remain in the country and do not join the military forces, special shelters have been
established in a few Ukrainian cities. These shelters however contribute to the visibility and
vulnerability of the LGBTQ community. On 1 March 2022, one of the shelters (in Kyiv) was
attacked and four LGBTQ persons present there were beaten by unspecified individuals.615 This
incident must be properly investigated and the perpetrators brought to justice.
Trans persons have also faced special difficulties. It has been reported that since the beginning
of the conflict, hundreds of them have sought to cross the Ukrainian border.616 Some have,
however, been prevented from doing so and forced to join the armed forces despite their legal
status as women in their documents. Trans persons who have lost their documents or who, due
609
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to the lengthy bureaucratic procedure, do not yet have the documents reflecting their new
gender, have faced similar difficulties. That was the case of the transgender Borys Kruglov
(singer Zi Famelu, Zianzha), who got stuck at the borders because of the male gender marker
in her passport but finally succeeded in getting out of Ukraine.617 When seeking to cross the
borders, trans persons have reported being subject to body checks that may in some instances
amount to humiliating treatment. Moreover, due to the pharmacy closures and shortage of
medicine, certain trans persons have started running out of the hormones, which might have a
harmful effect on their health.618

7.

WATCHDOGS (HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS AND OTHER ACTIVISTS)

Yet another category of vulnerable persons includes human rights defenders (HRDs) and other
activists who serve as watchdogs not only in times of peace but also in times of war. Their main
task is to monitor the situation, establish and reveal truth about contested events and draw
attention to any irregularities they may unveil. This task makes them unpopular with authorities
and vulnerable to measures of retaliation and repression. Due to their increased vulnerability,
watchdogs are in need of special IHRL protection.
In 1998, the UN General Assembly adopted the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders.619
The Declaration stresses that “everyone has the right, individually and in association with
others, to promote and to strive for the protection and realization of human rights and
fundamental freedoms at the national and international levels” (Article 1). It contains a list of
rights granted to HRDs. It also explicitly notes that States “shall take all necessary measures
to ensure the protection by the competent authorities of everyone, /…/ against any violence,
threats, retaliation, de facto or de jure adverse discrimination, pressure or any other arbitrary
action as a consequence of his or her legitimate exercise of the rights referred to in the present
Declaration” (Article 12(2)).
The important role played by watchdogs and the need for their enhanced protection has been
repeatedly confirmed by the OSCE participating States (Helsinki 1975, Madrid 1983, Vienna
1989, Budapest 1994).
The current conflict has made the position of HRDs and other activists, especially those living
in the areas under the effective control of Russia difficult. In Crimea, several Crimean Tatar
activists have been arrested on dubious grounds, such as high treason or financial support of
terrorism. The OHCHR has noted that “there are growing concerns about possible reprisals
and retaliation against HRDs in areas occupied by Russian armed forces”.620 These concerns
seem well grounded, as several HRDs and other activists from newly occupied territories have
already been reported missing or dead (section V.B.1). The OHCHR has also noted that “due
to the ongoing hostilities and large-scale displacement, many human rights defenders (HRDs)
have been unable to perform their human rights work, which has had negative implications on
the vulnerable groups they support”.621
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8.

INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS (IDPS)

Internally displaced persons are “persons or groups of persons who have been forced or obliged
to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in
order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of
human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally
recognized State border”.622 They are protected by general human rights instruments and the
UN Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. While the Guiding Principles are not legally
binding, the OSCE participating States have taken note of them “as a useful framework for the
work of the OSCE”.623 The Guiding Principles stress that IDPs “shall enjoy, in full equality,
the same rights and freedoms under international and domestic law as do other persons in their
country” (Principle 1(1)).
According to the study of the International Organization for Migration (IOM),624 by 25 March
2022, almost 6.48 million people had been displaced in Ukraine as a direct result of the conflict.
IOM also reports that 13.5 % of those newly displaced had already had prior experience with
displacement from 2014-2015. Over 53% of IDPs are women and there is also a large number
of children, older persons, persons with disabilities and other vulnerable groups. Some 186,000
IDPs are third-country nationals.
Principle 6 of the UN Guiding Principles prohibits arbitrary displacement. In situations of
armed conflict, arbitrary displacement amounts to any displacement not required by the security
of the civilians involved or imperative military reasons. The evacuation of civilians from
besieged cities and towns through humanitarian corridors may meet this condition. The
evacuation must however take place under the conditions foreseen by Principle 8, which
stipulates that “displacement shall not be carried out in manner that violates the right to life,
dignity, liberty and security of those affected”. There are reports indicating repeated and most
probably intentional attacks on civilians leaving through humanitarian corridors.625 There are
also reports suggesting that members of vulnerable groups, such as older persons or persons
with disabilities, face increasing hardship getting to safety.626 Deportations and forcible transfer
of civilians not meeting the conditions indicated above would violate Principle 6 and could also
constitute a crime against humanity (Article 7(1)(d) of the RS). As stated in section V.B.3, there
are reports about such deportations of Ukrainian civilians to the areas under the effective control
of Russia or even to Russia.
IDPs remain under the protection of IHRL standards in the whole course of their displacement.
They must be protected against any act of violence, including murder, direct or indiscriminate
attacks, starvation as a method of combat, their use as human shields or attacks against their
camps and settlements (Principle 10). Many Ukrainian IDPs stay in provisional shelters hosted
in schools, churches, theatres, music halls or metro stations. Several large-scale attacks on such
shelters, including the attack on the Mariupol theatre and on the Holy Dormition Svyatogorsk
622
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Lavra, have been reported627 and may, or clearly do, constitute a war crime (section IV.F.12.b).
The protection shall be available to all IDPs without any discrimination (Principle 4). There
have been reports that certain IDPs, such as foreigners with a residence permit in Ukraine, have
been treated with lower priority.628 At the same time, giving priority to vulnerable IDPs, such
as children, pregnant women or older persons, does not constitute a violation of this principle.
IDPs shall enjoy the full catalogue of civil and political and ECS rights, to the extent that those
rights have not been derogated from and that the circumstances permit (Principles 10-23). Some
of the rights might be very difficult to secure in collective shelters, especially those located in
besieged cities and in areas of active hostilities (where the shelters should not be in the first
place). Such shelters are often overcrowded, and face shortages of food, water, warm cloths
and medical supplies. There is lack of privacy and of gender separation, thus increasing the risk
of gender-based violence and of transmission of infectious disease, including Covid-19. IDPs
must have unhindered access to humanitarian assistance (Principles 24-27).
IDPs must be allowed to “return voluntarily, in safety and with dignity, to their homes or places
of habitual residence, or to resettle voluntarily in another part of the country” (Principle 28(1))
and national authorities of the state exercising jurisdiction over them shall facilitate their return
or resettlement as much as possible. Upon return or resettlement, IDPs are entitled to restitution
of their property and possessions or, if such restitution is not possible, national authorities shall
provide them or assist them in obtaining compensation or another form of just reparation
(Principle 29(2)).
In Ukraine, the legal status of IDPs is regulated by the Law On Ensuring the Rights and
Freedoms of Internally Displaced Persons, adopted on 20 October 2014.629 By virtue of its
Article 4(1), “the fact of internal displacement shall be proved by the certificate of registration
of internally displaced person”. The registration is regulated by the Resolution of the Cabinet
of Ministers No. 509 on registration of internally displaced persons.630 This Regulation has
recently been amended to expand the list of persons entitled to register as IDPs to those leaving
their homes following the Russian attack and the declaration of the martial law on 24 February
2022.631 The personal scope of the Law and the Regulation is no longer limited to citizens of
Ukraine but encompasses stateless persons and foreigners permanently residing in the territory
of Ukraine. The legislation prohibits discrimination in the exercise of rights and freedoms based
on internal displacement. It confirms that IDPs have the same rights and freedoms as the rest
of the population. It gives IDPs the right to free temporary residence, access to healthcare and
a monthly targeted assistance (2-3,000 hrivnas). It also introduces benefits for those helping
IDPs, typically entrepreneurs employing them.
A UN study carried out in 2021 revealed deficiencies in this legal framework and in its
implementation.632 It noted that by making access to certain benefits and services dependent on
IDP registration, the framework risked turning this registration into a permanent status. It also
noted that IDPs had a significantly lower employment rate than the rest of the population, they
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were facing protracted difficulties to find housing, and had to overcome physical and
bureaucratic hurdles to get access to compensations. It is important to make sure that these
deficiencies are not replicated in the current situation and that they are redressed as soon as
circumstances allow.
IDPs from Ukraine also live in the territories under the effective control of Russia. The Mission
has not received any information about the legal status and factual situation of these persons,
apart from the alarming reports about the deportation and forcible transfer of those persons to
the territory under the effective control of Russia or to Russia.

E. CONCLUSIONS
The Mission has considered the impact of the current conflict on IHRL. While it has not been
able to verify all the reported incidents which might involve violations of IHRL, it has found
credible evidence suggesting that such violations, including violations of fundamental human
rights (right to life, prohibition of torture and other inhuman and degrading treatment and
punishment), have been committed, mostly in the areas under the effective control of Russia.
The Mission has also concluded that the impact of the conflict on the enjoyment of human
rights has gone beyond the direct violations of these rights. By causing a high level of
destruction and by interfering with the provision of vital services (education, healthcare, etc.),
the conflict, started by the unlawful attack on Ukraine by Russia, has made it very difficult for
Ukraine to effectively respect, protect and fulfil human rights of its inhabitants. Finally, the
Mission has found out that while the conflict has affected the population of Ukraine as a whole,
it has had a particularly negative effect on individuals belonging to vulnerable groups, such as
women, children, older persons or persons with disabilities.
The Mission has not been able to conclude whether the Russian attack on Ukraine per se may
qualify as a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population. It however
holds that some patterns of violent acts violating IHRL, which have been repeatedly
documented in the course of the conflict, such as targeted killing, enforced disappearance or
abductions of civilians, including journalists and local officials, are likely to meet this
qualification. Any single violent act of this type, committed as part of such an attack and with
the knowledge of it, would then constitute a crime against humanity.

VI. ENSURING ACCOUNTABILITY FOR IHL AND HUMAN RIGHTS
VIOLATIONS, WAR CRIMES AND CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
A. OBLIGATIONS RELATED TO ACCOUNTABILITY
Due to constraints regarding time, resources and access to the conflict area, the Mission could
not attribute any violation to any individual. The Mission, however reminds Russia, Ukraine
and all participating States of their obligations in this respect and provides an overview of
existing and suggested international mechanisms.

1.

OBLIGATION TO INVESTIGATE

While under IHRL every violent death has to be investigated for the right to life to be respected,
under IHL this is only necessary when a reasonable suspicion exists that a war crime has been
committed. However, it is increasingly considered that a preliminary fact-finding inquiry is
required in any case where there are grounds to believe that civilians may have been killed or
injured or at least where this consequence was not expected.633
633
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2.

OBLIGATION TO REPRESS WAR CRIMES AND CRIMES AGAINST

HUMANITY

Most war crimes in international armed conflicts constitute “grave breaches” of the Geneva
Conventions and Protocol I. IHL requires States to enact legislation to punish such grave
breaches, to search for persons who allegedly committed such crimes and to bring them before
their own courts or to extradite them to another State for prosecution.634 The Mission took note
with satisfaction of the information that the Office of the General Prosecutor of Ukraine has
opened more than 3100 cases of war crimes investigations since 24 February. While it is lawful
and required by IHL that such investigations also concern persons belonging to the adverse
party, the Mission notes that none of these investigations appears to concern Ukrainian soldiers.
The obligation to prosecute war crimes is subject to compulsory universal jurisdiction.635 The
Mission welcomes that following the events in Ukraine, several European states have started
criminal inquiries or preliminary investigations concerning the situation and take their
obligations under the principle of universal jurisdiction seriously. The Mission also welcomes
that the ICC Prosecutor Karim A.A. Khan QC announced the opening of an investigation into
the Situation in Ukraine on the basis of 41 State referrals received. This includes war crimes
and crimes against humanity committed since 24 February on the territory of Ukraine. The
Mission regrets that the President of Ukraine has not yet signed into law legislation adopted in
May 2021 by Verkhovna Rada implementing the Rome Statute, including criminalizing crimes
against humanity and all war crimes. Such legislation would greatly facilitate the application of
the complementarity principle between the ICC and Ukraine.
Regarding crimes against humanity, it is in the competence of international and national courts
to investigate and eventually find whether such crimes have taken place. This report has found
several indications that such crimes have likely been committed (see section V). According to
Article 7 of its Statute, the International Criminal Court can investigate the existence of such
crimes. In addition, due to the principle of universality several national jurisdictions provide in
their criminal law legal bases for the possibility to bring perpetrators of crimes against humanity
to justice, even when the crime has not taken place on their territory. In most cases, this requires
that the person(s) to be tried can stand trial in the respective country. In some countries also
trials in absentia are also possible.

3.

REPARATIONS

Under the law of State responsibility, the State responsible for violations of IHL or IHRL must
cease the unlawful conduct, offer appropriate assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, and
make full reparation, which includes restitution, compensation or satisfaction. For IACs, Article
3 of the Hague Convention IV and Article 91 of Protocol I specifically mention financial
compensation. It is controversial whether under IHL victims of violations have an individual
right to claim reparation from the responsible State, but such a right and a corresponding right
to a remedy certainly exists concerning those of IHL violations that equally constitute IHRL
violations. In this respect the UN Basic Guidelines on the Right to Remedy and Reparations for
Victims of Gross Violations on International Human Rights Law of 2005636 need to be taken
into account.

Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, Guidelines on investigating violations
of IHL: Law, policy and good practice, 2019, 16-25.
634
See GCs, Common Arts 49(2)/50(2)/129(2)/146(2), to which P I, Art 85(1) refers.
635
See GCs, Common Arts 49(2)/50(2)/129(2)/146(2), to which P I, Art 85(1) refers.
636
UN Doc. A/RES/60/147, Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims
of Gross Violations of International Human Rights Law and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian
Law, 16 December 2005.
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4.

OBLIGATION OF STATES TO RESPECT AND ENSURE RESPECT OF IHL

Article 1 common to the Geneva Conventions and Protocol I reads: ‘The High Contracting
Parties undertake to respect and to ensure respect for the [relevant treaty] in all
circumstances.’ The ICJ determined that this obligation also exists under customary law.637 The
obligation to respect implies that Ukraine and Russia are responsible for IHL violations
committed by their armed forces, other organs and persons as well as entities that are
attributable to them (such as officials instated and/or controlled by the government of the
Russian Federation within the self-proclaimed “republics” of Luhansk and Donetsk). In
addition, States have a due diligence obligation to ensure respect of IHL by the entire population
under their control. Beyond these obligations, all States, including those that are not involved
in the armed conflict, must do everything reasonably within their power to prevent and bring to
an end IHL violations committed by Russia and Ukraine. This implies a negative obligation not
to encourage, aid or assist in the commission of such violations as well as a positive obligation
to take measures, either collectively or individually, to prevent or end such violations.638 The
Mission notices an unprecedented willingness of States to take such measures to end Russia’s
violations of IHL, including through regional organizations and UN General Assembly
resolutions. Such obligation should equally be respected by Belarus, which is allowing Russia
to use its territory to conduct military operations in Ukraine. The Mission is confident that
States supporting Ukraine to face the Russian aggression, including by supplying weapons, are
using their influence to ensure Ukraine’s respect for IHL and to put an end to the violations
mentioned in this report.

5.

NECESSITY TO ENQUIRE INTO VIOLATIONS OF IHL

The impartial, independent and reliable establishment of facts by a neutral, legitimate body
greatly contributes to ensuring better respect of IHL and IHRL. It is the necessary basis to
ensure individual accountability and state responsibility. It allows Ukrainians and Russians,
including future generations, to know the truth. It also serves to prevent or suppress rumours,
perceptions or propaganda that IHL is always violated (at least by the respective adversary), all
of which has led to further violations in the past. Such fact-finding also provides third States
with reliable information on the situation, allowing them to make appropriate decisions in light
of their aforementioned obligations to ensure respect of IHL.
The Mission notes with satisfaction the unprecedented willingness to have such fact-finding
into violations of IHL and IHRL in Ukraine. Apart from the Mission’s own efforts in the OSCE
framework, for example, the UN Human Rights Council has established a commission of
inquiry.

B. OVERVIEW OF ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS
In reaction to the gross violations, in particular of IHL taking place during this international
armed conflict, a number of public institutions and private initiatives inside Ukraine and
internationally have committed themselves to collect evidence on alleged violations of IHL and
possible war crimes as well as violations of IHRL and possible crimes against humanity. In
most cases these initiatives use public information, which is abundantly available from open
sources like social networks and from public and private recordings. Some like the Lemkin
Centre in Warsaw collect information from refugees, some develop databases and also provide
analysis. While there is an increasing collaboration of the different initiatives, like in form of

637
See ICJ, Case Concerning the Military and Paramilitary Activities in And Against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v.
United States of America), Judgment, 27 June 1986, paras 220, 255-6.
638
ICRC, Commentary to Geneva Convention III relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, 2020, Article 1
common, paras 186-206.
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the Platform for the Investigation of War Crimes in Ukraine – 5 AM Coalition, there is room
for better coordination in order to avoid duplication and make these efforts more effective.

1.

GLOBAL LEVEL

There are several accountability mechanisms which do already follow the events in Ukraine.
On the international level the Human Rights Council of the United Nations based on its
Resolution of 4 March 2022 has established an Independent International Commission of
Inquiry on Ukraine to ensure accountability for human rights violations and abuses of IHL
associated with Russia’s aggression against Ukraine and to end impunity.639 Its wide mandate
includes investigations and collection of evidence as well as recommendations on measures of
accountability. It is supported by the UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine,
established already in 2014, which also shared valuable information with our Mission.640
The International Criminal Court based on referrals from 41 States Parties of the Rome Statute
and the Declaration by Ukraine of 2015 has started investigations.641 These are also based on a
preliminary investigation undertaken in view of two declarations of Ukraine, which is not a
State Party to the Rome Statute, of 2014 and 2015 respectively, by which Ukraine accepted the
jurisdiction of the ICC for war crimes and crimes against humanity allegedly committed on its
territory.642
The International Court of Justice (ICJ), which is competent for disputes between States, has
been seized with the matter under the genocide convention and on 16 March 2022 indicated
provisional measures. The ICJ ordered the Russian Federation “to immediately suspend
military operations that commenced on 24 February on the territory of Ukraine” and to
“ensure that any military or irregular armed units which may be directed or supported by it,
as well as any organizations and persons which may be subject to its control or direction, take
no steps in furtherance of the military operations”. 643 Unfortunately, this order has been
disrespected. The case is to continue.
IHL, in Article 90 of Protocol I provides for an International Humanitarian Fact-Finding
Commission (IHFFC). The IHFCC may inquire into allegations of serious violations committed
in IACs between States having accepted – ex ante or ad hoc – its jurisdiction. 72 States have
already made the necessary ex ante declaration. Ukraine and until recently Russia have made
the necessary Article 90(2) declaration to give the IHFFC ex ante the right to enquire into
alleged IHL violations. It is regrettable that Russia withdrew its declaration in 2019. The current
conflict would provide an appropriate context in which the IHFFC could usefully lend its
services to the parties in conflict. Outside of its treaty mandate, the IHFFC has conducted an
inquiry pursuant to a request by the OSCE in 2017 to investigate the death of one paramedic
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See UN Human Rights Council, Independent International Commission of Inquiry on Ukraine, 4 March 2022,
at: https://www.ohchr.org/en/hr-bodies/hrc/iicihr-ukraine/index and HRC-Resol. 49/1 on the Situation of Human
Rights in Ukraine Stemming from the Russian Aggression.
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See, for example, Update on the Human Rights Situation in Ukraine, 24 February – 26 March, at:
https://www.ohchr.org/sites/default/files/2022-03/HRMMU_Update_2022-03-26_EN.pdf.
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See ICC, Statement of ICC Prosecutor, Karim A.A. Khan QC, on the Situation in Ukraine: Receipt of Referrals
from 39 States Parties and the Opening of an Investigation, 2 March 2022, at: https://www.icccpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=2022-prosecutor-statement-referrals-ukraine.
642
See ICC, Statement of the Prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda, on the conclusion of the preliminary examination in
the situation in Ukraine, 11 December 2020, at: https://www.icc-cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?name=201211-otpstatement-ukraine.
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ICJ, Allegations of Genocide under the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
(Ukraine v. Russian Federation), Order, 16 March 2022.
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and the injury of two members of the OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine. 644
Ukraine, Russia and the OSCE could build upon this precedent.
There have also been proposals from two conferences organized by the International
Commission of Jurists and the Kingdom of the Netherlands to strengthen international
accountability mechanisms, extending and transforming into a permanent mechanism without
geographical limitations the experience from other fact-finding mechanisms like the
International, Impartial and Independent Mechanism for Syria (IIIM) and the Independent
Investigative Mechanism for Myanmar (IIMM) focusing on collecting evidence for
international and domestic criminal proceedings.645 One main purpose of all these mechanisms
is to prevent impunity for crimes committed.

2.

EUROPEAN LEVEL

The findings of the report of the Mission of Experts can also be of relevance for cases brought
before the European Court of Human Rights which according to the rules related to the
denunciation of the European Convention of Human Rights maintains its jurisdiction until 16
September 2022. Russia has not derogated from its obligations under the ECHR. According to
the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (e.g. Al-Skeini v. United Kingdom,
Ilascu and others v. Moldova and Russia) there is accountability for violations happening in
the areas under the effective control of the contracting party abroad.646
The European Court of Human Rights on the requests of Ukraine and a group of Ukrainian
citizens on 1, 4 and 10 March 2022 indicated urgent interim measures against Russia requesting
it to refrain from military action against civilians and civilian objects, including residential
premises, emergency vehicles and other specially protected civilian objects such as schools and
hospitals, and to ensure immediately the safety of the medical establishments, personnel and
emergency vehicles within the territory under attack or siege by Russian troops (1 March 2022).
On 1 April 2022, the interim measures were expanded ordering the Russian government that
evacuation routes should allow civilians to seek refuge in safer regions of Ukraine. 647
Unfortunately, the interim measures so far seem to have been largely ignored.
After the withdrawal of the Russian Federation from the Council of Europe on 16 March 2022,
the Court remains competent to deal with cases brought against Russia for facts occurring until
16 September 2022. Until that time there is also a possibility for interstate applications like
those Ukraine has already made against Russia in the past.
To ensure effective prosecution, European Union Member States may cooperate by way of a
European Arrest warrant. It requires all European Union Member States to arrest and transfer a
suspected criminal or sentenced person to the issuing state. European States and institutions
may also cooperate in gaining evidence. Such cooperation can also be established in order to
assist a third country. In the case of Ukraine, Eurojust is supporting the establishment of as
Joint Investigating Team of Lithuania, Poland and Ukraine to facilitate investigations in war
crimes, crimes against humanity and other core crimes.648
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Executive Summary of the Report of the Independent Forensic Investigation in relation to the Incident affecting
an OSCE Special Monitoring Mission to Ukraine (SMM) Patrol on 23 April 2017 (2017).
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ICJ, Report Launch: The Future of Accountability Mechanisms – Twenty Recommendations, 15 November
2021, at: https://www.icj.org/report-launch-the-future-of-accountability-mechanisms-twenty-recommendations/.
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See section V.A.3.
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See in particular ECtHR, Press Release 116 of 1 April 2022 on the Expansion of interim measures in relation
to Russian military action in Ukraine.
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See European Union Agency for Criminal Justice Cooperation, Eurojust supports joint investigation team into
alleged core international crimes in Ukraine, 28 March 2022, at: https://www.eurojust.europa.eu/news/eurojustsupports-joint-investigation-team-alleged-core-international-crimes-ukraine.
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3.

NATIONAL LEVEL

On the level of national jurisdictions, the Office of the General Prosecutor of Ukraine has
opened investigations into allegations of war crimes and crimes against humanity by
Russians.649 It has also created a Legal Task Force on Accountability for Crimes in Ukraine.650
Russia has established an Investigative Committee initiating criminal proceedings on various
alleged cases of Ukrainian shelling.651 The Mission recommends that both States extend their
investigations to suspects belonging to their own party. Also, other national prosecutors like
the German, Lithuanian or the Polish have opened investigations based on the respective
national laws.652
There are proposals to establish a Special Tribunal for Aggression against Ukraine by interested
States.653 However, there are different views on the merits of this approach.654
Similarly, several non-governmental organizations are working for the prevention of impunity
such as the IFEX “No Impunity Campaign” for attacks on journalists.
Accountability requires solid preparation of cases of violations to be used in courts and other
fora. Several States under the leadership of Denmark have launched a “Global Platform to work
for accountability following Russia’s aggression against Ukraine”.655 It can benefit from the
experience of the “International Accountability Platform for Belarus” established in Denmark
and run by specialized NGOs with the support of several States to document major human rights
violations in Belarus in response to a recommendation of the report on Belarus under the
Moscow Mechanism in 2020.656 It coordinates the documentation and ensures the safe storage
of data on crimes in such quality that they can be used by judicial bodies and other investigative
mechanisms like the Mission of Inquiry on Belarus of the United Nations while also taking care
of proper protection of victims and witnesses.
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VII. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, while under the present circumstances a detailed assessment of most allegations
of IHL violations and the identification of war crimes and crimes against humanity concerning
particular incidents has not been possible, the Mission found clear patterns of IHL violations
by the Russian forces on many of the issues investigated. This concerns in particular their
conduct of hostilities. It is not conceivable that so many civilians would have been killed and
injured and so many civilian objects, including houses, hospitals, cultural property, schools,
multi-story residential buildings, administrative buildings, penitentiary institutions, police
stations, water stations and electricity systems would have been damaged or destroyed if Russia
had respected its IHL obligations in terms of distinction, proportionality and precautions in
conducting hostilities in Ukraine. The conduct of the siege of Mariupol is an extreme example.
Much of the conduct of Russian forces in parts of Ukraine it occupied before and after 24
February 2022, including through its proxies, the self-proclaimed “republics” of Donetsk and
Luhansk, equally violates IHL of military occupation.
Some violations and problems were also identified regarding practices of Ukraine. The Mission
is in particular concerned about the treatment of prisoners of war, originally considered
criminals, and treated in ways that are incompatible with Geneva Convention III. Generally,
allegations that Ukraine and not Russia had caused some of the death, injury or destructions
attributed to it by the media, Ukrainian authorities and NGOs to Russia could not be confirmed.
The Mission is also astonished about the small number of prisoners of war acknowledged by
both parties and regrets that they do not yet benefit from ICRC visits prescribed by Geneva
Convention III.
The Mission has also considered the impact of the current conflict on human rights. While it
has not been able to verify all the reported incidents which might involve violations of IHRL,
it has found credible evidence suggesting that such violations, concerning even the most
fundamental human rights (right to life, prohibition of torture and other inhuman and degrading
treatment and punishment), have been committed, mostly in the areas under the effective
control of Russia. The Mission has also concluded that the impact of the conflict on the
enjoyment of human rights has gone beyond the direct violations of these rights. By causing a
high level of destruction and by interfering with the provision of vital services (education,
healthcare), the conflict started by the unlawful attack by Russia has made it very difficult for
Ukraine to effectively respect, protect and fulfil human rights of its inhabitants.
The Mission has also found out that while the conflict has affected all the inhabitants of
Ukraine, it has had a particularly negative effect on individuals belonging to vulnerable groups,
such as women, children, older persons or persons with disabilities.
The Mission is not able to conclude whether the Russian attack on Ukraine per se qualifies as
a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population. It however holds
that some patterns of violent acts violating IHRL, which have been repeatedly documented in
the course of the conflict, such as targeted killing, enforced disappearance or abductions of
civilians, including journalists and local officials, are likely to meet this qualification. Any
single violent act of this type, committed as part of such an attack and with the knowledge of
it, would then constitute a crime against humanity.
While the findings of this report are – in part – necessarily preliminary due to the short period
of investigation in the context of an ongoing armed conflict, they can inform other bodies’ more
in-depth investigations into legal accountability. The findings may also contribute to establish
political accountability. With regard to violations of IHL and IHRL the responsibility is both
on the Russian Federation and Ukraine to observe their respective obligations. As this report
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shows, violations occurred on the Ukrainian as well as on the Russian side. The violations
committed by the Russian Federation, however, are by far larger in scale and nature.
Regarding the implementation of the principle of accountability the Mission notes several
ongoing initiatives on the collection and preservation of evidence on the global, regional and
national levels by both public and private actors. While it was able to contribute to a first
collection and analysis of facts, more detailed investigations are necessary, in particular with
regard to establish individual criminal responsibility for war crimes. This is a task for the courts
which can benefit from the collections of evidence by professional organizations and from the
assessment of patterns and specific incidents by Missions of inquiry like our own.
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Comments by Ukraine to the Report of the Mission of Experts,
established to address the violations of international humanitarian
and human rights law, war crimes and crimes against humanity
committed during Russia’s war of aggression against Ukraine
Ukraine expresses its gratitude to the Mission of Experts for the tremendous work
accomplished in order to investigate the violations of international humanitarian
and human rights law, war crimes and crimes against humanity committed by the
Russian Federation and its armed forces during the ongoing war of aggression
against Ukraine.
As stressed in the Mission of Experts’ Report, “the Mission found clear patterns of
IHL violations by the Russian forces on many of the issues investigated. This
concerns in particular their conduct of hostilities. It is not conceivable that so many
civilians would have been killed and injured and so many civilian objects, including
houses, hospitals, cultural property, schools, multi-story residential buildings,
administrative buildings, penitentiary institutions, police stations, water stations
and electricity systems would have been damaged or destroyed if Russia had
respected its IHL obligations in terms of distinction, proportionality and precautions
in conducting hostilities in Ukraine. The conduct of the siege of Mariupol is an
extreme example. Much of the conduct of Russian forces in parts of Ukraine it
occupied before and after 24 February 2022, including through its proxies, the selfproclaimed “republics” of Donetsk and Luhansk, equally violates IHL of military
occupation.”
Being fully aware that only a comprehensive reading of the Report provides a
complete picture of the enormous amount of atrocities committed by Russia in
Ukraine, we wish to draw attention to some of the violations and findings identified
by the Mission of Experts:
- Russia is the aggressor and therefore responsible for all human suffering in
Ukraine;
- credible evidence suggesting that such violations, concerning even the most
fundamental human rights (right to life, prohibition of torture and other inhuman
and degrading treatment and punishment), have been committed, mostly in the
areas under the effective control of Russia;
- undisputed use by the Russian armed forces of cluster munitions, munitions with
a large blast radius, such as large bombs or missiles, unguided missiles, artillery and
mortars, multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS) and dumb bombs released by
aircraft and the alleged use of incendiary weapons, white phosphorus and
thermobaric or vacuum bombs, in densely populated areas;
- credible reports according to which Russian forces arrested civilians, including
journalists, without any procedure, and ill-treated them by methods that amount to
torture;
- allegations of rapes, including gang rapes, committed by Russian soldiers in many
other regions in Ukraine. The Mission recalls that rape or other forms of sexual
violence may constitute or a crime against humanity or a war crime;
- patterns of violent acts violating IHRL, which have been repeatedly documented
in the course of the conflict, such as targeted killing, enforced disappearance or
abductions of civilians, including journalists and local officials;
- the Mission has found out that while the conflict has affected all the inhabitants
of Ukraine, it has had a particularly negative effect on individuals belonging to
vulnerable groups, such as women, children, older persons or persons with
disabilities;
- in most cases attack angles, munitions used and objects hit clearly demonstrate
that such attacks are attributable to Russia;
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- allegations made by the Russian Federation could not be confirmed that Ukraine
and not Russian forces had caused some of the death, injury or destructions
attributed to Russia;
- the Mission received several reports, sometimes accompanied by photographic
evidence, alleging the use by Russian troops of the red cross emblem to mark
military non-medical vehicles, of Ukrainian flags, army or police uniforms or vehicles,
white flags, civilian clothes, and OSCE symbols to facilitate their military operations.
Ukraine draws separate attention of the OSCE and its participating States to the
Mission’s conclusion about the need for serious international enquiry, on the spot,
to investigate “summary executions of a large number of civilians during the Russian
occupation of villages in the proximity of Kyiv, in particular Bucha and at the
occasion of the withdrawal of Russian forces. There are photos and videos of
civilians killed in the streets partly with their hands tied and reports about one or
more mass graves. This evidence points to a major war crime and a crime against
humanity committed by the Russian forces.”
Ukraine also wishes to provide additional clarifications and information on some
provisions of the Report, which you will find below.
1. “On 24 February 2022 the Russian Federation invaded Ukraine” [page 1 of the
Report]. Comment by Ukraine: Russia invaded Ukraine (Autonomous Republic of
Crimea) on February 20, 2014. By the decision of the European Court of Human
Rights in the case Ukraine v. Russia (re Crimea) the ECHR stated that Russia has
been exercising effective control over the Autonomous Republic of Crimea since
February 27, 2014. In April 2014, Russia launched armed aggression on the East of
Ukraine and occupied parts of the Donetsk and Lugansk regions.
2. “Crimea and Sevastopol as well as parts of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions, which
are controlled by the self-proclaimed “republics” of Donetsk and Luhansk, were
occupied territories already before 24 February 2022: Crimea, directly by Russia,
and the two other territories – mainly through the authorities of the “republics”,
over which Russia has overall control”. [page 18 of the Report]. Comment by
Ukraine: Ukraine welcomes that the Moscow Mechanism experts have clearly and
unequivocally recognized the fact of occupation of certain areas of the Donetsk and
Luhansk regions of Ukraine by the Russian Federation since 2014. Regarding the
use of the terms “so-called republics of Donetsk and Luhansk”, “so-called Donetsk
and Luhansk “People’s Republics””, “self-proclaimed “republics” of Donetsk and
Luhansk” and similar terms in the Report, Ukraine stresses that the correct
terminology is “temporarily occupied territories of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions
of Ukraine”.
3. “Although Belarus allows its territory to be used to launch Russian attacks on
Ukraine, the Mission considers that as of 1 April it is not a party to the IAC” [page
5 of the Report]. Comment by Ukraine: according to the article 3 of the United
Nations General Assembly Resolution 3314 (XXIX) on the Definition of Aggression,
“the action of a State in allowing its territory, which it has placed at the disposal of
another State, to be used by that other State for perpetrating an act of aggression
against a third State” is qualified as an act of aggression. In an urgent meeting with
Vladimir Putin, Oleksandr Lukashenko announced that they had agreed to keep
Russian troops stationed in Belarus. In addition, there are numerous confirmed
facts that have demonstrated the use of the territory of Belarus by Russia to carry
out their unlawful attacks on the territory of Ukraine. In particular, Russian tanks,
infantry fighting vehicles, and Russian heavy flamethrower systems were moved
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into Ukrainian territory from southwestern Belarus, crossing over at the Senkivka
checkpoint; Russia launched the missiles from the Mogilev area towards Ukraine.
The Maxar satellite imagery released on 23 of February 2022 (the day before the
attack) showed that Russia had deployed more than one hundred vehicles and
dozens of troop shelters at Bolshoi Bokov airfield in southern Belarus, near the city
of Mazyr. This new deployment is less than twenty kilometres from the Ukrainian
border. Besides of aforementioned, there are facts that Belarusian troops are also
taking part in the attack against Ukraine despite previous insistence from Belarusian
leader Oleksandr Lukashenkо that Belarus would not participate in any military
action against the country.1 Moreover, the comparison in the Report of Belarus’ socalled “assistance” to Russia, which in fact constitutes aggression against Ukraine,
with NATO’s assistance to Ukraine is invalid.
4. “The Mission does not possess sufficient elements to consider that Russia has
violated its specific obligations concerning nuclear power stations” [page 39 of the
Report]. Comment by Ukraine: the Russian federation has forcefully seized control
of nuclear facilities where nuclear material is located and damaged buildings in
nuclear sites in Ukraine, thereby undermining their safe and secure operation and
significantly raising the risk of a nuclear accident or incident. The risks caused by
the Russian invasion endanger the population of Ukraine, its neighboring countries
and the international community. The unprovoked and unjustified military
aggression of the Russian federation against Ukraine constitutes a gross violation
of international law, including specific nuclear-related obligations. In particular, the
IAEA General Conference unanimous decision GC(53)DEC/13 of 2009 stating that
“any armed attack on and threat against nuclear facilities devoted to peaceful
purposes constitutes a violation of the principles of the United Nations Charter,
international law and the Statute of the Agency”. In its resolution GOV/2022/17 of
3 March 2022 the IAEA Board of Governors called on Russia “to immediately cease
all actions against, and at, the Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant and any other nuclear
facility in Ukraine, in order for the competent Ukrainian authorities to preserve or
promptly regain full control over all nuclear facilities within Ukraine’s internationally
recognized borders and ensure their safe and secure operations, and in order for
the Agency to fully resume its safeguards verification activities, including the
necessary verification of material accountancy and control”. Russia has also violated
a number of fundamental principles in the field of nuclear safety adopted as
internationally recognized IAEA recommendations (IAEA Safety Standards),
including a list of 18 specific violations. We also recall the Preamble of the Amended
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (A/CPPNM) which refers
to Article 2 of the Charter of the United Nations, emphasizing that “All Members
shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against
the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner
inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations”. Furthermore, we recall
Article 2.4 (c) of the A/CPPNM stipulating that “nothing in this Convention shall be
construed as a lawful authorization to use or threaten to use force against nuclear
material or nuclear facilities used for peaceful purposes”. Station of the military
vehicles of the Russian armed forces at the industrial sites of the Chornobyl NPP
and Zaporizhzhya NPP constitutes a grave violation of Article 59 of the Protocol
Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the
Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), of 8 June 1977.
4a) “The Mission understands that on 24 February 2022 Russian forces took control
over the installation but did not attack it. Russian forces allowed Ukrainian
1
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specialists to continue their vital task for nuclear security Staff of the installation
could be finally rotated only on 20 March 2022” [pp.37-38 of the Report]. Comment
by Ukraine: on 24 February 2022 the armed forces of the Russian federation
crossed Ukrainian border from the territory of Belarus and seized all nuclear
facilities of the State Specialized Enterprise “Chornobyl Nuclear Power Plant”,
located within the Exclusion Zone. Operating personnel of the Chornobyl NPP (in
total 92 persons) and the soldiers of the National Guard of Ukraine (in total around
130 persons) became hostage by the Russian armed forces. A single shift of
personnel remained at the site until 20.03.2022 and continued fulfilling its duties
at a gunpoint. This is a blatant violation of all existing regulations of safety for NPPs
operation. Movement of significant number of heavy military machinery of the
Russian armed forces through the Exclusion zone significantly raised levels of
gamma radiation dose rate. This fact was widely observed by relevant detection
systems of many European States. During the period of 28-29.03.2022 wildfires in
the highly contaminated “Red Forest” in the area of Chornobyl were identified by
several international organizations and NGOs, including Greenpeace. As the origin
of wildfires is now being studied by competent authorities of Ukraine, there have
been a number of indications that the wildfires in the Exclusion Zone were triggered
by Russian military activities. Under the Russian occupation, the Ukrainian fire
service has not been fully operational and has thus been unable to respond quickly
to extinguish or limit the fires. As a result, workers at the power plant, their families
at the city of Slavutych and people living near the power plant outside the Exclusion
zone are at risk of being impacted by the resuspended contamination, both from
the fires and the Russian army vehicles crossing highly contaminated zones.
Therefore, in addition to enormous stress and threat of violence from the Russian
armed forces at the site of Chornobyl NPP, its personnel was faced with the
additional risks from radioactive forest fires.
4b) “The Mission understands that on 4 March 2022 Russian forces took control
over the installation but did not attack buildings that could have released dangerous
forces, if damaged.” [pp.38-39 of the Report]. Comment by Ukraine: on 4 March
2022 Russian armed forces intentionally shelled Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant
causing fire from every sides of the NPP. For a long period, Ukrainian State
Emergency Service was not able to cease fire due to unstoppable shelling. Despite
on the stable level of radiation that was characterized by Ukrainian authorities as
“normal” does not means the absence of violation specific obligations by Russia in
relation to Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power Plant.
5. “The same applies to the alleged use by both parties of white phosphorus.” [pp.4243 of the Report]. Comment by Ukraine: Mission’s allegations, based on the
Russian propaganda source ‘Rudio Sputnik’ citing Kadyrov’s statement about
Ukraine’s usage of white phosphorus ammunitions, are incorrect. Prohibition of the
use of white phosphorus ammunitions is covered by the Convention on Certain
Conventional Weapons to which Russia and Ukraine are parties. Ukraine did not
use the white phosphorus. On the contrary, Russia was actively using white
phosphorus ammunitions against civilians in the Lugansk region (Popasne) on 13
March 2022, in the Donetsk region (Maryinka, Krasnogorivka, Novomykhaylivka) on
30-31 March 2022, in Avdiivka on 27 March 2022.
6. Regarding the detention of prisoners of war [p.10 of the Report]. Comment by
Ukraine: 1) It is noted that Joint Centre for Tracing and Release of Prisoners,
established on 28 February 2022, only became operational on 18 March 2022.
Indeed, the Joint Centre for the Tracing and Release of Prisoners of the Security
Service of Ukraine opened on February 28, 2022. However, it operates on the basis
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of the Joint Center for Coordination of Search, Release of Illegally Deprived Persons
in the Area of Implementation of Measures for National Security and Defense,
Repulse and Deterrence of Armed Aggression of the Russian Federation in Donetsk
and Luhansk oblasts, established in 2015. At the same time, the functions of the
National Information Bureau are performed by the Ukrainian National Center for
Peacebuilding, a state enterprise under the Ministry for Reintegration of the
Temporarily Occupied Territories of Ukraine. The assignment of these functions
really took place on March 17, 2022 by adopting an order of the Cabinet of Ministers
of Ukraine, and on the same day the hotline of the National Information Bureau was
launched, and communication with government agencies on establishing
cooperation has begun. In addition, it should be noted that on March 11, 2022, by
the decision of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, the Coordination Headquarters
for the Treatment of Prisoners of War was established in order to promote
coordination of central and local executive bodies, other state bodies, local
governments and military formations, formed in accordance with laws, law
enforcement agencies and public associations for the treatment of prisoners of war.
2) All information on Russian prisoners of war is transmitted by the National
Information Bureau to the relevant Bureau of the Central Investigation Agency of
the International Committee of the Red Cross as soon as such transfer becomes
possible. No delays are allowed. 3) Ukraine reaffirms its readiness to admit the
delegates of the International Committee of the Red Cross to the prisoners of war
in their places of detention.
7. “Reports about “authorities working to neutralize” naval mines hours after having
gone adrift indicate that this rule was violated, allegedly by Ukraine in its internal
waters and territorial sea.” [page 45 of the Report]. Comment by Ukraine: Mission’s
allegations, based on Russia’s fake news reproduced by “AlArabiya News”, are
incorrect. Also, these allegations do not find their confirmation in the NAVAREA
maps and messages. Ukraine’s official position on the issue was presented on 29
March 2022 in the Statement of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ukraine on the
illegal
activities
of
the
Russia’s
Navy
in
the
Black
Sea
(https://mfa.gov.ua/en/news/statement-ministry-foreign-affairs-ukraine-illegalactivities-russias-navy-black-sea).
8. “The organization has called for the creation of a blue safe maritime corridor for the
safe evacuation of seafarers. Russia responded with the creation of humanitarian
corridors, which has been disputed by Ukraine.” [page 46 of the Report]. Comment
by Ukraine: first of all, the IMO called for the creation of a blue safe maritime
corridor for the safe evacuation of seafarers by the mediation of the Secretary
General. (Quotation from the IMO Council decision: “The Council, in this regard,
taking into account the sensitivities of the matter, invited the Secretary-General to
collaborate with the relevant parties and take necessary immediate actions to
initiate the establishment and support the implementation of a blue safe maritime
corridor in the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov and keep Member States informed of
developments and report to the next session of the Council. The Secretary-General
has indicated his commitment to take immediate action to realize the blue safe
maritime corridor with the cooperation and collaboration of the relevant parties
including littoral states.”). A corridor cannot be created independently by one of the
parties (Russia) without involving another one (Ukraine) and without consent of the
IMO, and appropriate negotiation process. The so-called “creation of humanitarian
corridors” by Russia was held in a clearly inappropriate manner.
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